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Regrettable Delay
Although Volume 9, Number Ihas been
out not even four weeks as Iwrite this, we
have received considerable feedback with
respect to the unavailability of the PS Audio
CD player that was recommended so
highly by AHC in his article "Ye Olde Cornpakt Diske." As so frequently happens with
arapidly evolving technology, the "latest
and greatest" can't be had.
Here's the story: PS Audio sent AHC a
version of their CD player, which is based
on the Magnavox 2041. Since examples of
the 2041 weren't actually available at the
time. PS combined their electronics with a
disc drive and laser-reading mechanism
from aMagnavox 2040 (almost identical to
that from a2041). The original production
schedule would have had production units
in dealer's hands the beginning of March,
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AHC's review (though PS didn't know
when the review would actuapppear).
Production, though, was delayed by
three weeks due to one thing or another,
which must have led to frustration for
new player. Even worse, there were PS
Audio CD players available, but they were
earlier models that didn't sound nearly as
good as the sample reviewed by AHC
(careful reading of the article makes it clear
that earlier models had problems). We
haven't heard of any specific examples, but
we regret it if any Stereophile readers purchased an early PS player, thinking it
recommended by us.
There is some good news to report: 200
of the new players were shipped by March
28, and another 250 are due to go out in
the next month. Also, upgrades of the early
models (involving complete change-out of
the circuit board) are available for $100.
We know how frustrating it can be when
desired product is unavailable, and we try
to avoid situations like this. We will try
even harder in the future.
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J. Gordon Holt

I

always enjoy CES. Like the Big Apple, or

has it that the public's attention span is

the City of Angels, CES is stimulatingly

already taxed by single-picture TV), and

frenetic and enjoyably fatiguing—things

radios and telephones styled to look like

that would soon put me in the funny farm

frogs, mushrooms, or Muppets.
Of course, the zoo is where the CES Press

if Ilived with them year 'round, but can
easily cope with twice ayear. In fact, attending CES is rather like visiting the city of my
birth, aplace whose culture is one with my
own because Igrew up there, and where

Room is, and Ialways find at least afew
old, familiar faces in that exclusive haven
of relative tranquility amidst the uproar.

those audio people—the Allisons, Marant-

(No amount of rustling paper can approach
in revulsion value the sound of one audio
system at the zoo!) But, Home is where the

zes, Frieds, Beveridges, Haflers, and

audio High End gathers, like agaggle of

Tuckers—whose durability as friends
always reminds me of how rapidly time

separate from the mainstream of jocks and

passes and how little of it we may have left.

druggies, and defensively proud of their

But then, high-end audio is not really the
city at CES; it is asuburb. The city is the

isolation from the common herd.
Unlike any other, the high-end audio

Convention Center, that sprawling monu-

crowd sells sound quality. Not more conve-

ment to capitalistic acquisitiveness and the
sole justification for these huge bi-annual

nience features, gimmicks, or lower prices,

half the pleasure lies in seeing once again

"A" -students at a high-school prom,

which can be appreciated visually or in-

bashes. After all these years, Istill feel alit-

tellectually, but sound quality, which can

tle like astranger at the zoo. Ihave no part

only be appreciated aurally. The only way
high-end people can show off their wares

of, and little more than superficial curiosity
about, cellular telephones, satellite-

is through audible demonstrations—

reception systems, car audio, electronic
watches, CBs, TVs that allow you to watch

something that would be utterly impossible in the cacaphonous carnival at-

programs at once (conventional wisdom

mosphere of the convention center. So,
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from the first CES, audio high-enders have

ly deep bass came from Sheffield's new

always had aseparate venue at CES, usual-

Firebird in the room Iwas in, or from Star

ly in a hotel a few blocks from the

Ducks, Kodo, or The Track Record in adja-

Coliseum.

cent demo rooms.

Somehow, though, high-enders never

The listening environment may have had

seem to be in the same hotel twice. CES

something to do with my lack of enthusiasm for this show. Certainly my in-

chooses the location, and it has seemed of
late that each choice has been worse than

ability to get excited about what Isaw and

the last. This year, for example, the high-

heard in Las Vegas was not shared by the

end rooms had large platforms (for

exhibitors, most of whom reported that

elevating the beds, which were of course

this was one of their best shows. Of course,

removed for the show), thereby forcing

"best" for a CES exhibitor means more
visiting dealers and more successfully

many exhibitors to put their speakers about
afoot higher than they were designed to be
placed. Then there were the dividing walls

negotiated sales contracts. While Iwas
pleased that "the business" seemed once

between the rooms, which, when tapped

again to be thriving (after several years of

with the knuckles, sounded as if they were

doldrums), the generally upbeat mood

made of corrugated cardboard. As aresult,
the interference between exhibits could

among exhibitors did little to offset my
own vague feeling of unease, afeeling that

not not have been much worse if the
demos had been on the open floor at the

grew stronger as Imade my rounds at the
show.

Convention Center! Low frequencies, in

Finally the reason for my unease dawned

particular, were so efficient at permeating
whole wings of the hotel that it was often

on me. The average quality of sound at this

impossible to tell whether that impressive-

show was several notches below what it
had been at the last few CES's. For the first

time in as long as Icould recall, high-end
audio's singleminded assault on the bas-

goal, and three loudspeaker systems all
sound quite different from one another, it

tions of total perfection seemed to be

is obvious that at least two of them, and

faltering. Among the exceptions were Dave
Wilson, Audio Research, and Infinityems,
all of whom produced exemplary sound
(ho-hum, so what else is new?). But some

possibly all three, are inaccurate.
The best example of this evolutionary
convergence has occurred in the area of
power amplifiers, where tube and solid-

exhibitors who had demoed very good

state have grown more and more similar in

sound in Chicago six months ago did less

sound for so long that the classic distinc-

well in that department this time around,

tions between them—the warmth and

often with exactly the same featured
products—Martin Logan's little TLS

sweetness of tubes, the tautness and
quickness of transistors—are no longer of
great significance. Phono cartridges too

(transparent loudspeaker), for one.
But even more discouraging, Ifelt, was

have converged sonically, as the audio-

the apparent reversal of a healthy trend

phile's past enthusiasm for MCs with afiery

which has characterized high-end shows

high end, sucked-out upper middle range,
and groove-bashingly low compliance has

for the past five years: sonic convergence.
Since we all like to believe we are striving for a common goal in audio —

given place to aheightened appreciation
for greater naturalness and the ability to

accuracy —it has seemed reasonable to ex-

trace high levels without breaking up or

pect that refinements in nous areas of

skipping grooves.
Not so with loudspeakers. In fact, the
richly and imaginatively varied sounds of

sound reproduction would continue indefinitely, resulting in agradual dimunition
of the sonic differences between competing products. After all, if accuracy is the

the loudspeakers Iheard at this Winter's
CES suggested, as never before, that the art

LE
Historically, the oracle of ancient
Greece was seen as the source and
revelation of truth.
With ORACLE turntables we strive
or true sound reproduction. Our
lechnological resources are dedicated
:o the achievement of the highest
.nandards of manufacturing and to
offer uncompromising quality of
:,ound. ORACLE research developped
:he first power supply conditioner —
:he DYNAMIC ISOLATOR, the first
platter resonance absorption device
— the PERIPHERAL WAVE TRAP, the
foremost REFLEX CLAMP. With its
GROOVE ISOLATOR, ORACLE as
attained an unsurpassed standard in
mat technology.
There is more — for instance,
DRACLE's own award-winning
.iuspension system with its
Droprietary dampening materials
:ogether with the unique drive belt
:racking adjusment capability.

These are some of the technological
achievements which together enable
to offer complete, fully integrated,
exceptional turntables for which
ORACLE is acclaimed by audiophiles
throughout the world.
They are also some of the reasons
why the purity of the ORACLE sound
is legend to those who own our
turntables. It is a true sound. Hear it.
Listen. Let the record speak for itself.

For informative documentation please
write to:
Dept. M
ORACLE AUDIO CORPORATION
505 Industrial Blvd.
Sherbrooke, Que., Canada
JI L 1X7

The evolution continues...

e ek-,

0

The new ML-7 Preamplifier
introduced June 1985.
ailable for demonstration at all Mark Levinson

Dealers.
wide by
TT TLX 4942158

(or science or philosophy or what have

where loudspeaker designers seem to be

you) of speaker design has become as direc-

galloping off in all directions at once.

tionless as the proverbial decapitated

Judging midrange quality at this show

chicken. How many of these differences

was harder and more fatiguing than at most

were due to had rooms, ancillaries, pro-

because of those infernal bed platforms—

gram sources, or just plain bad vibes is hard

harder because Ihad to guesstimate at what

to guess, but the overall impression was

height my ears should be to compensate for

one of indecisiveness, as though each

the platform height, and more fatiguing

speaker designer had been working in a

because this optimum height could not be

vacuum to perfect an idealized sound that

attained while either standing or sitting.

bore more relationship to wishful thinking

(You try spending an entire day listening

than to any such criterion as an "absolute

from an acute-indigestion bent-over position!)

sound" of music.
Perhaps much of this new directionless-

At the entire high-end show, Idon't

ness is attributable to the Compact Disc,

think Iheard more than five systems that

whose consistency of signal quality

produced anything even approaching a

(relative to analog) makes it harder to com-

natural (realistic, accurate) middle range.

pensate for loudspeaker colorations by

The others were either politely laid-back

choosing cartridges with complementary

and withdrawn, or had midrange colora-

colorations. Winter 1986 was a turning

tions ranging from honky to steely. The

point of sorts for CD and high end. Now
that small, perfectionist manufacturers like

pressive depth and spaciousness, the col-

laid-back systems often had very im-

Mission, Meridian, and PS Audio have lent

ored ones often sounded impressively for-

an air of respectability to CD by introduc-

ward and alive, but none managed to sound

ing their own players. other high-end ex-

like real music.

hibitors have been able to use CD for their
own demos without embarrassment or the

Whether or not it is possible to apply a
single set of criteria to loudspeaker perfor-

usual lame excuses (e.g.. "pressure from

mance is a philosophical matter that I'm

outside sources"). Even Wilson Audio had

not going to think about right now. But it is

a Meridian Pro CD player on hand, for

becoming increasingly clear that a com-

those who "insisted on hearing" Sheffield's latest floor-shaker, Koc/o. What was

plete lack of any such criteria may now
have become the most important obstacle-

even more fascinating was that, in those

to further advancement in the state of the

rooms that did have CD players, the sound

audio art.

from analog was not as shockingly dif-

Before the show. LA asked me to look for

ferent as in those very recent days when

"about twelve significant new items, for in-

everyone complained about how much

depth writeups." Icould not find twelve
such items. But then, after attending shows

more "shrill" CD sound was. Here's an area
where convergence is definitely the order
of the day.

like this for more than 30 years, it is

It would be unfair, though, and untrue to

consider a new preamplifier from Com-

say that loudspeakers show no evidence of

pany X or anew cartridge from Company

improvement. Certainly. HF response con-

Y to he "significant." While Idon't wish to
minimize the importance of evolutionary

tinues to get more extended and smooth,

perhaps understandable that Ican longer

with genuine teeth-setters becoming the

improvements in the state of the art. Ifind

exception rather than the rule. And as

it increasingly difficult to take seriously the

much as one can tell under the unpredic-

products embodying those evolutionary

table (and usually adverse) conditions of

advances—which will be instantly forgot-

small-room demos, low-end quality con-

ten by the audio community the moment

tinues to show less boom and more genuine

they are superseded by further evolution-

LF extension. But it is in the midrange area

ary designs six to twelve months from now.
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Why is the SA-5.1 Consistently
The Preamplifier of Choice?
* Precision 1% Components
* Polypropylene Capacitors
* A Massive Custom Designed Transformer
* Custom Designed Gold Plated/Teflon RCA Connectors
* Automatic Muting
* Hand Selected Tubes
* Fully Vacuum Tube Power Supply

Unquestionably committed to performance.
Awards and Achievements
Component Of The Year, 1984 For The SA-5 Preamplifier—Stereo
Sound Magazine, Tokyo.
".. .
best in the survey by far." 1985 For The SA-5.1
Preamplifier—HiFi Heretic, U.S.A.
"Sonically, the Counterpoint (SA-5) is breathtaking in its ability to
recreate the stage...Quite simply, we love this preamp." 1983 For
The SA-5 Preamplifier—Audiogram, U.S.A.
For the FULL Review see Issue -33 1984 For The SA-5
Preamplifier—The Absolute Sound, U.S.A.

The New Counterpoint SA-5.1 is in stock now, and
available for your audition at your Counterpoint
Authorized Dealer.
Counterpoint Electronic Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 12472 Dept. S, La Jolla, CA. 92037
Telephone (619) 453-9090 Telex 284902 CPT UR

But such were the vast majority of "new"

none of the Monolith's lower-midrange

products shown at Las Vegas in January

suckout, but in other respects the sound

of 1986.

was uninspiring. (Since the problems

A few things did, however, catch my eye
and ears. For example: Wilson Audio,

sounded very much like had electronics. I

which has led the entire high-end industry

had been warmed up before Ilistened to

in both the cost and quality of its

the system.)

wondered how long the amp and preamp

loudspeaker systems, has now carried its

Probably the most impressive-looking

reputation astep further with the most ex-

technology Isaw at the high-end audio

pensive bookshelf system ever produced.

show

At an incredible 54000 apair, the Wilson

II straight-line tonearm (reviewed by AHC

Was

Eminent Technology's Model

Audio Tiny Tot (WATT) combines alevel of

in Vol. 8, No. 7), which looked more like a

midrange and high-end performance rivalled

precision medical instrument than a

only by their huge W'AMM, with an almost

record-playing device.

laughable lack of bass. With a low-end

After having cavalierly dismissed Rogers

design limit of 65 Hz, the WATT must be

speakers in my last show report for their

used with add-on woofers, preferably of

"polite" sound, Idecided to take alonger

extraordinarily high quality (to match the

listen this time around. Imust amend my

quickness of the WATT), which means a

previous judgments: only their LS-3/52

selling price of substantially more than the

sounds "polite" these days. The other

already-absurd 54200. Had anyone else in-

models are much more up-front and alive,

troduced such asystem. Iwouldn't have
bet aConfederate bus token that they'd sell

wise only very good.

asingle set. Ihave afeeling, though, that
somehow Wilson Audio will sell a lot of

although the sound in that room was otherIn fact, the most "significant" things I
saw at CES this January were video items.

them, if only as rear speakers for super

Among them: A prototype video printout

surround-sound installations.

system from Polaroid Corp.. that pro-

Dennesen Electrostatic's new hybrid

duces full-color prints or 35-mm slides

speaker system also sounded very im-

from any video screen display, with better
detail than the screen image and no scan-

pressive. Its 6-inch woofer was certainly
no competition for the ceiling-high sub-

ning lines; a modular 8mm camcorder

woofer in Wilson Audio's room, hut, in the

system from Kodak featuring simultaneous

range above the midbass, the little Den-

8-bit stereo PCM sound; and aLaserVision

nesens sounded refreshingly clean, effortless, and natural, with superb depth

disc player from Yamaha that looks as if it
may provide the best, most glitch-free LV

and soundstaging.

reproduction of any consumer player to date.

Dennesen also demonstrated their

Idon't wish for amoment to minimize

beautiful-looking gold-plated air-bearing

the contributions of all our designerfolk

SL arm, which was probably amistake,

as

whose efforts have brought us continuing

the arm kept getting hung-up every few

improvements in components which, only

minutes. (Frank D's flippant comment—

five years ago, might have been considered

that someone must have sneezed on it—

virtually unimprovable. But the paucity of

would have been more reassuring if he

convincingly realistic sound at this show

hadn't been obliged to make it twice dur-

was, to me, proof enough that "fidelity"

ing the 15 minutes Iwas in his room.)
Xstatic Systems. which had shown a

'—which after all is what this whole game
is supposed to be about—has somehow

huge full-range curved-panel electrostatic

been overlooked in our continuing pursuit

speaker (prototype) at the last show, this

of what merely "sounds better." They are

time displayed a smaller hybrid system

not necessarily the same. It's too long since

which looked like a blatant ripoff of the

I've experienced a sound reproduction

Martin Logan Monolith. It seemed to have

event soclose to real that IWassbocked.S
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LETTERS
The Calrec Soundfield Mike
Editor:

audio marketplace, in itself a Herculean
task, but the Moscode stuff is simply great.

Ienjoyed Bill Sommerwerck's article

Messrs Rosenberg and Abramson of NYAL

about Ambisonics. I've been doing live re-

are not only intelligent, humorous, and

cording since last summer, taping concerts
in the parks and churches of different cities

enlightening, they are gentlemen as well.

—wherever Ifind aconcert, Iwalk in.

subsequently shipped it off to Croton-on-

Recently Ihad aproblem with my amp, and

Ihave improved my technique to the

Hudson for repair. Mr. Rosenberg, who had

point where my recordings sound alot bet-

diagnosed the problem as aforeign body

ter than when Ibegan, but in the search for

adhering to acircuit board—some kind of

even better results. Iwonder if the Catree

hair; pubic, or something like that—re-

Soundfield mike might not be a worth-

turned the unit to me promptly, in perfect

while purchase. Where can Iget additional

working order.

information and prices about it?
Fred McCormick

uct is so outstanding. Audio firms such as

Baldwin Park. AA

Ican readily understand why their prodNYAL should be applauded for their commitment to excellence (n la Raiders).
Jack L. Graves
St. Louis, MO

Calrec Soundfield microphone systems are
marketed in the U.S. by Audio and Design,
Inc., PO Box 786, Bremerton, WA 98310,
but their cost (S5000 and up) is rather

It's bard to know of what Mr Graves com-

steep for an amateur recordist wbo uwuld

plains re AHC's review of the NYAL

probably not realize any financial return

Moscode 600: AHC was at least as enthusi-

from his recordings.
Anyone interested in evaluating the
sound of the ('alrec can bear it from

astic, though perhaps with afew footnotes.
And readers calling NYAL should ask for
Rosenberg or Abrams, not Abramson.

bus records, most of which u.ere mastered,
in Ambisonic surround sound, with that
mike system.

D-W'S Gas Bag

Nice NYAL

System C loudspeaker, you refer to the SF 6

Editor:
Iwould like to comment on an audio

gas (which fills the bag surrounding the
electrostatic driver) as having 1.6 times the

company that not only makes a fabulous

density of air. Actually, it has 5 times the

product, but also backs their equipment to

density of air! While this increased density

Editor:
In your review of the Dayton Wright

the nth degree: New York Audio Labs.

does give the driver something to work

Having finally conquered the dread dis-

against, it also creates an impedance mis-

ease upgrademia (the cure being Moscode).

match between the SF6 and the air it inter-

Ihave reached what Ibelieve to be the pin-

faces with.
It should be noted that punctures at the

nacle of sound. Contrary to Mr. Cordesman's belief—that the avid reader of your

top (as well as at the bottom)of the bag will

outstanding periodical must be told what

cause gas to escape, even when the driver

he or she should or should not like-1

isn't working. SF6 diffuses 44% as fast as

believe in, and even take great pride in rely-

air, so patch leaks quick!

ing on, my own ears. Iknow he is merely

Daniel Coyle

trying to keep us abreast of the current

Albuquerque, NM
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Direct Drive CD
Editor:
Icurrently own aHafler 500 power amp
and would like to drive it directly with a
compact disc player. Ineither need nor
want balance, tone, loudness, etc. controls.
Of course, Ido need avolume control.
Do you have any recommendations as to
how this can be done? Any advice concerning manufacturers of such controls and how
to wire them in will he greatly appreciated.
H. M. Schaefer
Baltimore, MD
There's a simple clumsy way or a more
complicated and elegant way of doing
Figure 1

this. The simple way is to buy apair of inline passive volume controls such as the

space between the amplifier inputs, to ac-

one shown in Figure I. These are made by

commodate the adaptors.

several manufacturers, and will connect
right between the audio cables and the

control box containing aganged volume

Figure 2 shows a home-built passive

power amp, at the amplifier end of the

pot and a balance control. All of the parts

cables. Use a value of 100,000 ohms, but

for this device can be obtained from any

make sure there are is at least 2 inches of

electronics supply house.

Figure 2
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THE SILENT
TREATMENT
WHY BOB CARVER'S MINIATURE
RADIO STATION LEFT THE AUDIO
PRESS SPEECHLESS AND HOW IT LED
TO THE MOST COMPLETE STEREO
TUNER EVER OFFERED.
The new .;dr,•er TX I
I
aStereo AM-FM Tuner
is atechnical tour-de-force which further distances Bob Carvers unique products from traditional electronic components— and which
can vastly enhance your musical enpyment.

IWO TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS.
The performance of the legendary TX- 11
Asymmetrical Charge Coupled FM Stereo
Detector Tuner is increased by the addition of
Ultra High Frequency Wide Bond AM Stereo circuitry With the new TX-11a, AM stereo sounds
as good as FM.
Yes, contrary to popular belief, most AM
stereo stations ham frequency response
(20Hz-151,
e), separation (35dB) and signalto-noise ratios (70dB) audibly indistinguishable from FM stations of equal strength It's
Just that only Dover offers the technology
to appreciate this hidden performance.
As for FM stereo, the TX-11a virtually eliminates multipath and distant station noise while
providing fullyseparated stereo reception with
spœp, depth and ambience!
Bob Carver's Asymmetrical Charge Coupled
FM Stereo Detector removes (without affecting stereo imaging frequency response or
dynamic rame) the hiss, clicks, pops, "picket
fencing" and the myriad other unpredictable
noises which all too often disturb FM listening.
(Still interested in the story of the miniature
rodio station and how it impressed hard- toimpress audio critics? Read on Well gel to it

after we explain why the quartz-synthesized
TX- 11 aStereo AM LM Tuner -yii 'rr5yps5 vos in
your own lister , :
• ----- ;•
ACLEANER, WIDER FM WINDOW ON
THE WORLD.

Because of the TX-1 la's Charge-Coupling
and Leading Edge Detection technology, ownership may very well change your listening habits Right now, you probably confine your FM
listening to those stations which are strong
and relativety interference-free, avoiding weak
stations and those filled wth distortion Your
options are therefore limited The TX-11a can
significantty expand your choices by recovering stations previousty buried in hiss or prone
to sudden tantrums of noise.
Ovation Magazine observed that the OFCUlt,
"...moy well mean the difference between
marginal reception of the station signals
you've been yearning to hear and truly noisefree
of those same signals, permitting you to enjoy the music and forget about
noise and distortion,"
In Audio Magazine, Len Feldman said
"The significance of its design can ont/ be fully
appreciated by setting up the unit, tuning to
the weakest, most unacceptable stereo signals you con find. then pushing those two
magic buttons

I 'Separation was still there; onty the background noise had been diminished, and with
it, much of the sibilance and hissy edginess
'characteristic of multi-path interference"

WHY THE ASYMMETRICAL CHARGE.
COUPLED FM STEREO DETECTOR GIV
NOISE THE SILENT TREATMENT.
;h,riy years ago, the FCC turc
FM into asubstandard stereo medium (with
fifteen times poorer signal-to-noise ratio) by
approving abroadcast system that is extroor
dinanty prone to multpath and
distant-station-noise
This system separates stereo into Iwo dine
tint bonds Unfortunately, the bands aren't pc
Left and Right Instead, one band is comprisi
of those parts of astereo signal that are corr
mon to both channels, (L +R, or mono) The
other signal, for more fragile and prone to ink
ference, is the difference between the left an
right signal (L-R). It bounces off buildings,
and other obtects, and wreaks havoc when

MINH

CARVER
POWERFUL

Carver Corporation
PO Box 1237 Lynnwood.WA 98046

1

?combined witti the strong mono signal
Bob Carvers Charge-Coupling circuit takes
..ckanloge of the fact that almost all noise and
Stortion is exactly 180 degrees out ot phase
iith the signal it's part of The TX-11a Stereo
Jil-FM Tuner cancels Mese "dirty mirror"
nages before they can reach your ears That
liminales up to 85% of the potential noise
?und in distant or noisy stations
But Bob wasn't sohsfied ond knew you
rouldn't be either. So another circuit, the LeadgEdge Detec tor, goes astep further by tak,x2 advantage of alittle-appreciated FM
nenomenon: Just 5% of the L-R signal °Coey contributes to the stereo experience The
tot simply gets in the way of skyscrapers and
lountains.
The Carver leading Edge Detector operates
nly on this cntical 5% of the L-R signal, filtergout noise and restonng just that part of the
grid needed by our ears and brain to contruct stereo imaging.
Blended bock into the mono (L+R) signal
iatrix, anet reduction of 93% -or better than
OdB of noise reduction -is achieved. All
ntiont cod localizing information is recoved Onk hss and distortion are left .':behind.
is High Fidelity Magazine put r
,
"...clean, noise-free sound out
I
weak or multi-path-ridden sig- I
ols that would have you lunging ;
the mono switch on any other ;
mer
I

THE LIMEST AM RADIO STATION .
Before we describe the remarkable
attributes of the TX-11a, we owe you the story
that proves just how far performance con
te extended when ocomponent cornes
from Carver.
At arecent press conference, Bob Carver
unveiled asmall antenna connected to avery
low powered AM stereo broadcast transmitter
(C-QUAM format). Dubbed Station CRVR," it
sat next to aCarver Compact Disc Player and
the same 1X-11a that's on your dealers shelties
right now
Bob Carver routed the Compact Disc's signal to the antenna for reception by the TX-11a,
and also directly to apreamplifier.
In front of Americo Stop stereo writers, Bob
switched bock and forth between the transmitted signal (as received by the TX-11a) and
the direct CD signal All listeners had difficulty
distinguishing between the outputs of the CD
player and the TX-11a Stereo AM-FM Tuner!
Most could tell no difference at all!

HOWAM STEREO GIs
THE SILENT
TREATME1V7' WITH THE
TX-11a.
* nique de-emphasis cunt'
* {thistle Slop cancelling circuit
* Pilot Signal cancelling circuit
* jiltni-low noise balanced station
detector
* Lisp wide hand minimum phase
intermediate frequency amplifiers.

Think of it Compact Disc frequency
response and freedom from noise wrth AM
stereo and the TX-11a Only Carver could pull
it oft But then only COW could do the same
for FM, too.
HUMAN ENGINEERED FEATURES AND
CONVENIENCE .
Murk,tur iers with lar less exciusNe circuitry
thon the 'D(-1 lo have far more complicated
exteriors Bob Caner wanted to make tuning
stations easy, not impress you with flashing
lights or complex programming
So thirteen presets, wide'narrow bond
selectors, automatic, manual scanning and
the buttons which actrvate the remarkable
Charge-Coupled circuits (Multipath and
Norse Reduction) are all tastefully inset
into the burnished anthracite metal face
Full instrumentation including digital station
frequency readout, 6-step 10dB-interval signal
strength LEDs and other monitor functions is
iecesed behind apanel, visible but not garish
The result is performance without theotri
eddy Access without complication
Atuner High Fidelity Magazine called,
'By far the best tuner we have tested..."
WAR THE AIR BY VISITING YOUR
NEAREST CARVER DEALER .
Ask to hear the most expensen tuner they
sell (It wonj be the Caner TX-11a). Now tune
amull-path-ravaged, hiss-filled FM station
Tune the same station on the TX-11a Stereo
AM-FM Tuner and press the Multpoth and
Norse Reduction buttons You'll see why no
other FM tuner can approach it And why no
other AM stereo tuner this good exists
anytyherel
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Detachable Headshells

Ailing Rabco

Editor:

Editor:

As areader of Stereophile for two years,

Ibought aRabeo SL-8 straight-line track-

Ihave yet to see any mentían in your pages

ing arm second-hand recently, and, while it

of the incompatibility of moving-coil car-

is generally in very good shape, it is not

tridges

removable

working as it should. Sometimes the arm

Several reputable dealers have told me

sometimes it fails to lower when it's sup-

and tonearms

with

headshells.

raises by itself in the middle of arecord;

that because of the low compliance of

posed to. Would you please tell me who is

moving-coil cartridges, they should only be

currently representing this old manufac-

used in arms with non-detachable head-

turer? What should Ido?

shells. They claim that detachable head-

Carlos Freitas

shells cannot be fastened to tonearms with

Recife, Brazil

a sufficiently rigid connection. If this is
true, what can be said of your cartridge

We don't know who might be able to serv-

comparisons in which several different

ice this for you, but some of our readers

headshells were used and recommended?

might. Can anyone help Mr Freitas?

Why are so many high priced arms available
with detachable headshells?
Will alow-compliance cartridge sound
better in an arm with afixed headshell, all
other factors equal?

Leaving Them On
Editor:
Since Ihave no tubed components, Ihave
been told to leave my equipment on 24

Joseph O'Connell
Ann Arbor. MI

hours aday for sonic stability and longer
life. Sound-wise Iagree, but only my preamplifier needs to be left on. As for longer

All otherfactors are never equal, but. Yes,
low-compliance cartridges generally work

life, Ihear that transistors wear out with
thermal cycling. However, Ihave also heard

best in arms with non-detachable head-

that heat ages internal components (are

shells, for the reason mentioned. One of the

transistors excluded here?). The power sup-

unequal factors, though, is the integrity of

plies for my amplifier and turntable generate

the connection between headshell and

afair amount of heat when idling, so Iturn

tonearm: though no junction is always

them off. Which units should be left on or

better than even a very good junction,

off when not in use?

sometimes other tonearm design charac-

Larry Borysowich

teristics overwhelm the problem of tone-

Toronto, Ontario

arm /headshell connection. In these cases,
the detachable headshell arms can be

In general, all tubed components should

superior
Since low-compliance cartridges will

be turned off when not in use, solid-state
preamps should be left on all the time, and

also pummel the bejeezus out of record

solid-state power amps should be turned

grooves, 1UGH) don't recommend using

off between listenfests if their temperature

them even with non-detachable head-

rises too much above "u'aren" when left on.

shells. Lou ,compliance was considered by
some to be an acceptable tradeofffor the
things that early MCs did welt but since

Ifyour power amps consume more than
about 100 watts per channel on idle, turning them off when not in use will have a

high-compliance MCs of superior perform-

visible and salutory effect on your electric

ance are

available, 1no longer deem

bill. An hour of warmup should haze them

the law-compliance alternatives a viable

back in peak operating condition if they

PloW

alternative.'
IAin
t..111fidg,
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rntis dirks", in hi, opinion minty-compliance
— LA

were used within the previous 48 hours. If
you insist on instant superb sound, you'll
just have to put up with the elevated elec-
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fric bill, and it

actually benefit the

all, not so many years ago, it

was

self-evident

amplifier in the long run. Solid state

that the world was flat and that witches

devices age most from the shock of turn on

ought to be burnt. You will catch alot of

and warm up.
All components should be unplugged
from the wall when you're away for ex-

flack for blaspheming against one of the tin
gods of audio, but be assured that at least a
few of us agree with you.

tended periods of time, or during thunder-

Herbert Hig,hstone

storms, as aprecaution against lightning

Oakland, CA

strikes, and to cover yourself in case the
house catchesfire from some other source.

Overlooked Accuracy

Insurance adjusters sometimes look
askance at claims filedfor damage caused

Editor:

byfaulty appliances; to them, your audio

accuracy has been overlooked by many

components are appliances.

speaker manufacturers. If tonal accuracy is

More "Down With Flat"
Editor:

Iagree completely that the issue of tonal

not the basis of design in an audiophile
loudspeaker, then what is? Ihave come to
the conclusion, as have others, that most of

In the good old days, which lasted until

the so-called high-end speaker manufac-

quite recently. HF response would be fairly

turers build and sell systems that deliver

flat on axis, but would fall more and more

more spectacular Hi -Fi, rather than music.

rapidly off-axis as frequency increased. The
result was that the amount of high frequen-

They put imaging, depth, width of soundstage, etc., ahead of all other considerations,

cy power radiated into the listening room

and have trained their retailers to push these

decreased with frequency, even though the

qualities on the consumer. The consumer

on-axis frequency response was nearly flat.

buys the equipment, but soon tires of it be-

Nowadays, with the dispersion problem

cause the Hi -Fi is spectacular, the music not.

"solved," the subjective quality of repro-

KEF loudspeakers are perfect examples of
this. They do all of those other things very

duced sound has been impaired, as you
point out.

nicely, but cannot deliver music that is

One wonders whether some undiscovered

tonally correct to any degree. That is why it

problem of psychoaçoustics is involved. In

took me more than ayear of searching to

science, most theories that have been

find aspeaker with areasonable degree of

around for more than twenty years have a

tonal accuracy—the Klipsch Cornwall! Paul

hard time accounting for all the observed

Klipsch has always considered midrange ac-

facts. Of course, it may be that we listen to

curacy to be of paramount importance in

reproduced music these days at levels much

the

higher up on the Fletcher-Munson curve.

although they're not perfect, they come as

design

of his

loudspeakers,

and,

This would make the ear's response flatter,

close as Ihave heard to the real thing:

and the high frequencies more prominent.

music. Iwould like to suggest to Mr. Holt
that he obtain a new pair of these "old

But surely this isn't the whole answer.
Basically, we listen to recorded music for
pleasure and for asense of realism. If flat

squawkers" and hook them up to a firstclass front end (I have Linn/Naim). He will

response is no longer asatisfying way of ap-

find the "awfully strident and dirty high

proaching these goals, then to hell with flat

end" all but gone, and in its place asound

response! The idea served its purpose for a

that will please his ears as much as it has

long time, as did the harmonic distortion

pleased mine.

fetish. But with THD commonly reduced to
miniscule values, other factors dominate.

John Khnes
Kernersville. NC

The great ideas of the '50s are no longer
adequate to guide us in the '80s, no matter

'All but gone"?just how much "all but"?

how "self-evident" they may seem. After

Okay, we'll see what we can do about bor-
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rowing apair of K-horns for a review; the

ing. Consider remixing from the multitrack

requests have come from too many quar-

master if possible. Some olden poorly mixed

ters. Don't be disappointed if they don't

LPs would really benefit from aquality re-

turn out to be our favorite speakers.

mix geared to take advantage of a CD's

Open Letter

dynamic range.
In general, keep in mind that the CD of-

Editor:

fers the record industry achance to clear its

This is by way oían Open Letter to Record

reputation for producing shoddy merchan-

Companies on the subject of Compact

dise. Most CD customers are willing to pay

Discs.

apremium for excellent sound quality and

Before Iget started, let me say that, for
the most part, Iam happy with compact

packaging befitting aproduct that can last
2 lifetime.

Brett Sher

discs, and Ihope that you will accept what

Campbell, CA

Ihave to say as constructive criticism.
1. Please retain the jewel box. If you absolutely feel it must be abandoned, at least
retain the same size booklet and back panel
sheet so that collectors such as myself can
install the discs in our own separately purchased jewel boxes (which should be made
available as empty cassette cases are now.)
2. Attempt to fill the discs to their 72-minute
capacity. Ireally appreciated the extra songs
on Howard Jones's Dream Into Action and
Phil Collins's No Jacket Required. If additional songs aren't available, how about add-

Mary Who?
Editor:
In "Getting the Notes Right" (Vol. 8, No.
7, p. 5), JGH got one of his own notes
wrong. The vocalist (and real-life spouse of
Paul Weston) on The Art ofJonathan and
Darlene Edwards was not Mary Ford, but
Jo Stafford. The late Mary Ford was married
to Les Paul.
God! Ifinally caught JGH out on something. You made my day!
Arthur Barnes

ing special extended mixes or instrumental

Des Plaines, IL

versions? Many older LPs could be doubled
up for reissue on asingle CD. ..
agreat way
to save costs while giving added value to
the customer. You could price it some-

For more good days, just watch these pages!

where between asingle and atwo-disc set.

Remarkably Terrible
Performances

They'd sell like crazy.
3. Always include full liner notes and lyrics

Editor:
The thing that made the terrible perform-

in the inside booklet. For the premium

ances on that record (The Art ofJonathan

price of aCD. buyers have aright to expect
liner notes at least as good as the LP version.
4. Always list the tracks on the back panel

and Darlene Edwards) so remarkable is

where they can be readily referred to. Don't
bury them in the booklet.

that they were deliberately terrible.
It is almost impossible for any musician
to deliberately sing or play off-key. Iremember, when the album first came out, that I

5. Include the SPARS code and total playing

and several other musicians were astonished

time on the back panel for comparison

that it could be done with such consistency

shoppers.

throughout the album.

6. Use the CD's inherent indexing capability
wherever possible, especially on "concept
albums" where the songs flow into each
other (Pink Floyd's Wish You Were Here

Jack Giberson
San Jose, CA
Editor:
Iremember that album well, and loved it

deserved indexing).
7. When re-releasing older recordings,

more. But it was only after we had our

please take extra pains to use the original

came to understand how truly difficult it
must have been to make that album.

master tape, without equalization or limit-
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laughs, and really began to listen, that we
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Two new
expressions
of quality
from Japan

er
vati ve I
yrated 120-watt per
channel power amplifier with asophisticated and refined preamplifier i
nasingle
chassis to offer you aconvenient, attractive, and cost effective alternative to
separate components.
Accuphase has aheritage of producing
some of the finest sounding tuners available. The T-107 tuner, the long awaited
FM only version of the highly acclaimed
T-106, offers anew level of performance
and value which none can match.
Both units are part of the Accuphase
tradition of offering the highest level of
performance achievable with the finest
available parts and workmanship that
has made the Accuphase name synonymous with quality the world over.

ccupllase
Distributed I
D\ MADRIGAL LTD., '0 Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457

ITT Telex 4942158

You have to he an accomplished musician

Edwards in Paris.
Harry Pearson

in order to appreciate how hard it is to sing

Sea Cliff, NY

off-key like that. You have to have perfect
pitch to pull it off, and there's only one
other singer Iknow of who could have
done as well: Ella Fitzgerald.

JGH Responds:
I express my heartfelt appreciation to
all you readers who gleefully pointed out

Bob Bergh
Garland, TX

my error You have to admit Iwas close,
though: Mary Ford was married to a Paul;
just the wrong Paul.
Would you believe me if Itold you that

Two Left Hands?
Editor:
It was Jo Stafford, Paul Weston's wife,

the "error" was intentional, to see how
many ofyou are on .mur toes? Well, don't —

who "did" Darlene. That's part of what

it wasn't (though it 's just the kind of thing

made the whole thing so funny, since Staf-

Ilove to do, so watch out).

ford was (perhaps) the most technically

Actually, beforr Iwrote the piece, Ispoke

secure of the popular singers in the '50s. Les

to someone at CBS records a it (probably a
maintenance engineer), and was told "I

Paul's (then-) wife Mary Ford, though we
loved her dearly, wasn't in the same class as

think Darlene Edwards was Mary Ford,

Mrs. Weston.

but don't quote me on that." Iwon't, I

Itrust you noticed that on the glamorous
cover, with the blonde Roxanne, the candelabra, and the grand piano, the (unseen)
Incidentally, the record sold well enough
to prompt asequel :Jonathan and Darlene

Il/i

No recent piece of writing has generated
as many letters asJGH's goof on Jonathan

pianist has two left hands.

[

won't.
Publisher's Note:

and Darlene Edwards; I wouldn't have
believed it was so popular

Music Interface Technologies
j

In 1981, Bruce Brisson created the first computer
model that predictably optimized audio signal
carrying cables to be linear in both the amplitude
and phase domains To optimize his cables to be
free of these distortions, Bruce Brisson invented
and pioneered atechnology dedicated to audio-

his computer, this technology assures that cables
passing complex audio signals will be free of
these distortions From his computer have come
more "Cie« A- cables than any other designer
These noteworthy products include Interim kReference r', Powerline ."2 Spectral ?NH -750' and

the use of multigauged conductors Optimized on

MI-500 .'

MIT products are also designed with this computer model by Bruce Brisson They are
linear in both the amplitude versus frequency and frequency versus time domains and
thus neutral in any system MIT products were designed to reveal the full potential of the
best audio systems, not to equalize shortcomings
MIT MH-750 Music Hose critically acclaimed for its neutrality, clarity,
dimensionality, frequency response, and dynamic range.
MIT MI-330 interconnect designed to equal MH-750 in performance.
Computer designed to be the most linear interconnect ever produced.
MIT MH-650 moderately priced Music Hose with the balance and clarity
unique to Bruce Brisson's products.
Dealer Inquiries Invited
Sales and Marketing .
Research and Development
Transparent Audio Marketing
Music Interface Technologies
P.O. Box 117, Ri. 202
3037 Grass Valley Highway, Ste 8212
Hollis, ME 04042
Auburn, CA 95603
(207) 929-4553
(916) 888-0395
Interlink Reference' . and Powell... 2are registered radenarnes of MonsterCable .. Products. Inc San Francisco. CA
94107
Spectral MR •
750' . and lo11.500 . are registered tradenaines of Spectral Audio Associates, Sunnyvale, CA 94099
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One of the World's Finest Moving Coil
Cartridges, just Happens to be
aMonster.

Introducing the New
Alpha 2-moving coil
cartridge from Monster
Cable."
We borrowed alittle knowledge about electromagnetic
field behavior from our cable
designs and combined it with
the incredible tracking, ultra low
distortion "Micro Ridge" stylus. Then we attatched it to an
exremely hard, rigid, yet very
quick, hollow-tube sapphire cantilever. Finally, we tuned the
suspension and samarium cobalt
magnetic assembly with sophisticated new measuring techniques and countless hours of
late night listening.
'Ike Alpha Two has been awarded Intemational
Ambo Revww's esteemed Class la ',tune. the
eni, ar Irldne 10 his, ever res,,ved h.,. honor

It worked.
the Alpha
Two is acartridge transducer
that surpasses our greatest expectations, reproducing
recordings like no other cartridge has ever done before.
Listening to your records
all over again.
You'll be hearing things on
your favorite recordings that
you've never heard before. A
natural instrument presentation,
with extreme clarity and focus.
placed across asoundstage with
exacting precision...yet never
harsh, bright or fatiguing.
Monster Cabk, Products. Inc.
101 Townsend. San Prance.... LA 941117
115 777-1355 Telex 470584 MCSVII

The world's "other" fine
moving coil cartridge.
Its little brother. the Alpha
One, has established itself as the
leader in anew generation of
moving coil designs. It employs
many of the same features as
the Alpha 2... at amore modest
cost. Audition both of these fine
cartridges at your Monster
Cable Alpha Dealer.
They'll turn your sound system into aMonster.

a/Ma:2.
1ILOBSTELCRBLE®

The Monster Speaks:
Analog

or

Digital?

The latest generation of moving coil cartridges like the Alpha Series clearly
demonstrates that the best sound comes from an analog disc. When
comparing acompact disc to an analog record one needs to consider the
cartridge used. You'll find analog to be superior. We invite all music
listeners to do the Alpha 2 vs. CD comparison.
It's an eye opening experience!
Tips on Getting the Best Possible Sound.
Pay careful attention to cartridge set up. Always load the cartridge as close to
the manufacturers spec as possible (80-100 ohms for the Alphas), not 47K!
Use aheadamp of the best possible quality (our Alpha Plus is really
excellent). And amazingly enough, we've found that most high gain
preamplifiers sound beiter with agood headamp in front of them!
Iinvite you to send me your comments. Good listening!
Noel Lee
Head Monster

"How Conventional Statistical Analyses Can
Prevent Finding Audible Differences in Listening Tests." Presented at the 79th meeting of the
Audio Engineering Society, New York, October,
1985. Preprint 2275 (C-9).

THE HIGHS AND
LOWS OF
DOUBLE- BLIND
TESTING

D

L. Leventhal

ear Editor:

In his response to aletter from reader C.

in a large-trial listening study can the

J. Huss (Vol. 8, No. 5), Mr. Archibald stated

results be tested at asignificance level as

that "subtle differences between products

small as .05 without the risk of overlook-

widely acknowledged to sound different

ing small differences becoming unaccept-

have not been corroborated" in double-

ably high. To see why this is so, a little

blind A/B tests which use the ABX com-

background in statistics (having nothing to

parator. Mr. Archibald suggested two possi-

do with audio) is necessary.

ble explanations: (1) Double-blind tests us-

The statement "the number of correct

ing the ABX comparator show that the sub-

identifications observed indicates that dif-

tle differences are imaginary, and (2)
Double-blind tests using the ABX com-

ferences are audible at the .05 level of
significnce" roughly means the following:

parator somehow fail to reveal true subtle

for alistener who cannot hear differences,

differences.
Ido not know whether these "subtle dif-

there is no more than a.05 probability that
he will by chance make as many or more

ferences" are real or imaginary. But Ido

correct identifications as the number ac-

know that many listening tests using the
ABX comparator, including many published

tually observed. Were the same listening
test repeated infinitely with this listener, no

tests such as those in Audio cited by reader

more than 5% of the replications would

Huss, are conducted and analyzed in such
away that subtle differences actually heard

provide statistically significant data leading
to the incorrect conclusion that the subject

by the listener will likely go unidentified by

heard differences. In this instance, the prob-

the experimenter when the data is analyzed.

ability of mistakenly concluding that in-

The problem with these listening studies is

audible differences are audible is, at most,

that the experimenters conducted too few
trials (for example, 16), and used the .05
level of significance when subjecting the

probability of Type 1error is limited to the

data to astatistical test of significance. Only

cance test (in this case, .05). By selecting a

22

.05. This error is called aType 1error; the
significance level selected for the signifi-
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suitable significance level during the data
analysis, the experimenter can select arisk
of Type 1error he is willing to tolerate.

plained in great detail in Leventhal, 1985.)
Since one really never knows p, and one
can only speculate on how to increase it

Why not select the smallest possible sig-

(e.g., by carefully selecting musical selec-

nificance level to test the data, thereby pro-

tions and ancillary equipment to be used in

ducing the smallest possible risk of Type 1

the listening test), one can reduce with cer-

error? Because, as one reduces the risk of

tainty the risk of Type 2error in apractical

Type 1error, the risk of Type 2 error increases. Type 2error consists of mistakenly

the risk of 'Type 1error. (Remember, Type 1

concluding that audible differences are in-

error risk can be deliberately increased by

listening test only by increasing either N or

audible. Mr. Archibald, in his reply to

selecting alarger significance level for the

reader Huss, has in effect expressed afear

significance test-which simultaneously

that Type 2 error is likely with the ABX

reduces Type 2error risk.)

comparator. It is my contention that Type 2
error is likely when small-trial listening

End of background. (If you never had a
statistics course, you must now be develop-

tests are analyzed at the .05 significance

ing amigraine.) To now make my point-

level. The ABX comparator itself is prob-

that small-trial (small-N) listening tests

ably innocent if it is as good adevice as Mr.

analyzed at the .05 significance level lead

Holt, and others, have reported.
The risk of Type 2error increases not only

to large Type 2error risks-I need to cite
actual calculated examples. Fortunately,

as you reduce Type 1error risk, but also

tedious statistical calculation can be avoid-

with reductions in the number of trials (N),

ed by using atable Igenerated (figure 1) for

and the listener's true ability to hear the

my Paper (Leventhal, 1985). The table applies only to listening tests which require

differences under test (p). (All of this is ex-

Type 2Error
N
16

Type 1Error
13

.0106

12
11
10

.0384
.1051
.2272
4018

9
50
100

32
31

.0325
.0595

59

0443

58

0666

p=.6

p=.7

p=.8

p=.9

.9349
.8334
.6712

.7541

.4019
.2018
0817

.4728

.5501
3402
.1753

.0684
.0170
0033
0005
0001

2839

0744

.0267
0070

6644

1406

0025

.5535

.0848

0009

0000
0000

3775
.3033

.0072
.0040

.0000
.0000

.0000
.0000

Minimum number of correct identifications (r) for concluding that
performance is better than chance, and resulting Type 1and Type
2error probabilities for pvalues from .6 to .9 in listening tests with
16, 50, and 100 trials (N). Selecting the ".05 level of significance"
amounts to selecting an rvalue for which Type 1error approaches,
but does not exceed, .05. (Excerpted from Leventhal, 1985.)
Figure 1
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the listener, on each trial, to choose between two alternatives. In this kind of trial
the probability of correct choice by chance

What if 50 trials are run? The table shows
that the investigator must require the listen-

Huss refers to a 16-trial listening test

er to make 32 or more correct identifications (r =32) to conclude that differences are
audible at the .05 level of significance. With

reported in Audio, Iwill begin there with

an rof 32, the probability of concluding

adetailed example of how to use the table,
excerpts of which appear below.

that inaudible differences are audible (Type

Suppose an investigator wishes to use the
table to analyze the results of a 16-trial

cluding that audible differences are inaudi-

is .5, as with the flip of acoin. Since reader

(N 516) listening study. What is the minimum
number of correct identifications (r) that
the investigator should require of the listener before concluding that performance is
statistically significant (i.e., that differences
are audible)? The table shows that the prob-

Ierror) is .0325 and the probability of conble (Type 2 error) when the listener can
make correct identifications 60 percent of
the time is .6644. Even with as many as 100
trials, analyzing data at the .05 significance
level will result in aprobability as high as
.3775 for overlooking such subtle dif-

ability of Type 1error (falsely concluding

ferences. Thus, for subtle differences, avery
large number of trials is necessary to bring

that inaudible differences are audible) will

down Type 2error risk to acceptable limits

be .0384 if the investigator requires aminimum rof 12. If the probability of Type 1er-

when Type 1error is limited to .05.
Another way to bring down Type 2error
risk is to allow Type 1error risk to increase.

ror is not to exceed .05, our investigator
must choose an rof 12 for the listener to
meet or exceed.
But, with the selection of an rof 12, the
table shows that the probability of Type 2

For example, in a16-trial study, reducing r
from 12 to 9will increase Type 1error from
.0384 to .4018 but will reduce Type 2error,
when pis .6, from .8334 to .2839. With an

error (concluding that audible differences

rof 9, most of the 16-trial listening tests in

are inaudible) will be .8334, if audible dif-

Audio would result in statistically signifi-

ferences between the two components are

cant results! The trouble is, of course, that
the decreased risk of overlooking audible

so slight that the listener can correctly identify the components only 60 percent of the
time (p =.6). If audible differences were
slightly larger and the listener can correct-

differences (Type 2error) was purchased at
the price of an increased risk of identifying

ly identify the components 70 percent of

error).

the time (p =.7), then the probability of Type

The above illustrates how Type Iand
Type 2error risks can be traded off for each

2 error will be .5501, and so on. (The p
values should be interpreted as the proportion of correct identifications the listener
will provide when given an infinite number
of trials under the conditions of the listening study, even if those conditions are not
ideal for making correct identifications.)
Thus, with a16-trial listening test analyzed
at the conventional .05 level of significance,
the probability of the investigator overlooking differences so subtle that the listener
can correctly identify them only 60 percent
of the time is awhopping .8334! Accord-

inaudible differences as audible (Type I

other, which raises the question of how
large one error risk should be relative to the
other. (This is acomplex issue dealt with in
my above-referenced paper, so Iwill not
trouble your migraine with it now.)
The unavoidable conclusion from all this
is that, if one intends to employ the .05
significance level to determine whether differences are audible, then conducting a
small-trial listening test in order to find true
subtle differences between components
will result in an unacceptably high risk of

ingly, when true differences between components are subtle, it is not surprising that

overlooking those differences. This amounts

16-trial listening tests with (or without) the
ABX comparator typically fail to find them.

ing them. (Incidentally, the probability of
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to an unacceptably low probability of findfinding an audible difference, referred to as
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MOBILE MUSICALITY.
HE CARVER CAR AMPLIFIER
uy to
lut,ye hyllfklehly FuruHy lie nuddional weuk
nk between car stereo decks and modern
peeler design has been replaced with Carver
)chnology Into 1/ 10th of ocubic foot, Bob
over has engineered acomplete 120 watts
MS per channel amplification system with the
deity dret wary and mirsicolity demanded by
• ••• ••• .••• and audiophiles
SSENTIAL POWER.
ri before the excitrg urivent ot cur Conlpoct Disc players, an
bundance of power has been necessary to
pod«, without distorhon, the fri •i
nd dynornicrange produced by n
•
Unfortunately, cormetional amp u.•, ,
iSporbzularty unsuited to delivering this
power to the specialized car interior
iwironment. Like their home stereo counterefts, trotted car designs produce acontent high voltage level at al times, irresp3ctke
4the clenxrids of the ever-changng audio
;gnat -even those times when there is no
rucâo sigiol at al! Because automotive ampliers must, obviously, derive their power from
e host vehicle, such an approach results in
ubstantial drain to delicately balanced autonotule electrical systems
r

INTELLIGENT POWER. • :enKirke! ell
•
•
•• .•• 7kRintegration of
sopisslicuieri speaker arid amplifier protection
circuihylhe CanerCar Amplifier is no excephon
Speakers are protected with aCC offset
eternal fault protection design which turns off
the power supply at first hint of overload. An
overcurrent detector mutes audio within microseconds of ashort circuit, as does an output
short circuit monitoring circuit. Together, these
three circuits elminate the potential need to
replace fuses, revisit your outosound installer,
or worse yet, replace expensive speakers due
rln
P^
!^/1 .cretion with your deck's
-

,

.

filter which removes inaudible power robbing
infrasonics before they can tax the amplifier
and speakers Finally adelayed turn-on circuit
activates the Carver Car Amplifier after your
up, to eliminate
ACCURATE POWER.

does almost without
•"b Carver designs for
,•
•• le superb electronic
specified ter is that iris home audio products
are known for
The Carver Car Amplifier is that from 20Hz
to 20kHz, down -3dB at 16Hz and 30kHz. Not
coincidentally, the usual specifications given
for Compact Discs. Asignal-to-noise ratio of
over 100dB means that, in even the most quiet
luxury sedan, you will never be annoyed by hiss
srv'rrft'nt'nnr are equally as impec- •• •••• ••
•Item in our literature or
.• /
en to appear.
ACQUIRABLE POWER. The remarkable
.•
.
urently available for
1
,
,
h.- ,l', er sacross the country
.
It is worth the Journey Whether you have
ocar system in need of the sonic excitement
possible with abundant power, orareis search
of the perfect complement to anew highperformance automobile, you owe it to
yourself to experience the logical extension
of Carver technology -The Carver Cor
AmplifierM-240

ASSIGNABLE POWER. Integrated bar]
:• .(1 bridging circuits, along with
The
. :• Amplifiers compact confiqur/f
lion make it ideal for multiple-amplifier
installation&
The built-in 18dlloctave electronic cros
over allows use of two amplifiers in apure biamplifecrtion mode without addition of extra
electronics Or, at the touch of abutton, one
°MINDY Amplifier can become amono amplifier for subwoofers while the other Carver
Amplifier handles full range. Or, for astonishing
dynamic and frequency response, two Caver
may be operated in mono mode
trto8at is fora 240 watt per channel car systern which will truty do justice to digital without
foxing vo.,r
plrictrical generation system
INNOVATIVE POWER. Can 1/ 10th of ocubic
004.4400W S0440 Mod (connnusteRldSpormot020 40 0040
u more innovations? Yes.
nei WThOWWMSOWO,01130VDC onpul) 120 W 400 4awns 20
Carver nos addressed the ongoing problem ! 14210 201«, 040 no men Mon 0 15 4010
of head-end/power amplifier level matching:
Poor WWI erelptelono War Cifflarr..1 .138 WIC mis.0)
2400/410002014. 20100201e wen 40 maw 000 15%110
Output of current car decks vanes widely from
brand to brand and model to model The result
0005440,0M Vonctae250mV to 4V
can be oless than perfect match. The Carver
90‘00 Nola Ron0 (0444000100 20 W AweV4.02 004 don)
Gnat« then loom
Cor Amplifier incorporates circuitry which compensates for variations in head-end output,
,seeer 115.44 18 48 Ware
reducing noise and optimizing signal-to-noise
4.10
rate In addition, Carver has added osubsonic
,

,

drW 000 outp4 swal »mire 20WWy ,clke
ham.. «pee pa« Vrfic011,00 4
40004000
040444

The Carver Magnetic Field Car Amplifier is
,ignal responske. Highly efficient, it produces
•inly the exact amount of power needed to
leliver each musical impulse with complete
iccurocy and fidelity Thus the Carver Car Amplirer not only reduces overall long-term power
.
1ernands, but produces the large amount of
rower necessary for reproduction of music at
ealistic listening levels without the need for
versize power supply components Important
ensiderations in the minuscule spaces whice
polity car design allocates to add-on
ilectronics

."..TARVUTR.
...ERFUL

MUsR AL

beer Corporation, PO Box 1237, Lynnwood WA 98036
imemorommtewkmakwx.

The Carver Car ArnpIllier

ACCURATE

,

"power," equals 1minus the probability of
Type 2error. Small-N listening tests are said

equipment). Similarity of reviews from "in-

to have less power than large- N tests.)

ly with Mr. Holt's interpretation that the

dependent" reviewers is consistent not on-

Iwould suggest trying the ABX com-

reviews reveal the truth about components,

parator in large-trial listening tests. How

but with another interpretation: the review-

large? Well, you decide what risks you are

ers are all mistaken, the similarity having

willing to accept for Type 1and Type 2er-

been produced by, say, similar expectations.

ror, and then consult the table to determine
the required number of trials. Be sure to

result merely from similarity of biases.

report those error risks to your readers.'
By the way, what do you think the Type I

Simply stated, similarity of reviews may
¡fan editor, in response to the above, tells
us that steps have been taken to eliminate

and Type 2error risks are for your conclu-

this prejudice or that bias from the review-

sions about audible differences arising from
your conventional, non-double-blind lis-

ers, the editor will have missed the point.

tening tests? Iwill wager you do not know,
which illustrates one of the main advan-

ities among people in general and underground equipment reviewers in particular,

tages of conducting astatistical analysis of

some known and probably some unknown,

The point is that there are many commonal-

one's data, namely, one can determine the

that may produce similar errors in seeming-

probability of being wrong. Or don't you
make mistakes? (One does not need to run

ly independent reviews. At best, an editor
can take steps to eliminate or counteract the

adouble-blind test to conduct astatistical
analysis of one's data. But data generated by

effects of only the known commonalities.
However, the strength of the double-blind

adouble-blind test (i.e., number of correct
identifications out of agiven number of at-

(or single-blind) method is that it eliminates

tempts) are easily subjected to statistical
analysis.

commonalities as well. For example, we

On another matter, Iagree with Mr. Archi-

believe, incorrectly, that amplifiers with in-

bald that Mr. Holt missed some of the points

dependent power supplies produce better

the effects of not only known but unknown
may not know it, but most reviewers (1) may

raised by reader Huss. Mr. Holt stated that

imaging, and (2) may mistakenly "hear"

consistencies in independently prepared

better imaging in such amps. 1am not say-

reports from several reviewers "pretty
much rule out prejudices or self-decep-

the case without our knowing it. If one

tion"; hence, double-blind tests are not
necessary. Research methodologists know
that prejudice and self-deception are not so

ing that this is the case, only that it may be
does not know about this expectation, then
one cannot eliminate its effects from nonblind reviews. But the double- or single-

easily ruled out by employing independent

blind method will prevent the expectation

reviewers. The reason is that, while reviewers may listen to and report on equipment

venting avast number of other possible prob-

without consulting or communicating with

lems about which we know nothing.

from affecting the review, along with pre-

each other, there may nevertheless be com-

The double-blind method may have its

monalities among them which lead them to

own problems, however, ranging from lis-

make similar errors. For example, independ-

tener impatience with large-trial studies to

ent reviewers may have similar expectations
(eg., they may expect tube electronics to

equipment. Iwould guess that the double-

sound less bright) or similar preferences
(eg., they may like, or think they like, tube

blind method will require agood deal of
tinkering and refinement before it flowers

lits this kind of detailed "disclosure statement** the calls
it an "error budget") that AHC has been demanding from
the A-8 advocates. In other words, all statistical trials and
analyses run certain risks of error: in real statistics, these
risks are specified so that subsequent examiners can
evaluate the test's validity.
—LA

perhaps, practical problems with the meth-

difficulties in obtaining adequate switching

into the blessing many believe it to be. And,
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od may be too great to overcome. But I
believe the method is worth aconcerted,
open-minded try.
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TECHNOLOGY
SERVING MUSIC

S3495

SL -1 MARK 2
available Feb. 14, 1986

We are pleased to announce
adramatic step forward in the "State of the Art" for preamplifiers.
The active circuitry of the SL-1 is better than some of the passive parts used with it.
The SL-1 MARK 2 eliminates the two biggest offenders.
1. Balance and Volume Control Pots. These are the most distorted passive electronic components. The SL-1 MARK 2 uses coin silver contact rotary selector switches wired with
the same brand of metal film resistors used in the amplifier circuitry. We used to think
that this was too expensive to even consider, but recent listening tests convince us that
it is mandatory for any preamp with "State of the Art" aspirations.
2. Radical New Capacitor Design. The large number of coupling capacitors have always
been the major culprit of the negative aspects of "Vacuum Tube Sound" The SL-1 MARK 2
uses a new custom designed capacitor with anew propietary dielectric, superior to polypropylene, polystyrene and even Teflon. Even the top transistor designs, with
fewer capacitors, sound muddy by comparison.
We invite you to compare for yourself. Write for details about the SL-1 MARK 2 and about
our money back trial.

CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, INC.
24 Falcon Drive • W. Henrietta, N.Y. 14586 • 716-359-2700

THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE
THE
CHEAPSKATE
MEETS
THE

LAZARUS
CASCADE
BASIC

Sam Tellig

id

I

t's not astate-of-the-art design'

records that we want to play with reasonably decent sound. Tone controls are no

another Stereophile staffer taking me to taNk
for my praise of the Quad 34 preamn.
He's probably right. Iknow afair number

panacea—they won't make ahad recording
sound great. But they can do alot to make a

of preamps more detailed than the Quad

treble region.

34, but the 34 has asmooth, unfatiguing
quality that makes it very enjoyable to listen

Outside of Quad, Apt, and the Japanese,
few manufacturers equip their preamps

recording listenable—especially in the

to. It has none of the "transistor edge" I with tone controls. Why don't more manuhear from so many preamps.
facturers offer defeatable tone controls?
The 34 also has excellent tonal balance
Simple. They are afraid you and Iwon't take
controls. That alone is enough to ensure the
preamp will be pooh-poohed by purists.
Tone controls of any kind are said to degrade the sound, and, on some preamps,
they definitely do. But Ihave heard defeatable tone controls on other preamps (and

such preamps seriously.
Don't misunderstand me: Iam all for
purism when the source material is excellent —no tone controls in the signal path.
But what if Iwant to listen to an old Thomas
Beecham recording ...Coleman Hawkins,

integrateds) which do not degrade the

Charlie Parker, or Clifford Brown?

sound. Let's face it. Not everyone is an
audiophile, playing the same two dozen

need something with many CDs (and CD

sonic spectaculars over and over. Most of us
who love music have large libraries of older
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And what if lwant to listen to CDs? You
players)—something that will tame the treble and take the edge off the sound. The

Stereophile

high-frequency cut filters on the Quad 34

like having an unlisted phone number. You

preamp—designed originally to deal with

can call Lazarus (or, more accurately, their

strident LPs—are excellent for this purpose.

answering machine) at 818-242-1215 (Van

Why should Quad alone provide them?

Nuys, California).

It's not the lack of tone controls alone on
audiophile preamps that bugs me; it's also

even an on/off switch, and it's shy of in-

the audiophile sound. Isometimes think

puts. You can hook up aphono, one tape

The Lazarus has virtually no features, not

that every designer is aiming for the same

deck, and aCD player or atuner (but not

kind of sound: cold, clinical, and analytical.

both). The unit has no output mute relay,

Definition, depth, and soundstage width

and therefore no protection in case of an AC

become more important than timbre. My

power interruption. If you have the gain

nightmare is that one day I'll wake up and

cranked up and the lights go out, there is

all preamps and power amps really will

the potential for blowing out your speakers

sound alike, just as Stereo Review says they

and your amp.

now do. What's more, I'll hate the sound.

Modulus is protected—as is the Conrad

because the music will have been left behind.

Johnson PV-6, Music Reference RM-5, and

What brought on this rant? Two products.
First, the Lazarus Cascade Basic tube
preamplifier,

which

I received several

The Audible Illusions

the latest Counterpoint SA-7.1.
The Lazarus is left on all the time; not
unusual for solid state, but atube preamp?

weeks ago; second, the Radford STA-25 Mk

Iasked Greg Miller, the designer, who said

Il tube power amplifier (35 watts/ch),

that the tubes will last longer and the unit

which Iheard at alocal dealer. The Radford

sound better if you don't keep turning it on

is aclassic British tube amp from the 1960s,
updated and revised. Some people say it's

and off. Unplug it when leaving home for a

just acollector's curiosity, something to be

amp turned off for at least two minutes, to

long weekend or more—with the power

used only on special occasions like aDusen-

prevent fuse-popping transients in your

berg. But having spent an entire afternoon

system; otherwise leave the Lazarus on, ex-

with one, Ithink it might be an amp for

cept during thunderstorms.

everyday.
Just think of the advantage of owning a

Ihave my doubts. Greg says the four
12AX7 tubes will last 9-12 months, which is

Radford. No worrying about its becoming

about what you can expect from other tube

passe. No concern that it will be left behind
in the amp-of-the-month parade. It's ob-

preamps, and, for the time being, replacement tubes are cheap. I've seen Hungarian

solete to start with! Only kidding. But it

llingsram 12AX7's like the ones Lazarus

does have an old-fashioned tube sound:

uses for $2.99 each. So you're talking

full, rich, mellow, with lots of depth and

twelve bucks every nine months—peanuts

musicality galore.
Ican't review the Radford now, because I

compared to what most of us shell out for
cartridges.

don't have it; at the moment, it's hard to get.

Look, there are plenty of reasons to not

The best way to get one is to order it from

buy the Lazarus: lack of inputs, lack of out-

Arthur Radford himself in England—he's

put mute relay protection, lack of an on/off

selling it direct. But the Radford may soon

switch, lack of everything—except great

go into production in Canada! The amp

sound. When Ilisten to the Lazarus, Irelax

may become readily available tO North

and listen to the music, not the equipment.

American audiophiles (or anti-audiophiles.

Imarvel at how lovely the music sounds,

as the case may be).

even older records. Even CDs. Take agood

No, today we're going to talk about the

CD and decent-sounding player played

Lazarus. The Lazarus has been out for about

through the Lazarus—it's as sweet and easy

ayear and ahalf. Most of that time, it has

on the ear as very good analog. The timbre

been very much underground. They're not

sounds just right.
The Lazarus was getting notice at the Las

listed in the latest Audio directory, which is

Stereophile
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Vegas CES (to some extent because of the

strengths and weaknesses of the Lazarus:

number of people Isent to their suite—

the Superphon is more detailed, , imaging is

maybe). Everyone Italked with liked it

more precise, and you get agreater sense of

C'glorious midrange"), but some found the
highs alittle rolled off, and definition abit

depth—indeed, few preamps can produce
a soundstage as deep (and wide) as the

lacking. Perhaps so—but for $600, you're

Superphon. The Superphon also gives you

not going to knock off Audio Research or

tighter, deeper bass. Not surprising: tight,

the more expensive Conrad Johnsons. The

deep bass is something tube preamps gener-

important thing is that Lazarus makes com-

ally lack. The Superphon has avery smooth

promises that sound good.
Construction quality, by the way, looks

midrange, but Ifind the upper registers
slightly hard, as Ido on virtually all solid

quite good for the price—a little home-

state preamps, including those that sell for

made in appearance, but there's been no at-

nearly $3.000.

tempt to economize with cheap parts. The

And, interestingly, the Superphon can

power supply is tightly regulated, which

bring performances alive in a way the

should ensure consistent sound over the life

Lazarus can't. In a string quartet, for instance, you get avery clear sense of where

of the tubes, and the volume control pot is
of high quality. There's anice feel to the

the musicians are sitting and playing, which

unit, even if the look isn't the greatest. Even
more important, the phono stage is very

adds to your enjoyment. With the Lazarus,
you don't get this level of imaging, but you

quiet—for an inexpensive tube preamp.
This is not the preamp for everyone; certainly not for the person who wants to hook
up a phono, tape deck, tuner and CD
player. , Nor is the Lazarus for those who

do get better rendition of instrumental timbre. The Superphon makes the performance
immediate, the Lazarus makes the performance lovely (I keep falling back on that
word).

seek gobs of gain—there's really not enough

Obviously, these are two very different

for something like the Shinon Red (1.1 mV

sounding preamps —each helps to make

output), especially if you want to load it

music real in its own way, but neither is
totally convincing. In fact, listening to them

down to 100 ohms or so. And the Lazarus is
not for those who look for the ultimate in
definition, depth, transparency, high-end

side by side helped me realize the limitations of both. Unfortunately, only when

extension, etc. But the midrange? The tim-

you get into the big bucks category—the

bre? Fabulous.

Audio Research SP-8, SP-10, or Conrad

Like the Radford, the Lazarus gives you
old-fashioned sound for Old Believers, people who have had it with products that do

Johnson Premier Three—do you get everything: definition, depth, imaging, and timbre. And even among those products there

everything except get you close to the

are tradeoffs, areas where one product ex-

music. It stirs the emotions. It's so smooth

cels but is a little weak elsewhere. Who

and sweet it can bring tears to your eyes.

knows-1 may yet find an inexpensive

With the right source material (which may

preamp that does it all; I've heard great

be 20 or 30 years old), It's Carnegie Hall in
acan.

things about the Counterpoint SA-7.1, and
Ihave high hopes for the Roger Modjeski
updated RM -5 (I liked the original version

And Ilove it!

in much the same way as the Radford men-

Postscript:

After Ifinished writing up the Lazarus, I tioned above). And, after acouple of versions, the Audible Illusions Modulus 2A
tried a recent production version of the
Superphon Revelation Basic Dual Mono,
one Ibrought home from CES.

promises to be fantastic. A cheapskate never
gives up hope!

The Superphon very clearly shows up the
II gave up on FM
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NOMC time,tgo :that's

one solution.

2This sample of the Superphon scents more detailed than
my first ',amply. In other words. the Superphon sounds
better than ever.
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Acoustat speakers
were designed to work the way your ear
was designed to hear.
Perfectly.
Acoustat speakers utilize aunique
full-range electrostatic element —
one that operates in much the
same way as the recording microphone and the human ear.
Because of this, they are capable
of reproducing music exactly as it
was recorded with all the sonic
brilliance and realism you hear
at a live conceit

Acoustat speakers provide
musical enjoyment that is unequalled by any other loudspeaker
system regardless of price. We'd
like you to hear the full story of
Acoustat speakers and electronics.
Call or write for the name of the
Acoustat dealer nearest you —
then give your ears the music they
deserve.

RCOU5TAT
Revolutionary by Design
3101 Southwest First Terrace Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33315
Telephone 305/462-6700

CONSUMER

ELECTRONICS

SHOW

WINTER CES
1

9

8

6

Dick 0Isher

M

ost people know Las Vegas, Nevada,

Stereophiles preferred pre-show activity

the site of the Winter CES, as aplace to gam-

in Chicago is attendance at an orchestra

ble. In recent years, however, the high-end

concert. My pre-show activity in Las Vegas

audio crowd has viewed Las Vegas as an

was astint at the blackjack tables. Follow-

audio gamble, as well. Every year, highender are "assigned" by the powers that run

ing aprolonged run of bad luck. Imanaged

CES to adifferent venue, and whether it's a

to forfeit my previous years' winnings,
ending up an additional $40 in the hole.

good one or adisaster seems as predictable

There's always next year. ..

as aspin of the roulette wheel.
This year's venue—the Sahara Hotel's bi-

Neither did my luck hold out at the
Sahara the following day. The odds of find-

level complex— was not good. Most of the

ing good sound at CES are no better, Icon-

Sahara's rooms are on the smallish side,

cluded, than winning in a Vegas casino.
Often (as in this year's case) the room is the
problem, but in some instances the manu-

and, to aggravate matters, abed platform
about 10 inches high dominates the interiors of many. Very few high-enders were

facturer sabotages his own cause. A number

satisfied with the accommodations, and

of manufacturers are in the habit of bor-

several were sufficiently piqued to cancel

rowing whatever equipment they can round

out at the last minute. (Some banded to-

up at the show to demonstrate their own
products. That's just dumb. Without ascer-

gether for amini-show at the Golden Nugget, which had larger rooms with walls that
were not acoustically transparent.)
There was, once again, talk of holding a

taining compatibility, the result can be, and
often is, disastrous. At the risk of over-

separate high-end show under more appre

stating the obvious, demonstrating one's
product is best done by mating it with

conditions; although Idoubt there's enough

synergistic ancillary components.

impetus to make such amove areality, CES
organizers should take note of the growing

sharing asuite with an electronics manu-

For example, one speaker manufacturer,

tide of complaints. The declining manufac-

facturer, labored vainly the entire show to

turer participation alone should inspire

tame the sound of his speakers, when it

them to do better for us next year. The

was fairly obvious that the problem was

Sahara may be fit for the French Foreign

due simply to an incompatible amp and

Legion and Adult Video exhibitors,' but

preamp. Both exhibitors were the losers

high-end audio exhibitors rely on their

here, as no product in that room was perceived favorably. Yet some manufacturers

rooms to show off their wares, and deserve
better than they got this year. They should
strongly consider aboycott of the Winter
CES if they're again put up at the Sahara
next year.

Stereophile

IFor the benefit of those who have just returned from a
five-year stint in Alcatraz, "Adult Video" is aeuphemism
for hard-core pornography on videotape.
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consistently manage to obtain excellent
sound at these shows. When they feel they

speakers sounded less "ribbony" to my ears

can't achieve good sound in aparticular
room, their display is purely passive—no

metallic colorations in the upper midrange

than other ribbon systems, with fewer
and treble.

music. The suites with the best sound are

The Well lèmpered Lab. Sharing space

generally those in which the manufacturer

with Audire was Bill Firebaugh, whose new

has taken the trouble to bring along his per-

sand-filled turntable, together with aWell

sonal choices of associated equipment. Ex-

Tempered Arm and a Van den Hul car-

amples are ARC's Bill Johnson, Michael

tridge, played source material for the Image

Mussachia of Scandinavian Sounds, John

Ispeakers.

Bau of Spica, and Frank Dennesen of Dennesen Electrostatic.
A highlight for me this year was the

Bill calls his latest innovation the zeroclearance (turntable) bearing. He claims
that belt tension causes problems in belt -

chance to chat once again with many of the

driven 'tables: the spindle tends to climb

personalities of audio—the designers who
make this business tick. Iran into Oscar

the tolerance in the platter bearing, the

Heil in the Dennesen suite. This sprightly

more wow and pitch instability will result

old gentleman was enthusiastic about a
new dual air-motion transformer he had
just perfected and was hoping to license.

up out of the the spindle well. The greater

With azero-clearance bearing, a 1
2 -inch
/
spindle rotates in a Y4 -inch oil-filled well.
The spindle is sandwiched between five

Then there were Roger Modjeski, Mile Nes-

nylon pads that are threaded into the wall

torovic, John Iverson, Stan Klyne, Roger

of the well: two near the top, two near the

West, Brian Cheney, Bill Reed, and so on—
all of them at the Stereophile party Saturday night. Ah, what an evening to remem-

bottom, and one at the bottom. The belt
tension pulls the spindle against the top
pads, and pushes it against the bottom

ber! While the wine and beer flowed freely,

ones, to achieve zero tolerance during

tongues were loosened sufficiently to

rotation.

allow some lively discourse, and gave me a

You've got to spin the platter yourself to
appreciate the beauty of this design. Bill

chance to familiarize myself with the personae behind the facades.
Here's my rundown on some new and in-

admits that his bearing is not quite as good
as an air bearing, but it's awhole lot cheaper.

teresting hardware, which follows no par-

He's thinking of marketing the 'table, com-

ticular order.
Audire. Julius Siksnius proudly dis-

plete with his WTA, for $995 (you supply

played the new and improved Image Ifull-

The Japanese Heresy. Speaking of
zero, while I was in the Audire/Well

range ribbon loudspeakers, which sounded

the sand)!

much better than the first prototypes I Tempered Lab suite, Ihad achance to experiment with the latest wrinkle in phono
heard at the 1985 Winter CES. Although
the room was entirely too small to avoid

cartridge setup: zero alignment.

nasty standing-wave problems, the speakers'

Hold on to your seats, folks! You might

ability to project realistic instrument sizes

as well throw out your alignment protrac-

across the sound stage was amazing. Im-

tors and gauges, for, according to Michael
Detmer of Stax (who was quoting a Dr.

pedance is 3.8 ohms and purely resistive,
so amplifier choices are not as limited as

Egawa of Japan), the correct alignment for

with the Apogee Scintillas (which sound
their best in a1-ohm configuration).

your cartridge is one with zero offset angle
and zero overhang! Straighten out the car-

The Image l's are large speakers-72"

tridge in the headshell and push it back to

high by 33" wide by 3" deep—and, at

achieve zero alignment. And don't forget to

56500/pair, expensive. There are 18 ribbon
drivers per side, with 144 ceramic magnets
per driver. That's a lot of magnets. The
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set the anti-skate to zero as well. ,
2 You've got to he kidding! This is another straip,ht -faced
put -on a la Sommerwerck. right?
—JGH
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ANNOUNCING
APPROPRIATE NEW PRODUCTS
FROM APT
By now, you've probably had more than enough of New, Improved and State of
the Art. It's amazing how major breakthroughs in audio technology magically
occur every year in January—just in time for the Consumer Electronics Show.
We've got new products for you too, and there are some genuine technological
advances; tuners featuring Motorola C-QUAM Am Stereo options, patented image
controls, digital front ends with analog fine tuning, and new amplifiers both big
and small. What's most important is that these new products are advances
in what we know you really want.
For years Apt has been aproducts driven company. Our ability to produce
superior equipment that performed beyond reference standards, made our Apt 1
amplifier and Holman pre-amplifiers classics. That was our strength and still is.
But we realize it's not enough, and we've changed into acompany driven by the
needs and wants of it's customers.
We'll continue to make the Apt amp and pre-amp Classic Series. All our
new products are based on their designs and made with the same reliable
craftsmanship. We're also offering you more of achoice this Spring by introducing the new Series 1,
Series 2 and Pro Series
equipment; 100 watt and
80 watt systems each with
matched amp, pre-amp and
advanced digital tuners;
a 250 watt amplifier and
Series 2P2 Preamp $450
enhanced, external control
equipment too. These new Apt products are cost effective combinations of usable
features and optimum operational performance.
Apt means suited to its purpose, appropriate and fitting. Our new products
are that and perhaps abit more, because what you want, what is fitting for you
and suited to your purpose, is what we offer you now.
Check out our new appropriate, Apt products.

apt
Apt Corporation 176 Walker Street, Lowell, MA 01854
Stereophile

(617) 458-7675
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The State of the Arm

Eminent Technology
Ma 510 Cactus Street
Tallahassee FL 32301
(904) 575-5655

Apparently Dr. Egawa is a respected
audio reviewer in Japan, so his advice

the popular and inexpensive dipole, but

should not be taken lightly. The sonic

The price is amere $19.95.

benefits of this zero alignment are claimed

Belles Research. Dave Belles unveiled
a new line of electronics, including two

to be enhanced dynamics and, surprisingly, trackability and stylus life. Of course,
such an alignment very likely maximizes

lacks the latter's directionality problems.

new amps priced at $600 and 8900, and a
full-function preamp at $600. The model

tracing distortion. According to Bill Fire-

XL preamp is claimed to have smoother

baugh, however, the distortion would be

highs and awider soundstage than either

predominantly second harmonic, which is

of the previous models—the DMM or the
DMC. Unfortunately, there's no MC phono

consonant with the music.
My guess is that there may be as much as

input.

10% harmonic distortion with the zero

The Artisan Group. Never mind the lit-

alignment! But then we listened to it, and,

tle two-way speaker on display. It sounded

wouldn't you know, there was adramatic

nice, but what caught my attention here

"improvement" in the sound. 3 The mid-

was a new type of composite enclosure
material.

dles were lusher and better focused, and
the treble became sweeter. A day later, Bill

This is nothing like the composite used

told me that none other than Mr. Van den

by MCM Systems, but the objective is the

Hul himself had visited the suite, and did a same: control of loudspeaker panel resocartoon-style doubletake when he noticed

nances. The Artisan Group's patented com-

the zero alignment. After the initial shock,

posite uses aspecial pulp made for them by
the Masonite company, to which is glued a

he also gave alisten and did some experimenting, and discovered that he too liked

thin layer of unidirectional graphite. The

this alignment, but liked even more one

finish is a dead ringer for oak or

about halfway between zero and the theo-

mahogany. 4

retical ideal. The moral of the story is,

I applaud this trend in loudspeaker

Don't be afraid to experiment. Try it, you

design. There really are better cabinet
materials than 3
4 -inch chipboard or
/
plywood.

might like it!
Dennesen Electrostatic. Dennesen's
latest hybrid speaker system uses amoder-

Xstatic Systems. Now the model EC-

ately sized ES panel with a total of 21

1—the big full-range electrostatic speaker

square inches of radiator area. The panel

we liked so much in Chicago last june—has

sits on top of a0.8 cubic foot woofer box

alittle brother. (Although at 6feet tall and
3 feet wide, the model EC-2 is hardly
"little.")

housing a6.5-inch bextrene cone driver.
The woofer box is ported, and Frank D.
claims it's flat to 40 Hz. The crossover frequency is about 2.2 kHz.

This hybrid design, with its curved ES
panels and the woofer section underneath,

Iwas very impressed with the overall integration of the drivers, and would even

bears a very close resemblance to the
Martin-Logan Monoliths. The woofer is a

venture to say that it's the best blend of ES

10-inch impregnated paper cone from

and cone drivers I've ever heard. The sound

Focal (model 10001)—a very fine woofer,

was very detailed, with awarmish balance

but Idoubt its capacity, in the present en-

Iliked very much.

closure, to provide the bass range Xstatic

Another new item in Dennesen's room

claims for it. The sound here was only pret-

was the Gamma Loop antenna, which Den-

ty good,' but, with avery noisy nextdoor

nesen distributes. A small indoor FM model
featuring an omnidirectional pickup pat-

4Was that pun intentional?

tern, it gives up some gain compared with
3You aren't kidding ,

Stereophile

—JGH

—JGH

5The rather rough high end may have been due to elec.ironies which hadn't warmed up sufficiently; Xstatic s
Jason Daniels said the sound improved markedly after the
first day of the show.
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neighbor, judgments were difficult to make.
Projected retail price is $3850 per pair.

The 107 is athree-way design that comes
supplied with the K-UBE active low-

Wilson Audio Specialties. Ialways en-

frequency equalizer. A cross between the

joy my visit to the Wilson suite. One can
always look forward to afriendly welcome,

models 10 4 /
2 and the 105, the speaker
combines the rounded, pivoting-head

a beautifully decorated room, and, of
course, the charming and seemingly

bass loading of the 104/2. KEF claims bass

changeless Cheryl and Dave Wilson. (I

extension to within ±2dB to 20 Hz, with

wonder if they have aportrait of an aging

low distortion and a maximum acoustic

couple hidden somewhere?)

output of 112 dB! Very impressive for a
system measuring only 46" by 13" by

A prototype of the new WATT was on
display. What's aWATT, you ask? WATT is
an acronym for Wilson Audio Tiny Tot. It's

design of the 105 with the coupled-cavity

17 1
2 ".
/
Part of the "secret" is the bass equaliza-

not as expensive as the WAMMs, but at a tion, which allows the user to fine-tune the
bass to the vagaries of his room. Control of
projected retail cost of about 84000 apair,
these have got to be the world's most ex-

the bass rolloff frequency, Q, and rolloff

pensive mini-monitors.

contour are provided. The K-UBE connects

over is quite complex, and is full of Won-

is obviously not for you. 6

The WATT is atwo-way design using a in the tape loop of your preamp, to provide
an equalized bass input to the power amp.
Focal T120 fiberglass concave-dome
If you don't have atape loop, this speaker
tweeter and a6½-inch woofer. The cross-

dercaps and OFC air-core inductors.
Overall dimensions are 12 inches high by
14 deep by 5wide. According to Dave, they
were developed to serve as highly accurate
yet portable monitors for on-location re-

Although Idon't believe the 107's bass
was properly adjusted in Ow KEF suite, I
nevertheless found the sound quality quite
to my liking.
Snell Acoustics. Snell Acoustics appears

cording work. Claimed frequency response

to be back on track following the shock of

is ±3dB from 58 to 16,000 Hz, and each
speaker weighs an incredible 60 lbs! (Well,

Peter Snell's tragic death. Bill Osgood is
now in charge of business matters, while

they're still more portable than the WAMMs.)
And on adollars-per-pound basis, they're

handles engineering and design. Ihappened

not all that expensive, either—$33.33 per

on the Snell people busily setting up very
early the day before the show, and their ex-

pound. The enclosure is made of mineraland ceramic-filled methacrylate polymer,
and looks like marble. The lead inner lining
also adds to the weight.
Dave opted for a gradual rather than
steep LF rolloff, which provides excellent
transient response through the bass range.
The tradeoff, of course, is in LF weight: the
balance of the WATTs is decidedly on the
lean side, but the sound quality of the mids
and treble is truly excellent, with great
detail and clarity. This is one speaker we
certainly look forward to reviewing.
KEF. Igot to listen to the Model 107, the
new flagship model of KEF's Reference
Series. With aretail price tag of $3900 a
pair, these are now the most expensive
home speakers in the KEF line.
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Kevin Voecks (chief designer for Mirage)

tra attention to detail really paid off—I had
a lot of fun listening to the Snell A/Ills.
While their sound in Chicago had been
disappointing, their wonderful dynamics
and thunderous bass really shone in Vegas.
Snell introduced anew electronic crossover for use with the A-III and Urpe C improved speakers. The circuitry uses FEU, a
tightly regulated power supply, and polycaps. Retail cost will be around $500.
Clements Audio Systems. Ifound
Clements at the main Convention Center,
but, unlike most "zoo" exhibits, located in
an acoustically insulated room quite generous in size. The degree of isolation from
the outside noise and hoopla was amazing.
6 Why not between the preamp and power amp? —JGH
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...audible results
with the finest
in connecting
components.
Vampire Wire
TiFFany Connector)
an den Hul

Monocrystal Cables

SOUND oCONNECTIONS
INTERNATIONAL,
14932 N. Florida Ave.

Tampa, FL 33612

INC.

(813) 961-3319

In Canada: Korlxm Trading LTD., 1020 Meyerside Dr., Unit 8, Mississauga, Ont. L5T1K7, 416 676 1260
Department A

When asked about the choice of loca-

model 5tp preamp ($1195) has 74 dB of

tions, Phil Clements told me that he felt

clean gain through the phono inputs, so

this to be a much better place than the
rooms available in the Sahara. Maybe, Phil,

even low-output moving coil cartridges

but finding you wasn't easy.
At any rate, Isat through ademo of the
model RT-7, and was very favorably im-

can be accommodated.
A brief listen convinced me that this
preamp is very good. Andy Fuchs, owner
and designer, used to work for Harvey

pressed with the speaker's imaging capa-

Rosenberg of New York Audio Labs, and

bilities. The off-axis dispersion and phase
coherence are so good that, standing a

has some of that "flibe God" fervor in his

good 10 feet to the left side of the left

ly flaky flamboyance.

designs—but none of Harvey's delightful-

speaker, Istill got the vivid impression of

Streets Electronic Systems. The Model

listening to an extended soundstage. Gen-

950 amp has been extensively revised. One

erally, in situations like this, you only hear

result is apower increase to 100 watts, and

the left speaker; the whole soundstage

Streets claims the upgrades also yield bet-

disappears.

ter imaging and improved highs.

Dynamic shadings were reproduced convincingly, but Iwas uncertain about the accuracy of the harmonic structure of the
upper octaves. The front end included the
Revox CD player, which Iknow to be quite
bright, so what Iheard may have been at

Even better news is that the revision is
available free to all warranteed owners. I
was surprised to find quite alarge number
of LPs in the room; they turned out to be
part of Barry Streets's own personal collection. That's really anice touch at ashow,

least partially the fault of the ancillary

where finding afamiliar LP in someone's

equipment. On the whole, this appears to

suite is rare.
Bedini Electronics. A new 145-watt (8

be an excellent system, and one I'd like to
review. Phil, do you read me?
B&W. Ilistened again to the Bowers Active 1speaker system, which had not im-

ohms) Class-AB amp was the center of attention here. The 150 MK II sounded very
nice indeed, and, at $850, it should find a

pressed me in Chicago. My opinion remains

lot of friends. The output transistors,

unchanged: still too many colorations,

custom-built for Bedini, are filled with a
crystalline material claimed to stop ultra-

especially at the asking price of $0000.
Monolithic. There's nothing monolithic

sonic ringing and improve switching speed.

in appearance about this company's model
100ti integrated amplifier. The preamp sec-

sistors out of his coat pocket and proceeded

John Bedini pulled one of these tran-

tion is tubed, and can accommodate low-

to demonstrate how this crystalline mater-

output moving coil cartridges. The amp
section is solid-state, with a MOSFET

ial glows in the dark. Between the subdued
lighting in the suite and John's mystifying

driver stage and bipolar output stage, and

account of how these devices worked, I

will put out 100 W/ch into into 8 ohms.
The power supply is separate, a la PS

got the feeling that I'd stepped into the

Audio.
Retail price should be around $1500 for

ing awarded this year's Rod Serling award;

twilight zone. John said he didn't mind be-

both units, and availability is projected for

he deserves it for the science fiction with
which he likes to promote his products. In

May of '86. This might turn out to be the

any event, this may be one hell of an amp;

most cost-effective electronics package on

I'd sure like to find out. How about it,

the market.

John?

GSI Musical Electronics
In addition to the excellent electronic
crossovers in its line (the models X-1 twoand three-way), GSI now features two alltube preamps and ahybrid power amp. The
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Audio Research. The Infinity RS- lBs
sounded marvelous here; the best sound
I've ever heard from apair of these speakers.
They were not quite stock units, however, having been rewired with oxygen-free

Stereophile

"Since Iconsiderfreedom from coloration to be where good
sound reproduction starts, lwould choose the ULTRA 500
over any competitive cartridge Iknow of '
—Stereophile
Vol. 8, No. 4
"Listening tests were continued over along period as the
cartridge's ability to reproduce yokes and instruments with
impressive realism was confirmed over and over again."
—Gramophone
September, 1985
"Pie Ultra 500 sounds as good as it measures: smooth
and clean with excellent stereo imaging and depth."
— High Fidelity
January, 1986
All rights reserved

== Thi• line product Is distributed ext. I
usrvely through Shure ULTRA Group Dealers
For the ruunc and location or your nearest dealer. call (312)866-2608.

Litz wire. The associated equipment con-

capable of 350 watts RMS into 8ohms, and

sisted of apair of D-250 Mark II amps, an

1000 watts into 2ohms! Peak current capa-

SP- II preamp, an Alpha-2 cartridge in a

bility is awhopping 45 amperes.

WTA, and an Oracle 'table. Audio Research
gets my vote for Best Sound at the Show.

The SA-20/20 is a dual mono pair of
bridged SA-20s. The output stage consists

Ohm Acoustics. The one and only ex-

of eight 100-watt low-resistance MOSFETs

isting prototype pair of Ohm's model 5im-

operated in class AB. Gate drive for the

pressed me with its cohesiveness, focus,

MOSFETs is a "constant current source

and wonderful imaging. It may not be an
entirely accurate speaker, but it is very

cathode follower" stage, claimed to offer a

musical.

tance-loaded cathode follower. Retail prices

Ohm claims that the 5 is superior in
every respect to any of their previous

tenth of the distortion of the usual resisare $1995 for the SA-20, and $3995 for the
20/20.

designs. Ican at least attest to the fact that

Fanfare Acoustics. Ifinally got to listen

they are much better than the model 4.

to the revised Tempo speaker. (You may

And with asensitivity of 90 dB, they should

recall my review of the original; it was not

not be as power-hungry as some Ohm's

overly favorable.) The Mark II version is an

models have been.

entirely new design that impressed me

The projected retail price is about $4000
apair; Yes, Ithink they may be worth it!

more than any other speaker in its price
class at the show. The Mark Ils have all the

Kindel Audio. An intriguing line-source

midrange focus and detail that the older

speaker made decent sounds in the Kindel

Tempos lacked, and, at $495 apair, appear

suite. The model PLS-A features no less

to be agreat value.

than six 8-inch woofers and sixteen 1-inch

Polydax Speakers. Polydax, a subsi-

dome tweeters per side! This large speaker,

diary of Audax (France), has acquired the

standing 63 inches tall, weighs in at 85

now-defunct Siare Loudspeaker Co. Siare,
also located in France, has been known for

pounds per side. Even in prototype form,
the PLS-A showed great sonic promise. Bill

its innovative driver designs using fiber-

Kindel still has some tweaking to do to get

glass and carbon fiber cones. Siare pro-

the bass damping right, though; it was

ducts will be available in the U.S. through

decidedly overdamped. Price: $1700 apair.

Audax dealers.

Music Reference. Although his RAM

New from Audax in 1986 is the long-

Tube Works was not officially exhibiting at

awaited midrange using the TPX cone. TPX

the show, aprototype of Roger Modjeski's

is lighter and more rigid than polypro-

new power amp made the rounds at afew

pylene, and promises to be the next-gener-

suites.

ation plastic material for speaker drivers.

The RM-9 is a 100-watt stereo amp using

Paulson Enterprises. Mr. Paulson and

avery high-quality output transformer of

son showed off a straight-line tracking

Roger's design—the result of two years of

turntable. Not atonearm, aturntable. The

research. EL34 tubes are supplied, but

platter moves in astraight line, while the

6550s and KT88s may also be used. Chang-

tonearm remains stationary. A servo-

ing requires only asingle adjustment, using

mechanism and motor controls the plat-

the amp's front panel meter.

ter's rate of travel, and amechanical pinch

The RM-9 sounded very clean, with very
good bass and slightly soft, sweet highs.
Retail price should be around 51750.
Counterpoint Electronic Systems.

clutch allows manual repositioning of the
platter to any point along its path.
This appears to be an original design,
and, in fact, aU.S. patent has been granted.

Two new tube/MOSFET hybrid amps were

But why do it? Iasked the Paulsons. They

displayed here. The SA-20 is astereo amp

feel that moving the platter linearly is less
complicated than moving the arm. I'm still

" So what rise is new?
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not convinced, but the 'table does appear

Stereophile

Air Bearing Simplicity
The Maplenoll Olympian Turntables are the only integrated
all-air bearing units available with both an air bearing record
platter and tonearm. The Athena also feastures amassive
foundation, including alaminated lead plate and asolid 7/8"
oak frame. ..
all for $795. For alimited time our optional
heavy-weight lead platter will be added at no charge, a$1003
value.
Make an "A" versus "B" camparison. We believe you will be
overwhelmed at the sound quality. In fact we guarantee it!
No caveats.

De. -ilerinciones to

MAPLENOLL ELECTRONIC COMPANY
1095 Bellbrook Avenue Xenia, Ohio 45385
(513) 372-8462
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Once sui

a time

the enjoyment of music in the home
was limited to the privileged few.
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to work nicely.

to hear from you. Their motto is quite ap-

The Paulsons are not personally interested in manufacturing, but would like to

propriate: Bringing the groove to the stylus.
That's all, folks!

license their design; I'm sure they'll be glad
Addresses
For the benefit of those who may wish to

Kindel Audio, 3615 Presley Ave., Riverside,

contact any of the exhibitors mentioned

CA 92507

above, here is a list of addresses.

Monolithic Sound,515 Sandy Dale, Nipomo,

The Artisan Group, 12277 SW, Miami, FL

CA 93444

33186

Music Reference, 126 East Haley, Suite A-

Audire, 9576 El Tambor Ave., Fountain

15, Santa Barbara, CA 93101

Valley, CA 92708

Ohm Acoustics, 241 Taaffe Pl., Brooklyn,

Audio Research, 6801 Shingle Creek

NY 11205

Parkway, Minneapolis, MN 55430

Paulson Enterprises, 6119 9th Ave. S, Gulf-

B&W Loudspeakers, PO Box 653, Buffalo,

port, FL 33707

NY 14240

Polydax Speakers, 2 Park Ave., New York,

Bedini Electronics, 13410 Sayre St., Sylmar,

NY 10016

CA 91342

Snell Acoustics, 143 Essex St., Haverhill,

Belles Research, PO Box 307, ERochester,

MA 01830

NY 14445

Streets Electronics, PO Box 2797, Liver-

Clements Audio Systems,4354 Spring Valley
Rd., Dallas, TX 75244

The Well Tempered Lab, 3108 McKinley

Dennesen Electrostatic, 715 Hale St., Bever-

Way, Costa Mesa, CA 92626

ly, MA 01915

Wilson Audio Specialties, 2 Sinaloa Ct.,

more, CA 94550

GSI, 622 Bloomfield Ave, Bloomfield, NJ

Novato, CA 94947

07003

Xstatic Systems, 2057 15th St., San Fran-

KEF Electronics of America, 14120-K
Sullyfield Circle, Chantilly. VA 22021

cisco, CA 94114
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Thomas J. Norton

Publisher's note:
With this issue we introduce anew writer: ThomasJ. Norton,
former Editor and Publisher of the Audio Thing, and sometimes contributor to The Sensible Sound. Tom strikes us as an
eminently sensible audio evaluator able to both respond to
excellence and make effective value-for-dollar judgments.

T

here once was atime, not long ago in

Winter CES was the "baby" CES, a place

audio (now audio-video) land, when the

where Christmas shopping-weary manu-
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Snell Acoustics
facturcrs and dealers went to give and receive (for asmall remuneration) all the stuff

receivers start sounding alike, the digital

they had left over from the December con-

ceivers start looking like computers and

sumer frenzy. No more.

digital watches.

Now the January Las Vegas show rivals

watches start looking alike, and the re-

But the Convention Center wasn't atotal
loss for the audio semi-literate. A few

the June Chicago show in size (over 100.000
attendees), if not in new product introduc-

rooms were set apart from the din, and

tions. The show sprawls over the Las Vegas

Snell Acoustics had one of the better

Convention Center, spills out into the ad-

ones—a large space that did reasonable

joining Hilton Hotel exhibition pavillion,

justice to the superb Type A Mk Ill. Kevin

meanders over to the nearby Sahara Hotel,

Voecks, in case you haven't heard, is aug-

and breaks out here and there at other

menting his work as Mirage's chief designer

hotels all over town. Las Vegas survived the

to perform similar duties with Snell.

onslaught, but most attendees were not so

Things have been rather quiet at Snell

lucky, especially those who spent more

Acoustics since last year's tragic loss, but I

than a day at the zoo—the convention

have a suspicion that they may liven up

center itself.

shortly. Kevin's first project was to redesign

The Big Show: The Las Vegas
Convention Center

the room along with the other Snell de-

the Type C. Although apair were set up in

Little ink need he spilled on what went

signs, Kevin politely declined to demo
them; he wasn't happy with the way they

on at the Convention Center. That's where

sounded in that room. Disappointed. I

Crazy Eddie does his buying, and he probably feels right at home. Spend acouple of

nevertheless found his honesty refreshing
amid all the Convention Center hype. Iplan

hours wandering around there and all the

to hear them under better conditions.
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my mew personal systese&
it nets the answer to prteblents
that Ibad been hying to solve
uith alouphic equalizer 7be
system Ms never sounded so
good!" -Jim Therms. MIX Magadnr

Fountain pen, ballpoint, pencil, or phone
Pick up any one of them and you Wil, soon
hear all the sound you've never heard

A marriage made in hell.

The sad truth of the matter is that your
amp and speakers were never made for
each other No matter how hard manufacturers have tried to match them, their
differences have remained irreconcilable

humble or magnificent Every application
is an improvement In short it makes any
speaker sound better
The BBE 2002 also has the virtue of
being able to fit into any audio system
It measures only l6"x 71
/"x 3"And all you
2
need to make it work is to plug it into a
regular wall socket, and plug it into your
standard tape loop Then sit back and get
comfortable because from now on. you're
••• •
•:sing your system alot more
.• more.

And your system will produce sound much
closer to true "live" sound than you've
ever heard from it or any other system

What price glory?
the BBE 2002 so strongly
that we're

Revolutionize your
sound system in one stroke.
ustemng to Mozart or l'ivisted Sister.
something is always lost in the translation
What your amp and speakers need to
hve in harmony vi something that under-

,flving you
an aun-ciad 30-day, your $250
questions asked. guarantee. And we'll
even give you afull
warranty on all
parts and labor.

..•• •
•.... •
But be forewarned. Its an extraordin•
ary sensation at first, because you're
heanng your sound system deliver better
sound than you've ever heard before It's
*o, best thing this side of live It's

The phone is mightier
than the pen.

Not just another black box.
pretty familiar promises. it goes aoout
fulfilling them in avery different way
Everyone wants their sound as close to
"live" as possible. At Battus Berry Electronics, Inc. we're no different We consider ourselves very knowledgeable in
the area of hoe sound since we've been
making the world's most popular musical
instrument transducer microphones for
the past 20 years

cant iMagine u,elting on another
album without BEE'
-Slcse IrtInc prualiscr (ulture
lie tin' licat hHas,, est NS.
BPI Pr, slot cr of tlx.
you always listened to your speakers with
old army blankets over them and suddenly
took them off And it'll spoil you for anything less

writing instrument of your choice and
order you/ BBE 2002 Credit cards, money
orders, bank checks, certified checks
and wire transfers will be processed immediately. Personal checks require 18
days to clear And, if you're in aparticular
hurry and order by credit card, you can
get your BBE rushed to you via Federal
Express for asmall additional charge
You can also wnte or call us for afree
brochure and cassene tape so you can
not only read about but hear the 88E 2002

Even engineers and
producers need DUE.
11,2
will allow
So, ten years and 42 patent claims apphed for and granted later, we've come
up with something close to amiracle We
call it the BBE 2002
The BBE 2002 has a"brain" that knows
how speakers work It continually compares the original sound program or signal
"Everything we Marl from il
SOIMitY1 RINNi. and 11 bad no
discernable flans. Vol too nurrtc
products we test can justify the
same conclusion"
-Johan lioNch. 'arm, tarses
with the likely output at the speakers—
all the while anticipating the myriad problems caused by the inherent imperfections of thc speal.er'amr fntorflce

A true musical genius.

.
.
ru fast
It c,rfe,rs tutu s:gna.
nee.fed more
than 50 000 times asecond
The resh,tii.n. ir
iv

able fr, ,•P•,..
pt.., 7,
extraordinary. Harshness is diminished
so you'll expenence less 'ear fatigue'

utilized in our professional moael which is
being used ro recording studios, radio
stations, movie theatres and concert halls
throughout the world This professional
model has exceeded the expectations of
the most demanding engineers, producers and performers.
What the BBE 2002 represents is the
solution to the amp/speaker interface
problem 'By as they might vnth the most
advanced acoustic technologies, component manufacturers have never been
able to make all their equipment work
together efficiently
And the BBE 2002 works wonders with
any system you connect it to, however

r
-

1-800
453_5700
Iwest my
SPnd me
BBE 200?
Und(s' at $2.50 eacn
,CA
cauor ,aUusos
nn,
rash
by destmel,n ,
,
anad.r.
gesdents should ensrt,r
eddiponal informal.,,
(Rease alknr 46weeks
or delrverryl

But that will only delay the inevitable
Sooner or later, you're going to have your
own BBE 2002 Be the first on your block.
You always have been. Haven't you/

iins

at

All the sound you've never heard 7
Barcusearry Electronics, Inc.

5959 Thump?: Szree, Commerce CA 90040 1688

Enclosed is scheck for S
E Vina
E MasterCard
Card s
ongnature
Name (print)
Address
City/State/Zip

Or please charge to my:

EAmerican Express
Exp date
Nlephone(

The Hi-Performance Indoor FM Antenna

PARSEC 7403-11
enhances reception

with quality components

(PARSEC)
130 west 42nd street new york ny 10036
telephone (212)302.4880

•omnidirectional
•easy to install • ut UL
listed power supply

•eliminates multipath
interference •amplifies
hidden, weak signals

the PARSEC 7403-II is a second generation, high technology, universal omnidirectional antenna. It uses an advanced low noise,
high gain modular amplifier to capture and increase weak signals
and provides proper levels for good reception

Onkyo was on hand with the latest in
techno overkill: a new CD player with

soon be available, at 100 W/ch and 60
W/ch.

separately-housed A/D converter, connected to the main unit by fiber-optic
cables. Onkyo claimed reduced noise

demos, primarily concerning video sound.

I'll only say afew words on the video

which, at this stage, seems the least of

Most of the audio-video setups were abit
less impressive than last year's, but the SSI

digital's problems. Advance publicity also
indicated that Onkyo would demonstrate

best of the lot. Using their new SSI-720

their digital cassette deck, but Ididn't
see it!

Dolby processor, a rack of Adcom amps,
super ProAc EBTS (the dual-woofer Tab-

KEF has anew top-of-the-line speaker,
the 107. The LF part uses alarger version of
the bass-loading technique used in the
104/2; the mid and treble drivers were perched on top, in what looked to be aduplication of the 105.4 design. Icouldn't form
any significant sonic impressions at the
show—the room was far larger than any
reasonable domestic listening room, and
any subjective observations would be
meaningless. But the system, even at
$3900/pair, appears to be aserious design
worth further investigation. Also announced was the K-UBE, an equalizer designed to alter the system's bass characteristics, including Q. (The device may also be
usable with the 104/2, though probably
not optimally.)
Adcom has altered the cosmetics of their
GFA -555 power amp to be more domestically "pleasing." Ialways get antsy when
Isee such changes in awell- reviewed product, and asked if anything inside the amp
had altered. The Adcom rep told me nothing. Two smaller versions of the amp will
IThe deck was there hut was not functional.

—LA

demo in the Convention Center seemed the

lettes), and a Velodyne subwoofer, the
sound was spacious and reasonably open.
Unfortunately, they used a projection
screen—am Ithe only one who still prefers
agood, though smaller, CRT monitor? For
me, the flat, slightly washed-out look of all
projection TVs is amore jarring contrast to
avivid, Dolby-surround sound track than
the smaller picture of amonitor. (For those
with the bucks to have the best of both
worlds, a 35-inch CRT will soon be
available in a number of new monitors
from Japan. Price will probably be around
53000—no more than agood projection
system.)
Icould comment on the car stereos blaring away at ear-battering levels in aparking
lot adjoining the Convention Center, but I
won't—except to say that you haven't seen
fanaticism until you've seen three 18-inch
woofers mounted in a converted hearse;
the entire rear end was sealed off to form a
mobile speaker enclosure for three jumbo
drivers mounted right behind the front
seats. Just the thing to drown out traffic
noise

An Amplifier beyond specs.
A Company beyond reproach.

A power amplifier built by acompany whose commitment to quality
demands that the final calibration
of every unit be performed by the
designer himself. Perhaps this is
why BEL can offer a 5-year warranty
and why, in the fickle audiophile
world, BEL has attracted such a
fiercely loyal following.

3EL1001
Brown Electronic Labs
1233 Somerset Dr.
San Jose, CA 95132
1408) 259 8648
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800-833-0011
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THRESHOLD

687 Broadway (between 3rd &

Sts.) WIG 10012

Authorized new dealers for: Quad, Klyne, Threshold, Spica, Celestion,
Rogers, Spendor, Eagle, Musical Fidelity, Proton, Ohm, Eminent Technology,
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The Real Show: High End at
the Sahara
Despite mediocre rooms in the Sahara

CLS, but there wasn't ademo at the show
with a more transparent, open, "live"
sound. The room helped—both Martin

Hotel, several manufacturers managed to

Logan and Threshold were ensconced in

get very decent sound out of their setups.

The Golden Nugget in downtown las Vegas

Audio Research, with a full comple-

—the old "strip" —with far more space and

ment of their electronics driving the Infinity

better acoustics than most of the exhibitors
at the Sahara had available.
Threshold. Ispent only a brief time

RS-1B loudspeakers, fronted by aMonster
Alpha 2 in the Well Tempered Arm, was
clearly acontender for Best Sound at the

here, but the sound was very satisfying,

Show. unfortunately, Idid not get to hear
their system at length, but afriend (whose
impressions often closely parallel my own)
was bowled over by its sound. It also
should be noted that no exhibit at the show
using Audio Research electronics sounded
less than good, including the large Polk
Signatures. These sounded less than mindblowing at the Chicago CES last year, and,
while they're still not my cup of tea, Ican
now at least understand their appeal.
Shahinian Acoustics. Despite the
small, live room causing ahigh-end glare at
the stentorian levels favored by their designer, the Obelisk/Double Eagle subwoofer system put out some of the most
impressive dynamics of the show, easily
outpointing the B&W 808s that nestled uncomfortably nearby. This was technically
the Bedini room, but when Richard Shahi-

MCM Loudspeaker

nian demonstrates his favorite (invariably

despite an obvious defect in one of the

Thiel CS-3 loudspeakers (sounded like a
large-scale classical) music over his favorite
loudspeakers, the room belongs to him. I rattle in the midrange driver). The real
never fail to hear unfamiliar recordings at a news was aprototype of Threshold's new
Shahinian demonstration that Ican't wait

switching amplifier driving the system,

to rush out and buy afterwards, and if that

available later in the year. We wish them
better luck than past developers of this

isn't the name of the game. Idon't know
MCM Loudspeakers. Though they

type of amplifier have had.
Fried. Meanwhile, back at the Sahara,

seem best suited to more intimate, smallscale music, these speakers do arespectable

speakers, including the very interesting

job with all types of program material.

new top-of-the-line satellite, the C/3-L.

what is.

Bud Fried demonstrated his whole line of

Already reviewed in Stereophile, they

The sound was very good, though a bit

sounded quite clean and open, despite

hard to judge due to Fried's penchant for

room resonance problems which compro-

switching rapidly between his systems.

mised the clarity of which Iknow they're

S1550/pair seemed abit steep, but the small

capable (having heard them on three other

transmission-line cabinets were very solid.

occasions, including in my own home).
Martin Logan. Istill have some reservations about the ultimate bass and dynamic
range capabilities of the new Martin Logan
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More interesting, however, is the fact that
they will be available in kit form for $430.
Gentlemen, start your table saws.
Rogers. Despite a disarmingly basic

Stereophile

setup, with aRevox CD player and an Audio

pair of WATTs were being used in the Row-

Design amp, Rogers new LS 5/9 created a

land Research room, this time with an

real stir. A clearly different speaker from

Enigma subwoofer (which appeared better

the LS 5/8 reviewed in Stereophile a few

suited to this system than the giant WAMM

years back, the new BBC monitor is abit

subwoofer in Wilson's own room). Overall,

smaller, has a 10-inch woofer (though the
same tweeter), and does not have its own

probably afunction of amore stable setup;

the sound in Wilson's room was better,

amplifiers. It will set you back abundle—

Rowland had been experimenting off and

about 52500/pair—but in every respect

on with a new Sound Lab loudspeaker

save the lowest bass and (perhaps) highest

(which Idid not hear), necessitating mov-

treble, it fully justifies the term "monitor."

ing the WATTs in and out of position.

You'll certainly be hearing more about this
system.

to use in his own on-location recording,

Fanfare. The new Tempo was reviewed

which will soon include sessions in Europe

Wilson apparently designed the WATTs

in arecent issue of Stereophile. Based on

with the Luxembourg Radio Symphony
what Ibriefly heard at the Fanfare suite, I (watch these pages).

can only say "agreed." The new, smaller
Prelude was also on demonstration, and
could be areal winner at 5275/pair.

Miscellaneous Musings and
Ruminations

GNP. The GNP Valkyrie gets my vote as

Every CES has afew surprises. This one

Most Improved Loudspeaker of Show. It's

didn't have anything to set the audio world
on its, ah, ear, but there were some signifi-

been completely reworked, and sounds it.
Open, transparent, and electrostatic-like

cant developments. If Ihad to pick the top

are descriptive adjectives which came to

news stories, I'd go with my reports above

mind. So did laid-back, which some will

on the Threshold, Snell, Rogers, and Wil-

like and some will not. Iliked, even though

son Audio products. The last two gave food

the balance was very different from my
own ProAc Studio 3s. Ihadn't been overly

for serious thought concerning lightweight
but heavily damped speaker enclosures

impressed with this speaker in earlier in-

(the Rogers LS 5/9) versus all-out attempts

carnations; now I'm anxious to give it a
closer listen.

hear the more refined woofer of the Rogers

at rigidity (the WATT). Wouldn't Ilove to

Wilson Audio. There were no WAMMs

in arigid cabinet—just for comparison! A

at this show, though one subwoofer from

fellow named Crosby, in New Mexico, is
doing just that with the Spica TC-50 —

that incredible system (now up to $52,0009
did its best to demolish the Sahara Hotel.

putting the drivers in an identically-sized,

WATT was there was the WATT. The
Wilson Audio Tiny Tot (honest), about 1

but much more rigid, cabinet. Ihaven't

cubic foot in size, and will cost about

back from atrusted source.

heard the results, but Iget positive feed-

54400/pair! Most of the expense is not in

Yes, every CES has its surprises, big and

the drivers, which are good but not exces-

little—like the gentleman demonstrating
for an importer of various Japanese high-

sively priced, but in the lead lined synthetic marble/epoxy enclosure that is de-

end turntables, arms, cartridges, and ac-

signed with extreme rigidity in mind. Each

cessories. Informed on day two of the

WATT weighs 60 pounds—as much as a

show that his speakers were out of phase,

Thiel CS-2! Though one reels at the cost,

said importer listened abit, scratched his

the sound was right up there with anything

head, reversed one pair of wires, listened

else Iheard at the show. Imaging, depth,

some more. As we watched the faint glow

and detail were all first rate. Bass was tight

of revelation spread across his face, he ex-

but not overly extended, but this was clearly the design intent. A subwoofer will be

claimed, "Well, I'm aturntable man, not a
speaker man!"

almost mandatory with this system. Another

CES can he amind-boggling experience. S
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E. Brad Meyer

Publisher's Note:
The following article first appeared the BAS Speaker; and
addresses an issue we thought worthwhile. The Speaker is
published by the Boston Audio Society, Box 7, Boston, MA
02215. We welcome comment on this article by manufacturers, other reviewers, and (of course) readers.

I

'd like to step outside the field of audio

boast national distribution, and an appal-

hardware for once and talk about journal-

ling number run to more than 500 pages a

istic ethics. Asemi-major flurry on the sub-

month.
The editors of these heavies are in atruly

ject burst forth in the computer press last
summer when Byte magazine accused itself
and other publications of being less than
thorough in distinguishing editorial mate-

terrible position. As Don Lancaster says in
his delightful book, The Incredible Secret

rial from advertising. The resulting argu-

Money Machine, "Most editors are desperate for anything of value to print. Each

ments are relevant to the more general field

and every issue, forever and ever, they have

of technical writing for consumers.
The computer magazine business is, of

this gaping maw to shovel articles into." An
editor must come up with enough articles

course, vastly different from its audio
counterpart, in which three national
monthlies provide an unchanging back-

by acombination of the size of the "book"

to fill anumber of pages that is determined
and the set proportion of advertising to

puter press has in the past two years covered

editorial material. In the past year computer magazines were deluged with ads,
and as the page count went up, so did the

America's newsstands like kudzu. This impenetrable growth is starting to thin al-

monthly magazine starts to resemble the

ready, but half ahundred magazines still

medium-sized city's phone book, aphrase

drop for abunch of smaller rags beloved by
one or another group of fanatics. The com-
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number of editorial pages to fill. When a
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like "gaping maw" pales in comparison to
reality.
Inevitably, standards slipped. Computer-

mild ridicule, several of the manufacturers
whose names appeared in the piece called

related companies realized what was going

city and the resulting spurt in sales.) Expen-

on, and hired writers to turn promotional

sive items that a reviewer might want to
keep and use, like a pair of electrostatic

product descriptions into what sounded
like feature articles. These landed on the

the magazine to thank them for the publi-

headphones or adigital processor, are of-

desks of harried editors who, seeing that
the material was (1) about computers, (2)

fered for purchase at an "industry accom-

professionally typed, and (3) reasonably
literate, put it in the magazine without

wholesale; even though the equipment has

looking too closely at the business associations of the authors.
It may seem obvious that any text written to promote aproduct should be labeled
as advertising; the dividing line is clear. Or
is it? If I, as afreelance writer, am enthusiastic about aproduct, I'm free to say so in
an independent review—but what does

modation price" of afew per cent above
been bought, there is abuilt-in cash benefit.
A reviewer must have samples of new
equipment to do his job. If he's freelancing,
he can't afford to buy the stuff on the open
market like Consumer's Union. Even the independent testing labs hired by the big
monthlies don't have anything like the
resources to do that; compared to the
number of people who buy refrigerators,

"independent" mean? The review is defi-

TV sets, and bicycles, the audio market is

nitely not independent if Ihave accepted

tiny. Anyway, Hirsch, Feldman, and Foster
have to fight to hold down the influx of

payment from the manufacturer to sing the
praises of the product sight unseen, as happened in a few of the above-mentioned

stuff to manageable levels.
So the situation is complicated. One can

computer articles. The objectivity of my

argue that it isn't in Julian Hirsch's enlight-

opinions is also suspect if Ihave accepted
payment from the product's maker for the

ened self-interest to compromise his credibility by false praise. Julian impresses me as

time spent testing it and writing the review.

one of the most fundamentally honest peo-

But what if the payment comes not in
cash but in kind? In other words, what if

ple I've met, but those inclined not to trust
him will never change their minds because

the manufacturer gives me the product for

to them his position in the industry com-

nothing? Here the waters start to get murky.
No deal has been made, no contract signed.

promises his opinions. (I am often annoyed
by the unwillingness of such people to dis-

But one of the two important elements in

tinguish Hirsch's instinctive forthrightness

a contract—the consideration—is there,

from the hide-the flaws approach of Len
Feldman's reviews.)

creating the possibility of compensation
for services rendered. Who is to say whether

Let me be specific about the way the

Iwill feel gratitude, or how it will be
expressed?

system works. While hardly amajor equipment reviewer, as an occasional writer of

Consider the matter of free equipment,

feature articles for the big monthlies I'm on

from both points of view. The manufac-

the list of those entitled to certain per-

turer wants to call attention to the product.

quisites. Ibought my Sony PCM- Fl, an

Some items, like cartridges, can't be resold

American 110-volt model with full warranty, in July 1982 from Sony in New Jersey

and are always given away. For a small
receiver that will be stamped out by the

for aprice slightly higher than you could

thousands, the possible benefit so over-

get them by mail order from Japan at the

whelms the cost of shipping afew out to

time. Icould have turned it over right away
and made at least $300 on the deal. Ihave

reviewers that the company doesn't need
the assurance of agood review; any will
serve. (After Stereo Review published Alan
Lofft's article holding high-end audio up to

Stereophile

since written many words of praise about
the FI, without the slightest worry about
my own honesty and sincerity; it is an ex-
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YFezeperoug Amdllo bgeFeellue
Presents

An Audio System That Faithfully Reveals the Source
Well Tempered Table—A revolutionary new turntable that is
as quiet as the best CD players.
Well Tempered Arm—The tonearm that is perfectly damped
for any cartridge.
Van Den Hul MC-10 Moving Coil—The moving-coil cartridge
for those who are discriminating enough to wait for digital to
get better.
Music Interface Technologies MI-330—The computerdesigned, phase coherent interconnect that reveals the true
sonic character of the components associated with it.
Rowland Research Coherence One Preamplifier—So
revealing and quiet with low-output moving coils that one can
hear the "air" in the concert hall on the best recordings.
Rowland Research Model 5 Stereo or Model 7 Mono
Amplifiers—Amplification designed to reproduce every quality of the live musical experience.
Music Interface Technologies MH-750—The computerdesigned, phase coherent speaker wire that responds to the
complex demands of an actual musical signal.
Respons Speakers—Transforms your listening room into the
original acoustic environment and reproduces the seamlessness, body, and transparency of alive musical performance.
For more information:

'fransparent Audio Marketing, Inc.
Box 117, Rt. 202 Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553

ceptionally well-designed and useful product, one of the few classic pieces of audio
hardware, and Iam being totally true to my
experiences when Isay so. But if Iwere running for elective office I'd be up in front of
abunch of TV cameras trying to explain the
"coincidence."
Ihave also written commissioned articles
for publications in technical magazines; for

consumers; the subtitle on the cover is
"News for Design Engineers." Its readers expect hard information, and they get it,
whether in articles, in advertisements, or in
the "new-product" announcements that
are (like the ones in the hi-fi monthlies)
not much more than lightly-edited press
releases.
Most of the feature articles in DN are

example, one about the AR Adaptive Digital

written by the magazine's staff from acom-

Signal Processor for Design News. For that
piece Iwas paid jointly by the magazine and

bination of materials supplied by individual

by AR, because the magazine by itself

dustrial design; they called me at AR's suggestion because they don't know audio. My

couldn't or wouldn't pay me enough for the
amount of work involved. Now, it doesn't
say in the byline that Iwas working partly
for AR. What's more, Iborrowed in several
places from adescription of the product
written by Bob Berkovitz, AR's director of
research, without giving him credit. Was
the article deceptive?
There is no final answer to that question.

companies and their own experience in in-

article is simply the most lucid explanation
Icould summon forth of the basic problems
of loudspeakers in small rooms, and of how
AR's new device attempts to solve them. It
was honestly written, and Ifelt no qualms
about publishing aslightly-edited version
in The Speaker (Volume 9, Nos. 9-10), where

But Idon't think that what Idid was wrong,

you can read it and decide for yourself.
One more example before Iopen the

mostly because of the context. Design

floor for discussion. Last March (1984) I,

News is not published for, nor is it read by,

Peter Mitchell, and several other BAS mem-

When you want to hear the Art
in your Music ...

sumo"
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bers who happen to work for monthly

after our expedition Sony brought another

audio magazines in the U.S. and Canada ac-

bunch of journalists over.) "I think they

cepted avery valuable favor from Technics

basically want three things," he began.

corporation: atrip to Japan, with virtually

"First, they want us to be aware of what

all expenses paid, including air fare, meals,

they're doing, because they are genuinely
proud of their work and their facilities. Sec-

bus rides within and between the cities of
Osaka, Kyoto, and Tokyo, and several dif-

ond, they consider us to be experts on the

ferent kinds of strange and amusing evening

American market, so they want to pick our

entertainment. We sat through three solid

brains about products and ideas. And final-

days of technical presentations, plant tours,

ly, they want us to get akind of warm glow

and product demonstrations, then spent

every time we hear the name 'Technics'."
Well, Iam grateful for the trip, and for the

three more days touring and recreating. We
were showered with small gifts of all kinds,

little gifts, and for the audio equipment too.

and after our return Ireceived aparcel containing abeautifully packaged 91
2 -lb mov/

Iplan to write reviews of the cartridge,
transformer, and speakers for these pages,

ing coil step-up transformer and an equal-

suitably annotated with the warning, "sup-

ly beautiful low-mass MC cartridge with a

plied by the manufacturer," though that
seems a bit of an understatement in this

tapered-boron-pipe cantilever. A while
later they sent me apair of their flat-panel
coaxial speakers to evaluate at home.
On the plane over Iasked afellow mem-

case. Having sufficient hubris about my
reputation to have told the truth to our
hosts in Japan about what Iheard while I

ber, who had been on one of these junkets

was there, I'm not worried that twill be

before, why Technics would spend the

tempted to lie to you. But you have aright to
know the circumstances under which a
writer is working when his or her opinions
are part of the deal

$100,000 or so it must have cost to play
host for the group. (They do this regularly,
as do otheriapanese companies, two weeks

Realize your
impossible dreams
by owning a Classical
Design & Engineering
loudspeaker system.
Nothing else images as
well, even in aterrible
room Nothing else
possesses as clean and
elegant asound in such
exquisitely handcrafted
cabinets as CDE's.

For further information and direct sales, please
write or call: SOMCHAI SRIPRASERT
No. 1011 N Crystal Plaza, 2111 Jefferson Davis
Hwy., Arlington, VA 22202
(301) 868-7059 or (301) 369-8015 (ask for
Dr. Mike), or (301) 521-4621 (ask for Sam)

We believe in quality and
value. It has taken over 12
years of research and
development to create
such arefined and
sophisticated product, for
the benefit of those who
will appreciate it,
at asensible
price ($650$25,000)

Dealer inquines invited
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Planar/Magnetic
Meets
Ribbon

In 1972, Magnepan received a patent on a full-range, planar/magnetic
type of loudspeaker which became the most successful esoteric speaker
in the history of high-end audio. Other companies have introduced
speakers with similar drivers (sometimes called "ribbons"), but Magneplanars', with over 100,000 sold, remains the choice of audiophiles.
Then, in 1982, Magnepan received a patent on a true, line-source
ribbon speaker. The combination of these two technologies, as shown
above in the Magneplanar MG-111a, reconfirms Magnepan's position as
innovators of audio products.
Send apostcard to Magnepan for an assortment of reviews.

III MAGNEPAN
1645 9th Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

LEGITIMATE AUDIO RETAILERS

SPE

Neil and

Publisher's Note:
The following letter addresses a reference

UT!

Evelyn Sinclair

That's why we'll take the time to address
one subject that is very painful; "The Audio

made in "The Audio Cheapskate," Volume

Cheapskate," Vol. 8, No. 8, and the attitude

8, Number 8; that one reference generated

expressed towards dealers.

more dealer comment than all the positive

Everybody loves to save money, of course.

and negative comments the Cheapskate
has made in all the time he's written for

Getting agood deal is an enjo feeling, even
for wealthy people, and no one wants to

Stereophile! In the interests offairness we

feel that they foolishly overpaid. The Audio

are publishing the following response

Cheapskate recognizes this and cheerfully

from the owners of Absolute Audio

tries to help people save money, but in tell-

(Orange, CA); for what it's worth, the

ing people to support mail-order houses

publisher tends to side with the retailers

instead of full service specialty dealers he

who offer full service—even at list price.

is encouraging avery depressing trend that,
eventually, is likely to kill off the entire

Editor:
Of all the stereo magazines, your publication is the one that most often expresses
opinions that concur with our own. Tony
Cordesmam is particularly insightful; lucid
and readable. When we evaluate acomponent, form opinions, and then read reviews,
Stereophile almost always seems like they
went the same route we did; other publications come off more randomly. It's hard
not to be attached to something that agrees
with you and supports your judgments.
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audiophile phenomenon. We're not exaggerating.
We call it the "Crown Books" syndrome.
When Crown came to southern California
there were thriving bookstores; some, like
Papa Bach, were famous for alibrary-like
variety of offerings. Staffed with intelligent,
helpful people, these places could be literary
havens, meeting places for poets and scholars. Crown's concept was alot more efficient: they limited buying to best-sellers. In
buying those in bulk, their ordering and
stocking is simple; by ignoring arcane titles

Stereophile

they guarantee quick turnover of merchandise; in having no need for aknowledgeable, educated staff, wages could be cut to
practically nothing. Their limited selection

all expected—there are days when one
feels like anatural resource.
Now, urges the Audio Cheapskate, acom-

requires little valuable square footage per

petent shopper should expect more: with
sufficient badgering, his local quality-

store, so they rent many facilities and make
themselves convenient. All this streamlin-

audio dealer "can probably be persuaded to
give you some kind of abreak." When he

ing enables them to entice customers with
discounts the traditional stores couldn't

says "I generally recommend buying from
local dealers," and goes on to tell about lots

afford.

of advantages like that we know how to

Papa Bach is gone now, along with almost
every quality bookstore we had. A Los

"set stuff up," we know the Cheapskate is
trying. Then he says, "But sometimes you
know exactly what you want, and want to
save money ..," and rolls right into afree

Angeles Times book reviewer recently
pointed out that it's becoming harder than
ever to get poetry or scholarly works
published; with no retail outlet, such books

ad for atrans-shipping operation.

have nowhere to go. Crown won't carry
them, and the bookstores that would have

finds out "exactly what you want" is by

are gone. Art suffers; literature loses some
creative spark; new writers are never
fledged—the stakes are too high. Remember, Crown orders 10,000 each of 20 titles,

Let's not be naive. The way the consumer
taking advantage of the local dealer. Consumers are told where to buy "just about
anything, typically at 15-20% off." Iwish
he'd gone on to say how this is possible.
The "anything" you can buy is not likely to

not 20 each of 10,000 titles. McBook has

be aproduct for which the trans-shipper

proved massively successful at driving out

has afranchise. (Manufacturers tend not to
feel obligated to honor warranties if their

excellence with mediocrity.
So insidious is the temptation of discounting, that even we occasionally slink

merchandise has been illicitly transferred
to anon-authorized outlet. They don't like

on over and give Crown our money. We

trans-shipping because they understand

feel rotten about the dead bookstores but,

the effects: mail-order-available items

hey, we spend hundreds of dollars on

become unprofitable, dealers won't showcase them, people can't find them, and

books; it's really hard to pass that up. It is a
shame how limited their selection is.
Back to audio. As retailers we know what
the costs of doing business are. Most peo-

stop buying. Manufacturers can, and do,

ple would be astounded at the tiny percen-

longer to get because it's not sitting there

tage of profit left when those costs are subtracted. Larry, do you know any rich
audiophile-class retailers? We can think of

(tying up capital) in astockroom. But you
don't mind—you're getting agreat deal,
and willing to wait. Of course you'd expect

only one in the entire United States.
If we say, "Running a first-class

cludes retail rental, high salaries for acom-

die from this kind of overexposure.)
Trans-shipped equipment takes a bit

us to have it in stock. Our overhead in-

audiophile- and service-oriented hi-fi store

petent staff, as well as the cost of keeping

is a labor of love," Does it sound funny?
People seem to think of dealers as

stock on hand—not just a desk and a
phone. Demo units alone cost hundreds of

"Capitalist-Pigs-Getting-Rich-Off-My-

thousands of dollars.

Hobby." They expect to have lots of time to
audition the equipment in the store, maybe

possibly compete with atrans-ship opera-

even at home. They expect unlimited ad-

tion and its minimal overhead, probably

vice from a knowledgeable audiophile,
with no unseemly pressure to come to a

the best thing to do, really, is save yourself
the unpleasantness of haggling, and buy

hasty decision. They know were available

mail-order at the lowest price. After using

to install and care for what we sell. That's

the local dealer's resources. (Eventually we

Stereophile

Since a dealer like ourselves can't
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do catch on. This tactic is abit like stiffing

Publisher's Note:

awaiter for atip. At afine restaurant asmall

There may be other dangers from trans.

party can easily spend acouple hundred
dollars. By not tipping you can save thirty

shippers; we received the following reader

dollars! But you may not be comfortable

(or contrary) experiences is encouraged to
write.

going back.)
Ethics aside, there is apredictable result,

letter on the subject. Anyone with similar

Editor:

that no one will like, from the growing

First off, let me state that prior to Volume

trend to play Stiff-the-Retailer. It's just like
the Crown Books Syndrome, only worse:

8, No.8, Ihave enjoyed Sam Tellig's articles

after all, no one goes to abookstore for six
hours of chatting, only to but the book
elsewhere! At an audio store, that time

immensely. His praise of the Superphon
Revelation Dual Mono preamp contributed
to my auditioning and ultimately buying
this "diamond in the rough"). However, I

costs money! If astore is not receiving the

must take exception to his most recent ar-

support it needs (sufficient profit to pay
the bills), it dies. Enough stores go under,

ticle,

"Recommended

Components:

nowhere to audition this fine equipment,

Cheapskate Style," in which he endorses a
dealer by name. This type of favoritism
detracts from the subject matter, and tar-

and no factory making it. (Unless Stereophile
can singlehandedly keep the audiophile

nishes the credibility of the author (and,
more importantly, the editor). If this wasn't

community sufficiently informed to make
its buying decisions.)

bad enough in itself, Mr. Tellig recommends a dealer whose selling practices

Nobody wants to feel like asucker, like
he's passing up achance to save. But sure-

might be considered highly questionable,
at best. A personal example: After tying up

ly, even the Audio Cheapskate would feel

my money for 2-plus months and still not
receiving anon-exotic stereo component,

and there is no outlet for esoterica —

saddened to know that he has contributed
to the demise of our industry. There will
always be expensive stereo equipment, certainly. But we see aday when we call up

I had to fight by means of costly long
distance phone calls to get my money back.
This tends to leave a bad taste in one's

the Central Warehouse on our computer

mouth. An isolated occurrence this is not,

terminal, punch #8 for Stereophonic &

since Iknow of at least half adozen horror

Video, and make selections for our next

stories with this particular dealer. The
phrase "buyer beware" (as well as "live and

purchase from among the flagship models—
offered by Pioneer, JVC, Magnavox, and
Sony. Lots of companies. Does that sound

learn") definitely apply in this case; for
your publication to make such a recom-

farfetched? Too bleak to be realistic? Let's

mendation to its readers certainly could

hope so.
We hope, here, to point out atrend. In
reading Stereophile we sometimes find
fresh insights on products we thought we

make aperson wonder if your palm hasn't
been slapped with something other than
just someone's hands.

knew in detail. Since retailing is our slant

Please refrain from such crass journalism
in the future, as the quality of your good

on the industry (rather than writing or

magazine suffers when resorting to what

publishing), certain hard realities are much

appears to be the "buddy-system."

closer to us than they would otherwise be.
Our plea is this: Urge support for good
dealers. We are not only useful in the short

Robert Loveday
Somewhere, Somestate

term, we are part of an ecology; without

We ham no evidence whatsoever ofpalm-

us, the whole chain leading from high-end

greasing, but regret the unfortunate

manufacturer to home audiophile withers
and dies.

ror stories" were not known to us.
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recommendation. The "half a dozen hor$
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FINALLY

CABINETRY FOR AUDIOPHILES

Imagine cabinetry designed for proper
air circulation, easy access to equipment
and convenient wiring. A surge-protected
outlet strip, heavy duty casters, adrawer for
accessories, cable clamps, adjustable shelves
and an easily removable back using brass
thumbscrews. .. all as standard.
Talwar offers these as well as state-of-the-art
vibration isolation, power filtering, electrostatic
control, time delay power-up, equipment
cooling and grounding bus bar. All designed
integrally into the cabinet or available
separately.
Form and function intertwine. Talwar cabinetry
is handcrafted from solid woods and styled in
clean, elegant lines. You have awide choice
of woods, dimensions and options, such
as marble.
Talwar—a new concept in audio cabinetry
Call or write us for more information.

TAIWAR

311WEST POI
NT TERRACE WEST HARTIORd, CT 06107 U.
S.
A. (203) 521-2263
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pure Gold
Alvin Gold

THE LINN LK1/LK2 AMPLIFIER

fi Answers. Since then Ihave been under

Last time round. Iwrote of the rift that has

the Curse of the House of Linn, attracting

opened up between Linn Products and
Naim Audio, the two most prominent high-

considerable flak from the company. (That's

end companies in the UK—and of the

putting it very mildly indeed—their first
reply used theatrical exprs like "hatchet

dilemma facing traditional Linn/Naim

job.")

dealers who, for the first time, must take

What's happened since? Subsequent
reviews have been, so far, universally

sides between the two newly warring parties. The life of the acolyte isn't all beer and

lukewarm. The dealer network, predic-

skittles.

tably, is split right down the middle. Quite

Since then, the Linn LK1 /LK2 amplifier
has been released, and it has become even
more obvious than before that the Linn and

anumber consider the Linn amp rubbish.
Others, in all earnestness, describe it as a
new peak in amplifier design. "You know

Naim amplifiers represent totally conflict-

how Naim amplifiers always seem to sound

ing ideologies; they sound quite different.

better when you improve the way asystem

If one is right, the other can't be. Linn suggests that their LK1/LK2 is superior to the
much more costly, top-of-the-range Naim

plained. "With the Linn amp, it isn't just a

is set up?" one highly respected dealer ex-

32/HICAP/135. To their credit, they've

way of getting extra performance, it's a
prerequisite: the system has to be 180%

backed up that view by demonstrating the
two combinations against each other to all

much garbage. But when it is right, alot .

comers at their Glasgow factory. Iheard
one of those demonstrations several months

with the Naim, and the sound is less col-

before the product was released, and found
myself unable to go along. But it was early
days, so what the hell.
Iwas the first in the UK to review the
amp, giving it alukewarm reception in Hi-
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right or it doesn't work at all; it's just so
more information comes through than
ored." Another dealer I know has staff
members who strongly support the Linn,
others who favor the Naim—any Naim—
with equal fervor and zeal.
In general, though, things appear to be

Stereophile

proper setting-up of such systems. Bloody

going Naim's way. They claim (and Ihave
no proof to support this) that their sales
have held up in the months the Linn has

typical isn't it? We can't make anything pro-

been on sale, with barely ahiccup in their

ing how to plug everything together. But at

perly anymore, so we're reduced to show-

steady growth pattern. They admit, how-

least we do that better than anyone else on

ever, to problems with certain distributors
in some overseas markets—they'd stocked

the planet!
Remember, it was Linn who reminded us

up on Linn amps and had no money to
spare for buying anything else. Of the shops

that poor systems can mess up temporal in-

Ihave canvassed—pro and anti alike—all
admit to considerable customer resistance

very pulse of music can drag and die if cer-

to the Linn, and few claim that sales have
reached early expectations. "We're right on

or skipped entirely. Imagine my confusion
(I put it no stronger) to discover that the

target to sell one-fifth of our allocation this
year," one wryly remarked.

areas that the company have always pro-

So what is the Linn like? By way of preamble, Ishould point out that when Istarted

moted as being the most important.
Ihad decided to compare the Linn with

formation: rhythms can be slugged, the
tain simple set-up procedures are skimped

Linn amplifier appeared to fail in just those

reviewing Iwas influenced strongly and, I a Naim 42/110, a cheaper combination
and, in any case, aparticularly strong midthink, positively by Linn Products. They
were my heroes. Although Itake issue with
some of the things they have done of late,

dle-ranking amplifier. The Linn, even if it

I'm in full sympathy with the general tone

claims, ought to have walked all over this

of the ideas they have promoted through

Naim. Well, it didn't—not to my ears, anyway—and visitors (some, I'll admit, with

the years, especially such things as the importance of low-level interactions between
systems and unwanted transducers, and

e

-.

was only to live up to its more temperate

axes to grind) saw things no differently.
The Linn didn't sound bad, and the power

3tEn
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amp, especially, had akind of self-effacing
consistency that Ifelt an attractive charac-

features are now well known, as are the
professional construction standards: the

teristic. But it was also flawed in certain

unusual BNC and Canon connectors, and

areas: its timing was suspect; rhythms
dragged; and there was apervading grey-

so on. The amplifier has many ingenious

ness, akind of electronic overlay that con-

it easy to build, reliable, and serviceable

tradicted thé initial impressiveness of the

(early samples have been troublesome, but
solutions are apparently in hand). Above

sound. Nor did the amp seem as powerful

touches that in combination ought to make

as the specifications suggested—rather, it

all, the unit seems unlikely to deteriorate

didn't display the urgency and freedom
that top-rated amplifiers usually possess on

over along period of use. This, in essence,

driving, dynamic material. Dynamics gen-

sion to use resistive ladder networks in

erally seemed squashed. I'm not referring

place of potentiometers, which Iunderstand are fabricated from back-to-back FET

to a laid-back quality that has been re-

is the justification for the surprising deci-

marked on elsewhere, but to afundamental
inability to properly voice and distinguish
subtle differences of intonation and phras-

distortion can be made arbitrarily low by

ing. The justification given by the dealer

appropriate circuit techniques.

quoted earlier seems to me to be disingen-

It strikes me that if Linn has laid down
criteria by which equipment is to be judged,

uous in the extreme. To see what was to be
seen, Ihad the amp checked by alab.
The results were interesting. First, the
amplifier distorts. Simple harmonic distor-

junctions, and are relatively nonlinear. Linn
doesn't deny this; they merely claim that

and if said equipment fails by those very
criteria, the company really has no right to
complain.

tion measurements show no problems, but
that's because the distortion products are

IMPROVED MAGGIES?

not harmonically related to the applied
signal. Instead, spectrum analysis shows a

now, Ihave been using Magneplanar MG -

Let me tell you astory. For quite awhile

delayed version of the signal appearing on

lbs as my standard speaker for day-to-day

the output for several cycles after the applied signal ceases, with astrong DC offset,

listening, with great satisfaction and pleas-

and severe ripple voltage spikes superim-

therefore, when the importer called to say
that the MG-lb had been replaced by the
MG-Ic. Not only was it better, but Icould

posed on the waveform (typical output
power for these tests was 5watts /8 ohms).

ure. Iwas more than a little interested,

Some of this misbehavior arises due to the
use of aDC servo with along time constant, for stability purposes.

also borrow apair for awhile. Reviewing
has its compensations, after all.

There are other shortcomings, too, some

speakers arrived, were decanted from the
boxes, plugged in, and run in for an accu-

well-catalogued, others not. In the former

The loan was duly arranged and the loud-

category, insufficient gain and poor over-

mulated total of 20 to 30 hours, experience

load margins in the preamplifier have been
acknowledged by Linn, and improvements

with the old ones having demonstrated the
wisdom of this precautionary measure.

should by now have been incorporated into

You've probably guessed what this is

production. On the other hand, the DC

leading up to. Iwas dismayed to discover
what Itook to be aclear step backwards by

servo appears to cause gain-riding (otherwise known as compression) on musical

the loudspeaker Irespected most in its

signals, and the output transistor complement is uninspiring for an amp of this pedi-

price category. The old model had its faults:

gree (one well-regarded, budget 25-watt
transistors, each with a50% higher rating).

listener; the effect was definitely relentless
at times; and the effective listening position was measured in microns and ang-

It's not all bad news. The main design

stroms. In fairness, the le was an improve-

amplifier has twice the number of output
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the sound tended to throw itself at the

Stereophile

ment in both these areas. The bass sounds
fuller, and, superficially at least, the sound

the base, and a short and very heavily
damped leg runs fore and aft, spiked at

was sweeter and more relaxed in feel. Similarly, the stereo hot seat was not nearly as
closely defined as before.

each end. In the process the speakers are
raised about 3" from the floor, and the
upright positioning is restored. The speakers

The problem is that these "improve-

are now supported about as stiffly as is

ments" were, in fact, merely side effects of

possible, short of such desperate measures
as running struts to the top of the speaker.
The difference this simple and entirely

some serious shortcomings; it didn't take
long to find where these shortcomings lay.
The imaging problem had receded because
the image focus had deteriorated sharply—

practical improvement made was electri-

there was no hot seat because there was, in

tical distributor, who initially responded to

effect, no image (I exaggerate only alittle).

my complaints by enlisting atame dealer to
read me the riot act. The lack of real resolution and dynamics disappeared, as did a

The sweetness of the sound came about
because the energy and precision of the old

fying—I even converted an extremely skep-

model, which at times made for uncomfortable (but always stimulating) listening, had

degree of boxiness the new speakers exhib-

been sapped and blurred over.
What had happened? What follows was
just supposition in the first instance. The

to be levelled at the Mag,gies. Midrange
solidity and clarity were improved out of
all recognition, and image depth was to-

ited—at one time the least likely complaint

main panel with its associated drive units,

tally restored—even improved on the

crossover, and other hardware had not
been altered as far as Icould tell, but the

MG-lb.
I'm not trying to sell aproduct with this

mechanical design of the speakers had

story. For one thing, there isn't one. The

changed radically. The original MG -lbs

stands Iused were prototypes, and may or

stood more or less upright on alarge, flat,
wooden bedplate with quite alarge foot-

may not make it into production. If they
do, it will probably be to special order only,

print. The revised speakers dispensed with

and the price is likely to be in the region of

this, and simply leaned back against apair

£120 apair. But at least we have ahappy

of steel angle brackets attached to the bot-

ending.
The moral is as simple as it is unavoidable: the mechanical aspects of speaker

tom rear of the panels.
In effect, the speakers lean against springs,
and were as wobbly as the description implies. In addition, the leaned-back posture
of the speakers, necessary to ensure stability with the new feet, means that the path
length from ear to driver varies by several

design are as important as any other parameter, and this includes the type of drive
units used, and the crossover, be it active,

inches from top to bottom, which is signifi-

passive, or wind-powered. With more ambitious speakers offering greater resolution,
the sound goes wrong even more dramat-

cant within the passband of the loudspeakers. Matching cause to effect is dif-

ically if the speakers are not supported by
some degree of mechanical integrity. In

ficult at the best of times, but things seem
pretty clear-cut in this case.

this case, it has made me falter in my regard
for Magnepan as designers. How can they

This story luckily has ahappy ending, a be so unfeeling for the performance of
their products that they throw it away so
the Maggies for several weeks, Igot in touch easily? Or can they simply not hear the

moral, and asequel. After struggling with

with Cliff Stone, who makes a range of
very well built (and expensive) pedestal

difference?
The sequel —ah, the sequel. ..I've just

stands of quite sophisticated design, and

received apair of Apogee Duettas. These I

extracted from him aset of prototype stands
to replace the Maggie springs. "U" channel

have to tell you about, but first I've got to
get back inside and listen to something.

sections grip the wood side cheeks near

Till then. ..
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
THREE SURROUND-SOUND DECODERS
SHURE HTS 5000, APHEX SYSTEMS
AVM-8000, FOSGATE RESEARCH 3601
Bill Sommerwerck

APHEX SYSTEMS AVM-8000
SO decoder/synthesizer with Cinema
mode. Up to 8channels output: LF, CF, RF,
RC, RR, CR, LR, LC, with automatic mode
switching in response to audio cable insertion. Output to, and crossover for, subwoofer. Infrared remote (included) controls
all functions: power, volume, balance, mode,
tape monitor, muting. Dimensions:1 3
/ "H by
4
17" W by 9" D. Price: $600. MANUFACTURER: Aphex Systems, Ltd., 13340
Saticoy St., North Hollywood, CA 94566

Wired remote control (supplied) has mute
switch and adjusts level and front/back
balance. Subwoofer output. Dimensions:
21/
2" H by 17" W by 15" D. Price: $600.
MANUFACTURER: Shure Bros, Inc., 222
Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60202.

The Shure HTS-5000
It is rare in audio to find aclearcut

''best''

of anything, but in film surround decoders,
the Shure is the hands-down winner. Simply put. the reason is its superb sound. It has

FOSGATE RESEARCH 3601
Surround-sound decoder/synthesizer for
Dolby MP and regular stereo. Ambienceextraction and full-surround modes, plus
stereo synthesis from mono sources,
Separate center-front (dialogue) channel.
Variable bass boost (0 to + 18 dB @ 40 Hz).
Wired remote control (optional) adjusts
level and front/back balance. Built-in 40
W/ch amplifier for rear speakers. Dimensions: 31/
2"H by 9" D by 17 1
/ "W Price:
2
$549.95. MANUFACTURER: Fosgate, Inc.,
PO Box 70, Heber City, UT 84032.

SHURE HTS 5000
Surround-sound decoder/synthesizer for
Dolby MP and regular stereo. Ambienceextraction and full-surround modes, and
stereo synthesis from mono sources.
Separate center-front (dialogue) channel.
Adjustable rear-channel delay (16 to 36 ms).
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focus, detail, definition and aliveness that
I'd not previously heard from any surround
decoders or synthesizers. Dialogue is
highly intelligible, and previously unnoticeable background voices were
audible.
This is not due to any artificial brightening; abypass test showed the HTS-5000 to
be almost perfectly neutral (i.r. my comments on the Fosgate 3601). The sound was
so clean, Ifound myself listening to soundtracks at ahigher level than with any other
decoder. This may account for the added
musical detail, hut it does not explain the
increased clarity at all levels.
The HTS-5000's presentation is difficult
to describe without sounding like apromotional brochure. Frontal imaging is crisp
and precise, with great definition. Surround sounds show comparable detail and
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SHURE HTS 5000
focus. The overall effect is spectacular and
authoritative—precisely what one wants
from theatrical sound. By comparison,

noticeably phasey. The only better stereo
synthesis I've heard is from the Orban
245E, a professional unit which costs

every other decoder I've tried sounds muddy, hash), blurred, and abit wimpy. Note,
however, that my front and rear channels
are identical and of high quality (full-range

around $400.
The wired

Acoustat 6electrostatics); the use of more
modest amplification and transduction in

Iappreciated the ease of adjustment with
just one hand, and the thin, limp control

the rear will diminish these apparent

cable.

differences.
Ambience extraction with the Shure was

without one hooked up, can cause aloss of

minimalist,

remote

offering

control
only

was

volume,

front/rear balance, and amute switch. But

One note: turning on the Center speaker,

delicate quality. Although it did not match

midbass in the side speakers through the
action of the logic circuit (see below).

the coherence or naturalness of my
reference Audio/Pulse 1000, nor possessed

The instruction book is mediocre: long
on detailed setup instructions, and very

the flexibility of an outboard delay unit,
the HTS-5000's ambience was nevertheless

short on the kind of philosophical discus-

very good, having an open, spacious,

judged to be of above-average quality.

sions that make a user feel comfortable
with anew product. NAD. Fosgate and dbx

The stereo synthesis from mono was also

do better. And there are two errors. It is

judged superior to the other processors,
coloring the sound less than the Fosgate

suggested that, when the subwoofer output is engaged, the main channels roll off

3601; that is, almost perfectly neutral). 'Riming the synthesis full-on (via an underchassis pot) produced modest directional

below the 80 Hz crossover frequency. Not
SO; full response is maintained. It is also

effects, but the sound did not become

is engaged in Mono mode. Again, not so:
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claimed that the Acoustic Space Generator
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the rear channels are merely a delayed,

Shure. Loud, complex passages sound mud-

mono version of the input.

dier and more confused, and the 3601 adds

Nevertheless, at this time the HTS-5000

amild silvery brightness to female voices.

is my reference Dolby MP decoder, not to

On massed violins, this becomes a

mention being avery good ambience extractor and mono synthesizer.) Much of its

moderate hardness.' One cannot listen
comfortably to the 3601 at the high volume

superiority rests on the clean and highly

levels possible with the HTS-5000.

transparent sound; it's hard to believe

Since Dolby MP has only one rear chan-

LaserVideo discs can sound that good! The

nel, Fosgate drives his rear channels in

FOSGATE RESEARCH 3601
only other likely candidates for first-rate

Cinema mode out of phase, to create a

surround decoders are those from Denon

broader spread of sound. However, if one is
forced to sit more than about two-thirds of

and Sansui, which we haven't heard yet. As
with any product of this type, home audi-

the way back, or if the Surround speakers

tion before purchase is recommended.

are placed to the sides (which is pretty
much the same thing), this can produce an

The Fosgate 3601

irritatingly phases' effect. Itried reversing

The 3601 is the only American-made
decoder with abuilt-in power amp for instant surround sound—just add speakers.

the leads to one rear speaker to put them
back in phase; there seemed to be no real
loss in the sound spread. ,

Jim Fosgate reasoned (correctly) that most

At high (but not unreasonable) volume

people buying a Dolby decoder do not

levels, noise from the analog delay line is

already have surround sound, and will

audible from the rear speakers, unless there

need the amp. An expert in car stereo, it

is loud program material to cover it. If you

was easy for him to include an inexpensive
power amp. (He says it adds only about $30

a real annoyance. At more normal levels

like to listen at spirited levels, this may be

to the retail price, a bargain for those

(though certainly not "normal" for The

needing an amp, and hardly a ripoff of

Empire Strikes Back), the noise was bare-

those who don't.) Unfortunately, there is
no way to use the amp with any other

ly audible.
The mono-stereo synthesizer worked

or

well, always giving apleasant gain in depth

The 3601's distinctive way of handling

slightly, adding a mild darkening and

source (such

as

a delay system

SQ/QS/Ambisonic decoders).

and spaciousness, but it colored the sound

Dolby Surround is to inject front-channel

rounding-off. This was not considered a

ambience into the Surround track. This

serious flaw; the ersatz "stereo" was more

works nicely, since any bleedthrough of

pleasing than straight mono, even on

direct sound is masked by the delay, while
the ambience, which is incoherent, remains audible.
If it weren't for the HTS-5000, the 3601
would be my preferred MP decoder. Unfortunately, it lacks the focus and detail of the
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IThe latest version of the 3601 has virtually none of these
problems. and has tighter and more punchy has. too.
—JGH
2 It will impair side imaging in one channel, though.
because with the ream misphased with one another—the
recommended way—both are in-phase with the fronts.
—JGH
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classical recordings.
Ambience extraction was even better.

isn't enough price difference for the 3601

Non-Ambisonic recordings which decod-

buy the 3601. Iwould listen carefully to

ed well on the Minim ADIO Ambisonics
decoder decoded almost as well on the

both units before deciding.

3601. The 3601 was judged to be abit more
transparent as well. Note that, with non-

The Aphex AVM-8000

delay ambience extraction of this type, the
results are almost totally dependent on the
quality of the source material. Given
simply -miked recordings, the 3601 does a
good job.
Fosgate says the Panorama mode is close
to being correct QS decoding. Iverified
this, both with atest record and by listening to full-surround QS recordings. The
principal error is that the front hemi-circle
is spread out too far and the rear hemicircle is spatially compressed. The audible

to be agood value. If you had planned to

The Aphex AVM-8000 is the odd fellow
of this group, since it doesn't have the
delay or noise reduction required for official Dolby approval. What it does have,
though, is an advanced SQ decoder, the
third ever to appear on the market. (The
first two were from Audionics and Fosgate;
both are now out of production). Since
there are other products with satisfactory
Dolby MP decoding, the AVM-8000 will
have to stand or fall on its SQ decoding. A
bit of explanation is in order.
As you should know by now, it is mathe-

result is some loss of separation in the rear,
with rear sounds also becoming somewhat

matically impossible to mix four channels

"forward." This can be reduced by adjusting FIB balance toward the front. The

without incurring extreme crosstalk. As a

same error was audible in Ambience mode
as aloss of rear spaciousness. Again, moving the balance toward the front reduced
the effect.
The bass equalizer was pretty good. It
added fullness to the low end, with only
slight muddiness, even at full boost. Of
course, it can't boost what isn't there; the
dbx 120 is still the best thing for windowrattling bass)
Early production 3601s (mine included)
were misaligned, with no rear separation in
the Panorama mode. (The Cinema and Ambience modes are not supposed to have it;
the Panorama mode is.) Jim Fosgate suggested acorrection, which worked; your
dealer can do it for you in aminute or two.
My 3601 also popped its line fuse at least 4
times, even though Inever used its amp to
drive rear speakers. Jim Fosgate says the
1-amp fusing was too conservative; he'll increase it to 1.5 amps in future production.
Although the 3601 has an integral
amplifier and agood range of features, all
of which work well, Shure's HTS-5000
simply sounds significantly better. There
The analog audio from IA' is sharply cut off at -40 Ilz.
The din 120 produces suhharmonics it half frequency
from all bass material below ISO Ili.
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down to two, then separate them out again
result, simple SQ decoders produce rather
foggy directionality, which results in rapid
listener fatigue as the brain strains to figure
out where the sounds are supposed to be
coming from.
The first attempt to solve this problem
was with gain-riding decoders. In these,
logic circuits determined which sound
sources predominated, and shut down or
attenuated the channel(s) where the crosstalk appeared. As you can imagine, this
often produced noticeable image shifting
and "pumping" effects. Even worse was a
kind of acoustic claustrophobia when a
channel carrying ambience was cut off.
The solution to this problem was phasecancellation decoding. Instead of merely
closing down achannel carrying crosstalk
interference, this approach injects the
predominant signal, in reversed phase, into the channels carrying its crosstalk, in
order to cancel it. The advantage of this
system was that it did not remove any
signal which belonged in that channel.
And, although it introduced new crosstalk,
the brain didn't seem to mind—if the logic
action was fast enough. The Sansui QS
VarioMatrix decoders and the Audionics/
Fosgate SQ decoders all used some form of
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TM250

esynthesis

expresses the
excitement and
impact of the
original
peribrmance.
riruly amusician's
loudspeaker."
I
.cu is I
Principal Contrabassoonist
National Symphony Orchestra

Musical accuracy—the ability to produce the
illusion of alive musical event. 'lb achieve musical
accuracy aloudspeaker must be tonally correct,
image precisely reproduce fine detail cleanly,
and convey the wide dynamic contrasts of live
music. 'lb meet this challenge taxes the state of
art and science of loudspeaker design. At
SYNTHESIS, we employ advanced computer
measurement and design techniques to provide
accurate data on the acoustic performance of
individual elements (drivers, crossovers and
cabinets) taken in isolation and ultimately as a
system. This, however, provides only astarting
point. Prospective designs are then auditioned
at length in avariety of environments. Each
speaker design is fine-tuned during extensive
listening sessions using recorded music carelly
selected to illuminate the design's potential and
limitations. Competing approaches are evaluated
and afinal design arrived at. By this process,
evety SYNTHESIS model has been designed to
meet our ultimate objective—musical accuracy
SYNTHESIS.
Musically accurate loudspeakers for as little as
$600 per pair

sL nthesisj
2817 M Dorf Avenue •Fairfax, Virginia 22031

ment was immediately apparent: much bet-

phase cancellation.
Although phase cancellation is more sub-

ter separation and definition of sources

tle than gain riding, attention must still be

from the 101A, along with greater openness

paid to the logic action if it is not to be

and ambience.

audible. The Audionics decoder was pretty

In discussing this with Aphex, Iwas told

good in this regard, and Jim Fosgate put in

that some listeners had the same negative

alot of work to make his product signifi-

reaction, but others felt the AVM-8000 gave

cantly better. Contrary to what you may

the best SQ decoding they had heard. It was

read elsewhere, the Tate 101A absolutely,

suggested Itry altering the way Ilistened,

positively, does not pump or "breathe."

focusing on the overall effect rather than
any subtleties of separation or directionali-

Period. (Some material, such as massed
strings or voices, may cause fluttering or

ty. This seemed areasonable request; Ifree-

gurgling, but there's an alternate logic

ly admit that it took me afew days' listen-

switch on the decoder for just such occa-

ing to adjust to the Audionics Space & Im-

sions.) Anyone who says otherwise has

age Composer.

either an improperly set up system, or a

Unfortunately, Ifound it impossible to

faulty decoder. Bear this in mind as you

shift aural gears. The slight overall fog-

consider my reactions to the AVM-8000.

giness of presentation, along with the

The Aphex engineers feel that cancellation decoders do have audible side effects,

severe center-front-to-rear spillage, made
me continually aware of what Iwas miss-

and that above and beyond any other con-

ing. The AVM-8000 has provision for four

sideration, alogic-directed decoder should
never draw attention to itself. To this end,

extra speakers, at the cardinal points of the
compass; inserting aplug into one of these

they

jacks automatically alters the decoding ac-

have

revived

the

gain-riding

decoder—and made it work! That's right:

tion to suit that and the adjacent channels.

the AVM-8000 is free of the irritating pump-

Although this is supposed to slightly im-

ing and image shifts that marred previous

prove directionality. Idecided not to try it.

gain-riding decoders (I tested it on quite a

I'm a firm believer that all channels of a

few SQ discs). This is supposedly achieved

surround system should be identical, and I

by making the gain adjustments at times

could not match what Ialready had in the

when the ear is not aware of them.

front.

Unfortunately, the inaudibility of the

This failure of the AVM-8000 is par-

logic action is bought at the price of limited

ticularly disappointing, because there are

separation—barely 10 dB among channels.
With a center front solo voice, the rear-

no other high-performance SQ decoders.
Contrary to Gordon's statement in Vol. 8,

speaker leakage is plainly audible, and ex-

No. 8's "Recommended Components," the

tremely irritating to this listener. When

Fosgate 101A has not been "far surpassed."

there is material on all channels, however,
the crosstalk seems to be masked by the in-

It was, and is, asuperb SQ decoder.

tended sounds, although directional effects

consider that the AVM-8000's Cinema

are slightly vague.
Now, anyone who never heard a high-

It's even more disappointing when you
mode is rather good. The Fosgate 101A
shows considerable rear sibilant splatter in

performance SQ decoder might be im-

its Cinema mode, and, since there's no delay

pressed with such ademonstration: hearing four (fairly) distinct sound sources at

to mask crosstalk, Iexpected the same from
the AVM-8000. Much to my surprise, there

one time, without pumping or image shift.

was none. Front and rear sounds were

Unfortunately, those familiar with the

always clearly placed, and there was never

Fosgate 101A will also be impressed—with

any audible logic action. The sound was

the lack of separation and distinctness. In

more neutral than the Fosgate 3601's,

my system, Icould switch from the 8000 to

which tended to slightly brighten program

the 10IA in 2 seconds, and the improve-

material. The sound field also seemed abit
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;

more coherent, with less tendency towards

Dialogue is encoded as an equal-amplitude,

"empty sides." In overall transparency and

in-phase signal on the left and right tracks.

presentation, however, it was still no match

Surround information is also recorded at

for the Shure HTS-5000.
Because the AVM-8000's SQ decoder is

equal level, but anti-phase.
In principle, decoding is straightforward.

unacceptable, and its Dolby decoding is in-

The left and right film tracks are sent

ferior to the Shure's, Imust reluctantly rate

directly to the L Front and R Front

it Not Recommended. Aphex says the

speakers. Adding the tracks (L +R) causes

customer response is enthusiastic (I believe

the anti-phase surround channel to com-

them), but Isuggest careful thinking about

pletely cancel out, and the remaining signal

what you want in a surround decoder

is sent to the Dialogue speaker. Subtracting

before purchase.

the tracks (L-R) cancels the in-phase
Dialogue, and what's left is then routed to

How Dolby MP Works

the Surround speaker(s).

For those not familiar with Dolby MP

In practice, the decoding is more com-

(which stands for Multi-channel Process or

plex. Subtracting the tracks leaves alot of

Motion Picture, depending on to whom

Left and Right in the Surround channel, so

you talk at Dolby), the following is abrief

avariation of the Tate Directional Enhance-

explanation of the reasoning behind, and

ment System is used to dynamically cancel

the mechanics of, the system.

this crosstalk. However, the Land R con-

The requirements for theatrical surround

tent which appears in the Dialogue track is

sound are altogether different from those

not totally cancelled. In effect, this pro-

for home listening. The Surround track

vides mono centerfill that helps stabilize

may carry anything from low-level am-

the stereo effect for off-center listeners.

bience to room-rattling explosions, yet it

Even so, logic-directed decoding is not

must be clearly audible from anywhere in

enough to give asatisfactory presentation.

the auditorium. At the same time, it must

There is significant lateral jitter as the film

not be so loud at any one position that

passes through the projector. The jitter
creates inter-track phase shifts which pre-

nearby listeners are "blasted." This dictates
the use of many small speakers, each work-

vent complete cancellation of the Surround

ing at arelatively low level. There is only

and Dialogue channels when these tracks

one Surround track, in mono, to keep costs

are added or subtracted. Since the Surround

down and make it easier to get auniform

channel rarely has anything loud enough to

sound level.

mask the crosstalk. vocal sibilants and transient components can (and do) bleed through

Dialogue must remain centered on the
screen regardless of how far off-axis a

to the Surround speakers. The lack of

listener is. This is handled by the Center, or

covering material also allows soundtrack

Dialogue, track, which feeds aspeaker at

hiss to be audible in the rear.

the middle of the screen. Music, off-screen

These problems have simple solutions.

voices, and front-placed sound effects are

To suppress noise, the Surround track is
rolled off during recording above 7 kHz,

carried by conventional Left and Right
stereo tracks feeding speakers to the left

and Dolby noise reduction encoding is ap-

and right of the screen.
The encoding of these four tracks

plied. In playback, the Surround track is
again filtered above

(Dialogue, Surround, Left, and Right) is

decoding is used. To suppress Dialogue/

simply a more sophisticated form of the

Surround spillage, the Surround track is
delayed. This allows the first arrival sound

Hat.
ler (DynaQuad) encoding developed

kHz, and Dolby

over 15 years ago. Of the two Hafler setups,

from the Dialogue channel to mask its

the so-called "diamond" pattern (with the
center-front speaker) is used. Left and

delayed counterpart in the Surround

Right are treated as in regular stereo. The

Since the soundtracks on video tapes and

Stereophile

channel.
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discs are made from the 2-channel

logic decoder is trying to make asmooth

theatrical-release mixdown, any MP en-

transition from front speakers to rear, but

coding that was used in theaters is carried
over to the consumer releases. In fact, MP

this is impossible when front and rear
speaker colorations are noticeably dif-

is so similar to the way matrix and Am-

ferent. (Nor is this mere speculation; more

bisonic systems encode directionality, that

than one Fosgate 101A owner was bothered

any SQ, QS, or UHJ decoder will give good
results (except possibly for some Dialogue/

by "pumping" due to front/back mismatch).

Surround leakage). So, to enhance the
visibility of MP encoding, and to protect its

it is not necessary to have full bass capability in the rear speakers. Most films have

trademarks and patents. Dolby grants the

their surround channel rolled off below

use of the "Dolby Surround" logo to those
companies whose encoders include highfrequency rolloff, Dolby noise reduction,

tion at low frequencies, and most aural
directional cues derive from signals above

Given reasonable front/rear compatibility.

100 Hz, few discs have any stereo separa-

200 Hz or so. The rear speakers should,

and delay on the Surround channel.

however, be fiat down at at least 100 Hz,

Getting Started in Cinema
Surround

with rolloff setting in below that.
The amps need not be aperfect match,

Before you rush right out in a buying
frenzy to get acinema surround decoder,

but should sound as similar as possible.
Also, the SPL capability of the rear should
be fairly high; X-wing fighters are silent only

try using any matrix or Ambisonic decoder
you may already have. You should get good
results, except perhaps for some Dialogue/
Surround

bleedthrough

(mostly

on

sibilants).
If you also have adelay system, try run-

in space, not on soundtracks!

Thinking About Adding A
Center Speaker? Don't!
Many surround-sound decoders provide

ning the decoder's rear outputs through it
to mask the crosstalk. Several ambience

for an optional, logic-controlled, center-

systems (ADS 10, Audio/Pulse 1000, Ben-

the purpose is to stabilize dialogue for off-

chmark) provide for sending adifference

axis listeners. Unfortunately, use of the
center channel introduces problems usually

signal to the rear speakers. On the ADS or
Audio/Pulse, choose Stereo Source Am-

front output. As in theatrical presentation,

worse than the one solved, though at least

bience FM mode, and turn Reverberation

home listeners aren't nearly as off-axis as

Ambience all the way down. Advance Hall

theatre listeners.

Size Delay until the crosstalk is masked.

Decoders use logic-directed dynamic

This gave rather good decoding with an

cancellation to create a Center signal by
combining parts of the Left and Right chan-

A/P 1000.
Although it is not necessary to have iden-

nels. On arecording with both vocals and

tical speakers at front and rear, you'll get

orchestra, for instance, the Front side chan-

the best results from all surround programs

nels show partial vocal cancellation, while

when the speakers are as similar in sound

the Center output has voice at full level and

as possible. The sound of rainfall, for example, can become an all-encompassing ambient field when front- and rear-channel

adiminished orchestra.
The amount of cancellation varies from

"colorations" are identical. Much of the ef-

relative levels of speech and music. The

moment to moment, depending on the

fect of it is lost when, say, the front speak-

logic action is adjusted to be as smooth and

ers reproduces asmooth hiss and the rear a

unobtrusive as possible, but, as explained
above, non-identical speakers produce unsmooth transitions. In my system, which

dull rushing noise.
Differing fronts and rears can also cause
what sounds like pumping from a logic
decoder when, in fact, none exists. The
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uses 8-foot Acoustat 6s for both audio and
video, Ican't possibly use an identical
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center speaker: Icouldn't see the television!
Isuspect many people will have the same

track sibilance into the rear, despite the

problem in locating acenter speaker. The
smaller speakers which fit near the TV will

lack of delay to mask it.
Second, both front and rear sounds

likely not have aresponse to match the side

spread out past the speakers, giving amore

prisingly, there is no spillage of Dialogue

speakers; the result is noticeable interfer-

spacious effect, especially to ambience,

ence from the decoder.

which seems to fill the room; there is little

There's another reason to avoid using a
center speaker. The logic circuit that

of the "empty sides" one hears with some

decides what sounds "belong" in tenter is

other decoders. This is spectacularly
noticeable in the scene from Clash of the

typically frequency-weighted to pick up

Titans where Perseus is gazing at An-

predominantly voice, and concentrate the

dromeda's palace. As night falls, a dog

voices in the center channel. It does this by

barks in the right channel, and with all the

not only adding sounds of that frequency
range to the center, but by diminishing their

other decoders, that's where it (boringly)

volume in the side channels. Using asmall,
convenient center speaker, with lesser low-

stays. But with UHJ decoding, the barking
comes from about 30 degrees to the right
of the right speaker. The image is precise,

end capabilities, will result in adimunition

stable, and unphasey. Neat! Something

of midbass. Only if you can set up in the

similar happens as Yoda rummages through

center asatellite/subwoofer system, with
frequency and phase response approximating your side speakers, can Irecom-

Luke's belongings and tosses an object over
his shoulder, in The Empire Strikes Back.
These pleasant effects occur because

mend using the center output capabilities

UHJ decoding does not exactly match MP.

of the decoders reviewed here. (Since my

There is aprice to pay: the Left and Right

setup wouldn't have permitted matching

tracks are not UHJ-encoded, so UHJ

side and center channels, Idid not compare
the decoders under review here in this
respect.) If you're getting good centerfill at
your usual seating positions, don't even
think about acenter speaker. If you feel you
need one, experiment carefully before com-

decoding may rearrange them in unintended
ways. This is sometimes exciting (e.g., the
main title of Clash of the Titans), but at
other times the directionality gets a bit
foggy.
If you've got aMinim you might want to

mitting money to added components.

just keep it, but if you want to get seriously

Recommendations

into home film-viewing, you should
definitely look into aDolby-approved MP

Until the Shure came along, 1invariably
listened to MP-encoded movies with my
trusty Minim ADIO UHJ Ambisonics decoder. And if it weren't for the superior

decoder. My favorite is the Shure HTS-5000;
if Fosgate makes the 3601 sound abit better, it will also be agood choice.

sound quality of the Shure FITS-5000, I JGH Appends:
There was not as much difference betstill would. I'd like to discuss the ADIO for
amoment, not to confuse, but to enlighten;
there are other-than-official ways to decode

ween my samples of the Fosgate and the
Shure. Ialso agree with BS that the Shure

Dolby MP which offer real advantages.

seems capable of better reproduction of a

First, there is perfect front/back direc-

continuous sound field (like rain). But

tionality without the use of logic, even

there is something to be said for the

though the actual separation is only

Fosgate's LF equalizer (which is often
needed in films), and the built-in rear
channel amplifiers make it asnap for the

moderate. This will seem incomprehensible to those who think the only proper
engineering criterion for good surround
sound is high channel separation, but it is

first-time user fhave to confess, though,
that Ialso preferred the Shure from a

nevertheless true. A UHJ decoder has no

purely sonic standpoint, but to a lesser

logic, so it cannot pump or breathe. Sur-

degree than did BS.
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MAPLENOLL 'ATHENA' PHONO UNIT
George M. Graves

Air-bearing turntable and tonearm. Prices:
review unit, $645; deluxe air pump, $150;
optional lead platter, $195; Audio Technica
AT-160 cartridge, $260. MANUFACTURER:
Maplenoll Inc., 3797 Eleazer Rd., Xenia, OH
45385.

actuates the servo, then the arm regains

Straight-line is the only kind of disc tracking that provides perfect tangency at all

thora of new schemes for linear tracking

times. Unfortunately, straight-line arms are

specialty manufacturers. Most of these
arms are purely mechanical, taking advan-

tangency. This error-correction-caused error would at times permit more error than
aconventional pivoted arm; sometimes the
errors would cause step-like image changes
as the record played.
The last couple of years has seen aple-

difficult to design because they require frictionless bearings—which do not exist!

without traversal drive, all from small

tage of recent developments in low.

The lower acartridge's tracking force the

friction bearing designs. Some designs,

more deleterious the effect of a given
amount of tonearm friction. The signifi-

bearing technology; the second design ap-

cant relationship here is the ratio between

typified by the Souther SLA, use rolling

the tracking force and the bearing friction

proach, employed by Eminent Technology,
Dennesen, and Maplenoll, uses acushion

at the stylus tip. When friction is a very

of compressed air. Maplenoll carries this

small percentage of the tracking force.

technology astep further, by using com-

cartridge performance is unaffected. As
friction rises, the distribution of tracking

pressed air to float the turntable, as well.

force between the two groove walls be-

products are refinements of those initially

comes unequal, and, when the force drops

marketed by a firm named Colony. , The
Athena combines Maplenoll's air-bearing

below the minimum needed for intimate

Maplenoll is a small company whose

groove-wall contact, distortion results.

turntable and arm in a naturally-finished

With a conventional pivoted arm, the
length of the arm provides leverage which

solid oak cabinet. With its smoked Plex-

reduces several grams of friction at the
bearing to asmall fraction of agram at the

by "Maplenoll"), this is avery handsome
unit indeed. No one will ever mistake this

cartridge. A straight-line-tracking arm has

beauty for mass-produced.

iglas lid and small brass plaques ("Athena"

no such leverage, so all friction in the arm

The motor board is alaminate built up

bearing is transmitted directly to the

from a 3
4 -inch piece of high density parti/

styluntil recently, the technology did not

cle board, a 1
4 -inch thick sheet of lead, and
/

exist to produce very low friction bearings,

a Y4 -inch thick piece of oak plywood. The

so straight-line designs have had to rely on

turntable platter itself is made of apiece of

aservo-controlled motor to drive the car-

cork and two sheets of aluminum separated

tridge across the disc. Servos are inherently

by arubber-like substance. There is even an

unable to maintain perfect tangency at all
times, since they rely on tangency error to
drive them: the arm loses tangency until it
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Not to tw confused with Old Colony. which iN the incr•
chandising division of
The 'Alai() Amateur
magazine.
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extra-cost optional turntable platter avail-

forth within the cylinder. The actual "arm

able, made of solid lead bonded to an

tube," cantilevered forwards from the

aluminum plate.
The headshell is also alaminated affair,

right-hand end of the inner tube described
above, extends forward just enough so that

made from six layers of lead, copper,

the headshell, which is locked in place by

phenolic resin, and black walnut! The idea

a set screw, traverses the record's radius.

behind all this is to damp out or isolate all

Slots in the headshell accommodate

resonances. It sure is successful on that

various cartridges.

count: this baby is acoustically dead!
The drive motor is AC synchronous,

discs threaded onto ashaft, also attached to

Counterbalance is provided by two brass

coupled to the platter by an elastic belt.

the inner tube but extending towards the

Most belt-drive 'tables use what is called a

back of the 'table. The discs can he threaded

thrust bearing, in which the platter is at-

in and out, and locked against each other,

tached to aprecision-machined hard steel

to set stylus tracking force.

rod with apointed tip; the whole assembly
rotates against some smooth surface (e.g..

When my sample Athena arrived, its Plexiglas arm rest was broken (a little superglue

carbide steel, sapphire). The small contact

fixed that), there was no platter mat, and

area results in very low rotational friction.

there were no output cables for connection

Good bearings of this design, though expensive to make, can work well, having the
advantages of reliability and low maintenance.
The bearing on the Maplenoll consists of
two carefully machined metal plates about

to the preamp. Checking with the factory.
Ifound that, although the 'table normally
comes with a turntable mat. Maplenoll
feels (and rightly so, Ithink) that most users
would rather use their favorite cables instead of any supplied.

8 inches in diameter. The bottom plate is

In spite of comprehensive instructions,

bolted directly to the motorboard and re-

the Athena is not easy to set up. Irecom-

mains stationary. Near the center of this
plate is ahole through which is fed pres-

mend having your dealer set it up; if he
won't, find one who will. Otherwise, you

surized air from apump. The top plate is

should be good with tools, and patient.

kept centered over the lower plate by a

The set-up of this 'table will make the dif-

short "nub" which fits into ahole in the

ference between good performance and

center of the bottom plate. When air is

great performance.

pumped between the two plates, air
pressure forces them apart, so that the top
one is free to rotate with almost no friction

According to the instructions, the factoryset air valve on the bottom of the motorboard should never need adjusting; it turned

above the bottom plate. This type of bear-

out to be fine for the standard platter, but the

ing effectively isolates the turntable platter

optional lead platter bottomed out on the

from the motorboard, thus eliminating yet

stationary lower plate. Fortunately, adjust-

another path for structure-borne vibrations

ment of the valve is covered in the

and motor rumble. The obvious disadvan-

instructions.

tage is the required air pump.

Next, the book says that the suspension

The arm on the Maplenoll Athena is very

is also factory-set, and should never need

similar to the Eminent Technology One 2

attention. Not so: with the standard platter

found by DO to be afirst class performer

fitted, the top of the arm-bearing manifold

(Vol. 7, No. 5). In both, a large-diameter

rubbed firmly against the underside of the
Plexiglas cover. Fitting the lead platter

brass cylinder is mounted on the subchassis
behind the platter and parallel to the turn-

stretched the springs enough so that the

table's front. A highly polished, tightly-

bearing manifold cleared. The book does

dimensioned tube slides freely back and

tell you how to adjust the suspension, but

2 No wonder! It was designed by the same person. Bruce
Thigpen.

sample reviewed had been used as both a
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it is not an easy adjustment to make. (The
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demo at shows and as areview sample for

a brass rod which plugs into a precision

others; maybe that explains its state of

"socket" mounted in the motorboard just

maladjustment.)

ahead of the arm tube. There is aline in-

When assembling the turntable air bear-

scribed down the center of the "ruler", and

ing, the instructions say to apply grease to

the headshell is adjusted until the stylus

the centering nub. No grease is supplied,

rests on that line. If the stylus remains over

however, nor any type or brand recom-

that line when you slide the arm across the

mended. Ihad some silicone grease left

platter, you know the tangency is perfect.

over from my damped unipivot tonearm

If it isn't, you loosen the bolts which hold

days, and it seemed to work, ,but Iwould

the air manifold in place, and adjust the

have felt better had some mention of the

arm until it's square. Neat, huh?

proper lubricant been made.
The tonearm set-up is fairly straightfor-

from its rest requires enough effort to

ward, but, again, acouple of comments are

strike fear into the heart of any audiophile!

With the air pump off, lifting the arm

in order. First of all, the headshell design is

With pump on, though, there is effortless

marvelous. You can remove it easily to

movement both vertically and across the

mount the cartridge, and it is threaded to

record; the arm literally floats on acushion

take the mounting screws:, The cartridge

of air. For all intents and purposes, there is

hook-up wires are captive with the arm
tube, and each is asingle, unbroken length

no friction.
That air pump is the source of one of my

of Litz wire from the gold-plated cartridge

two major criticisms of the Athena. It is

pin sleeves to the gold-plated RCA jacks on

much too noisy, even in its newly designed

the rear of the cabinet. Because Litz wire is
so fragile, Maplenoll has placed apiece of
color-coded shrink tubing over each wire

listener. Maybe the folks at Maplenoll agree:
my sample came with about 30 feet of air

where it emerges from the arm tube. This

hose .(The manual says 30 feet will not

really facilitates the handling of these

degrade performance as long as the hose is

"quiet" box, to be in the same room as the

fragile wires by all-thumbs klutzes such as

not kinked or asked to negotiate any sharp

yours truly. A nice touch.
The arm tube itself is secured at the rear

corners.)
My second complaint concerns the lack

by asingle Allen screw. The mounting hole

of alift lever. The high sides on the cabinet

for this screw is avertically elongated slot,

make it difficult to get one's hand in aposi-

allowing for considerable VTA adjustment.

tion that inspires confidence when handling

My only complaint with the arm is its in-

the arm. Iknow that this product was de-

ability, in stock configuration, to accommodate some of the heavier cartridges due

signed to be affordable, but Ivalue my re-

to insufficient counterweights. Maplenoll

cord collection a lot more than the few
bucks extra it would have cost to have a

tells me they will gladly supply additional

cueing lever included. How about it, Ma-

counterweights for cartridges weighing

plenoll?

more than 10 grams. (Free, Isuppose.)
Maplenoll has come up with an ingenious
way to set "overhang" (actually, the point

The Maplenoll arm has much more mass
in the horizontal plane than in the vertical.

of astraight-line tracker is that there is no

For this reason, it works best with cartridges
of high mass and medium compliance.

overhang). Supplied is a long ruler-like

Such a combination has its resonance at

piece of aluminum with ahole in one end

more or less the right frequency (8-10 Hz).

and aslot in the other. The hole fits tightly
over the platter spindle, and the slot fits over

the Adcom HC/VDH II Van den Hull, the

:t This was apoor choice: its viscosity is too high. Iam
surprised it didn't slow down the platter.
—JGH

the Audio Technica AT-160 (supplied as an

4 This is good—except for use with Dynavector cartridges. which are themselves threaded. Better to use bolts
and nuts. Ifed. though admittedly less convenient. —LA
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Itried several cartridges with the Athena:
Shure V-15VMR, the Grace F9-E Ruby, and
option with the Athena). Isettled on the
Audio Technica as the best of the lot. Ido
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not know whether this was because this

This system has the smoothest massed-

cartridge is actually better, or whether it

violin sound that Ihave yet heard from a

just mated better with the Athena; all I
know is that the combination of A-T car-

record. For instance, the string sound on

tridge and the Athena is magic!

"Ballet Music from the Golden Goose" by
Hoist (Lyrita SRCS.44), simply sounds like

With this cartridge fitted, and using the

violins in agood concert hall. The string

optional lead turntable platter (recom-

sound hovers over the left side of the or-

mended), the Maplenoll turntable is an ex-

chestra without any of the shrill metallic

cellent performer. The bass is very clean,

sound of many phono systems. The violins

and sounds bottomless! It just goes down

are neither dry nor dull, possessing that

and down. (This same cartridge mounted in
aLinn Sondek with an Ittok arm sounded

elusive "sweetness" that characterizes the
real thing.

much thinner in the bottom register.) The

Maplenoll has tried to build aturntable

bass drum on the Telarc Hoist band suites

which, at reasonable cost, overcomes many
of the problems inherent in analog phono-

(Telarc 5038) sounded like the CD for the
first time!

graph reproduction. They have eliminated

The combination of high lateral and low

floorborne feedback so well that I was

vertical mass contributes to this superb

unable to induce it even when Iplaced the

bass performance. Deep bass is all lateral on

turntable on ashaky "TV tray" and set it

adisc, and placing the system's lateral re-

directly in front of my Magneplanar Tym-

sonance at below I() Hz puts it below the
deepest signal on most discs. At the same

pany Illb woofer panels (flat to 32 Hz)! The

time, the low vertical mass (and relatively
high resonant frequency) makes the cartridge able to negotiate warps without producing subsonic interference.
The imaging of this combo is the best
that Ihave ever heard from aphonograph.
On the Howard Hanson/Eastman Rochester
recording of Walter Piston's "The Incredi-

Maplenoll has tried to build a
turntable which, at reasonable
cost, overcomes many of the
problems inherent in analog
phonograph reproduction.

ble Flutist" (Mercury SRI 75050), the image
extends for agood distance out from either
side of the speakers. The soundstage was

combination of the lead platter and the

also very deep, giving the illusion that the

record/player interface that extracts more

brasses were in the last row—where they're

from records than any other system Iknow.

laminated, damped headshell create a

supposed to be. Percussion instruments

Iam careful to say "system"; it has be-

tended to float over the orchestra in aman-

come apparent to me that, if analog records

ner that I'd heard only on some stereo-

are to hold their own with CDs, asystems

miked master tapes, never on aphonograph

approach is necessary. It is not enough just
to buy aturntable, pick an arm with areputa-

record.
Not only was the image uncanny in its

tion for outstanding performance, then mate

realism, but it was stable as well. Most
phono systems that image well have some

them haphazardly to some highly touted
cartridge. It is an accident if such asystem

degree of image wander. This is due, in

works decently, and most likely the user

part, to the changes in tracking geometry

vill still not get full performance from any
of the three. To function well, aphono unit

(with a pivoted arm) as the stylus angle
changes in relation to the groove. Another

must be just that: asynergistic system with

problem is most arms' inability to cope

all components mated so that the whole is

with record surface irregularities because

more than just a sum total of its parts.

of their great pivot-stylus length. The

Maplenoll has done this with the Athena,

Maplenoll arm remains rock-steady.

and Iam impressed.
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THE HARMAN /KARDON
T45 8( T65C TURNTABLES

THE HARMAN/KARDON T45

Stephen W. Watkinson
HARMAN/KARDON T45
Belt-drive analog turntable with tonearm.
Wow & flutter: 0.04%. Rumble: -68 dB.
Price: $300.

less expensive systems. The 165C is the
successor to the very popular T60, and the
T45 is H/K's replacement for the less well
known (among audiophiles) and less costly
TO. Both 'tables are slightly larger and
considerably more massive than the typical
Japanese turntable. As has become de

HARMAN/KARDON T65C
Belt-drive analog turntable with tonearm.
Wow & flutter: 0.025%. Rumble: -70 dB.
Price: $575. MANUFACTURER: Harman/Kardon, 240 Crossways Park West,
Woodbury, New York 11797.

rigeur with such products. each is silver
with ajet black tonearm. Belt drive, servo
motor, avery compliant platter mat, and a
reasonably effective record weight are
featured in both 'tables.
The principle differences between the
T45 and T65C are the 65's suspended sub-

Of all the great names from the Golden Age

chassis and superior tonearm. The tonearm

of Iii -Fi that that have resorted to Far East-

on the 65C, though similar in appearance

ern manufacturing, such as Fisher. Scott,

to that on the 45 (as, in fact, is the whole

and Marantz, only Harman/Kardon still

'table), on close inspection is quite different.

produces components worthy of consideration as true hi-fi equipment. In recent

controlled anti-skating, asmoother, more

It has a heavier counterweight, weight-

well received by the audiophile community

solid feel, and is capable of handling more
massive cartridges. Although it is difficult

as offering excellent value—ideal for use in

to tell how much difference the tonearms

years the company's turntables have been
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make in the overall sonic qualities of the
two tables. Isuspect it to be substantial.

age wider than the distance between the
speakers. There was also a slight lack of

Quite frankly, the T45 just isn't up to audi-

stability to the image, and the upper har-

ophile standards. Detail is lackluster—only
a little better than the typical Japanese

would at times seem disembodied from

monics of voices and some instruments

budget turntable. Strings don't separate well,

their apparent source, very much like the

and much of the ambience on classical

upper harmonic disembodiment common
with early CD players.

recordings is lost. High frequencies are
there, but lacking in air and delicacy. The

Although the overall tonal balance was

low bass is anemic, and different instru-

good, some narrow bandwidth resonances

ments are difficult to distinguish from one
another in the midbass. (I found it hard to

were noticeable on critical listening. They

tell the difference between electric bass and

but noticeable to a lesser extent through

kickdrum on pop recordings.) The buzz and

most of the frequency spectrum. Isuspect

echo on low synthesizer notes is murky.

were most prevalent in the lower midrange,

the problem is attributable to the tonearm,

At first Isuspected that an incompatibility

and would be less serious with more com-

between the T45's tonearm and my moving
coil cartridge might be responsible for the

pliant cartridges than mine (a Talisman S).
These may sound like serious criticisms,

'table's poor performance. Even though the

hut they are problems Iwould expect from

MC cartridge in question was light and com-

a'table/arm combination in the 65C's price

pliant by moving coil standards, it seemed

range.' They showed up in direct compari-

to have just too much mass and energy for

son to astate' of .the art turntable (a fully

the tonearm. Ithen tried the T45 with two

upgraded SOTA Star Sapphire with Sumiko
Arm or \VTA —almost a $3000 combina-

different moving magnets: the change didn't
help. Even on adifferent surface and in dif-

tion), on a reference quality system. You

ferent locations in the listening room the

shouldn't think the T65C is anything but

results from the 45 were simply unaccep-

an excellent performer for its price. You

table for use in an audiophile system.
The T65C's story is quite abit different.

will have to spend at least $1000 to get a

This is adamn good little turntable for the

largely free of the T65's problems.

turntable/tonearm combination that's

price. It does just about everything fairly

The less expensive systems with which

well, with real weaknesses only in the ex-

the T65C is likely to be used are more

treme bass and extreme treble regions. The

forgiving of turntable flaws, so, to provide

65C has respectable resolution and anice
overall tonal balance, and, though there are

a more meaningful review, Iassembled a

some problems in the low bass, the midbass
is tight: it was easy to pick out the different

goal was to keep the cost of the system, exclusive of turntable, at about $2500. Iused

bass instruments. High frequencies were

the highly regarded PS Audio IVH preamp,

high quality budget audiophile system. My

coherent and free of the lower treble aggres-

Eagle 2amplifier, and excellent little Day-

sion found in many less expensive 'tables.
The highs had good air and ambience

ton Wright LC:M-1s. My cartridge was a
Sumiko Alchemist III-S. This system offers

through the mid-treble, but the top octave

alevel of performance about as high as is

had some grain, and sounded abit closed in.

available for the price, though it's of signi-

The soundstage lacks the width and depth

ficantly lower resolution, and quite ahit

that the best 'tables and arms are capable of

weaker at the frequency extremes, than my

producing. Um especially notice this deficiency when using acartridge and speakers

reference system.

that perform well in this area. Even with
the Dayton Wright XAM-4s, whose soundstage is as large as any speaker I've heard,
the 65 had trouble creating ahorizontal im-
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On the budget system the differences
II've shopped around for the T65C; as with most widely distributed audio products, Ifound many dealers offering significant discounts. A smart shopper should he able
to pick up a T65C for around S-i5O in competitive
markets.
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between the 65C and my reference SOTA

ably degrading the overall performance of

Star were far less noticeable. With the reduc-

the system. Isuspect most audiophiles

tion in frequency extension, the 65C's
tonearm resonance problems were not as
apparent, and the soundstage differences
between the two phono systems were less
noticeable. The image instability with the
65C, however, actually seemed worse in
the budget system. , Not surprisingly, the
SOTA was still aclear winner, but the differences were far less noticeable, and certainly didn't justify the difference in price.'

with this kind of system would replace it
immediately.
My conclusion? Iheartily recommend
the T65C for use in basic audiophile systems, with only the caveat that it will need
to be replaced if you then upgrade your
system significantly. This 'table offers very
good performance for its customarily discounted selling price: Icouldn't be as
positive if you're paying full list. There are

Upgrading the components in the budget

a number of excellent turntable/tonearm

system increased the observed differences

combinations available in the 5550 price
range. including the recently resurrected

between the 'tables such that, at the level of
my reference system, the 65C was notice2Ibelieve this problem can be blamed on the prramp.
slight shimmer was also noticeable with the SOTA in the
budget system. and came up when the PS IVH was inserted into my reference system.
3 Nly experiences with this test directly contradict the
British philosophy of allocating an extremely large portion of a',rein's price to the turntable The sound quality
of she budget Ny.tem improved just as much. if not more.
with the substitution of abetter pair of speaker. as it did
when INWitChed from the T655: to the SOTA Iwould
question the wisdom of allocating the largest puurti,un of
your budget to the turntable: abalanced approach scents
the best course

Sonographe.
One advantage the T65C offers over the
competition in this price range is its ease of
setup and use: for someone who wishes to
spend as little time futzing as possible, the
T65C is probably the best choice.
The same can not be said for the 45: my
advice is to stay away. There are anumber
of preferable alternatives, including, at considerably less money, the latest version of
the Dual 505.

765C
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SOTA VACUUM SUPER MAT 8(
ELECTRONIC FLYWHEEL
Stephen W. Watkinson

SOTA VACUUM SUPER MAT & ELECTRONIC FLYWHEEL

SOTA VACUUM SUPERMAT

cessories fall in thc category of "needed"
system improvements that cause non-audi-

Two-piece turntable mat for SOTA vacuum
turntables. Price: $150.

ophile spouses and friends to think you

SOTA ELECTRONIC FLYWHEEL

minor, improvement; they lift one more

Solid-state power supply filter and regulator,
for use with SOTA turntables. Price: $300.
MANUFACTURER: SOTA Industries, P.O.
Box 7075. Berkeley, CA 94707 Telephone
(415)632-0394.

veil, bring your system one step closer to
perfection.
After reviewing SOTA's standard Super-

crazy. They make a noticeable, though

mat (Vol. 8, No. 3), Iwas eager to try the
vacuum version. Imust confess to some
disappointment in the limited improve-

to which audiophiles will go to achieve

ment it made. Isuspect that much of the
improvement afforded by the standard
Supermat results from its unique "Herman

perfection, or something close to it. To the

curve" (the slightly convex surface of the

uninitiated, it must seem deranged to

mat, developed by Rodney Herman) and effective clamping system, which allow the

Ilong ago ceased to be amazed at the lengths

spend what amounts to the monthly payment on anew BMW for two small items
that make what can be described as, at best,
amodest improvement in sound quality. Of

record to be pressed tightly against the
mat—something already accomplished
with the vacuum clamping system of the

course, being an audiophile, it seems per-

Star Sapphire. Thus, the improvement of-

fectly logical to me. These two SOTA ac-

fered by the vacuum Supermat results ex-
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elusively from the inherent qualities of the

the vacuum Supermat is system-depen-

mat, not the increased intimacy of disc

dent: it produces aslightly warmer overall

contact.
Like the standard Supermat, the vacuum

sound, caused, Isuspect, by asimple am-

Supermat consists of two pieces: a hard

upper bass. On asystem that sounds thin or

acrylic top mat and asoft, compliant inner

analytical, this will generally be an im-

mat. The hard top mat fits into alip on the

provement, but might be too warm on

outer edge of the inner mat. The inner

well-balanced or slightly "musical" sys-

mat's lip rises up over the outer edge of the
top mat to serve as the sealer gasket for

tems.' The Supermat also cleaned up the

maintenance of vacuum. The glazed texture of the acrylic top mat over the black

ter detail in the bottom octave.
Perhaps the best evidence of the vacuum

inner mat resembles the surface of afrozen

Supermat's value is its ability to reveal the

plitude increase in the lower midrange and

very low bass region, providing much bet-

sorrA Supermat,

problems which plague all too many

which is compatible with most conven-

records. The increased detail and cleaner

tional turntables, the vacuum Supermat can

bottom octave show that not only are most

be used only with SOTA vacuum 'tables.

records not flat (a problem solved by the

pond. Unlike the standard

The vacuum Supermat makes several

vacuum turntable), many are not of uni-

subtle changes in the sound. Most of these

form thickness. Also, Ikneu. there was alot

changes are clear improvements, but some

of garbage in the bottom octave of many

may not be beneficial on certain systems.

records, particularly those of European

On the unquestionably positive side is bet-

origin, but the vacuum Supermat and the

ter high frequency performance. At first I

Dayton Wright ICBM subwoofers disclosed

thought the mat was extending the fre-

that Ihad underestimated the enormity of
the problem. Dutch pressings of British

quency response at the top end. After more
careful listening, however, Ibegan to doubt
my original conclusion; the highs were no

Decca recordings were the worst (or at
least the most consistent) culprits.

more prominent than before. They were

In contrast to my mild disappointment at

simply cleaner and clearer. Iwas hearing

the modest improvement made by the

more detail, less extraneous noise. Detail
also improved slightly in the midrange. The

vacuum Supermat. Iwas pleasantly surprised by the Electronic Flywheel. Ihave

difference was less noticeable than in the

always been in the camp that believes that

upper octaves, but was still an unmis-

powerline conditioning is beneficial: all of
my equipment is isolated from the house

takable improvement.
The vacuum Supermat also made arather

AC by high-current computer-grade filters.

unusual improvement in the soundstage:

You have to be intimately familiar with the
system, though, to notice the improvement

the height of microphone placement became much easier to discern. With the

in sound quality made by such devices.

Supermat, one hears the performance on

Also, their benefits seem to depend on the

simply rniked recordings from the perspec-

time of day: on amidsummer afternoon,

tive of the microphone, making soundstage

with air-conditioners running and fac-

height more realistic. The improved HF

tories working, an improvement can be

performance also seemed to make specifi-

heard; at 2:00 AM on apleasant fall night

city of HF sound sources slightly better.

there seems to be none. ,

SOTA claims that the vacuum Supermat
also improves the soundstage width and
depth, and provides better segregation of
individual instruments. Inoticed no improvement in these areas on my reference
system.
The value of one change occasioned by
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ITo

some

extent the increased upper bass and lower

midrange energy can be ameliorated lw increasing the
amount of vacuum. In fact, regardless of the other corn.
ponents used. Ifound that a slight increase in vacuum
when using the Supermat
compared to the level used
with the standard mat) improved the sound.
2The better line current in the .cc hours of the morning
may explain why many audiophiles find their system
sounds hest late at night. Of course. afew glasses of brandy
may also help things along.
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The SOTA 'tables use servo motors which
irregularities in house current as the syn-

symphonic works, the attack of the double
basses had amore distinct "dig." The better
separation was also noticeable on choral

chronous variety. Therefore, Iexpected any
improvement made by the Electronic Fly-

works, individual voices being easier to
discern.

should not, in theory, be as susceptible to

•,

wheel to be very slight and hard to detect.

The Flywheel did not affect the tonal

Ialso anticipated that friends who heard
my system only every few weeks would be

balance or general character of the sound,

unable to hear the difference.

not as if you had changed components.
Rather, it seemed as if the system had been

Iwas wrong. The effect of the Flywheel
is easy to detect on high-resolution

thoroughly fine-tuned from top to bottom.
The Electronic Flywheel is a must for

systems, and is, without adoubt, an im-

SOTA owners with high-resolution systems. With the possible exception of put-

provement. Ipicked up the Flywheel at the
SOTA factory while on a trip to the San
Francisco area. It was presented to me as
something that might make avery slight
improvement, especially if Ilived in an area
with line-current problems; it was clear
that Rod Herman believed the vacuum

ting Tweek on your contacts, Ican't think
of abetter improvement you can make to
your system for the price. The only bad
news is that the Flywheel breaks with the
SOTA tradition of universal upward compatibility. Older SOTA models with an in-

Supermat would be the more prized up-

ternal power supply (those made before

grade. Later that day, while visiting amanu-

mid-1982) won't accept the Flywheel.
These older Sal'As can be converted to the

facturer in the Bay area who uses aSOTA
'table as his reference, Imentioned picking
up the Flywheel. He snickered. We nevertheless decided to give it atry in his system—and were both startled at the degree
of the improvement!
The change was not dramatic, or of the
scale of amajor system upgrade, but it's
more than a fine-tuning tweak. The improvement manifests itself as a sense of
purity of tone and detail. Sustained notes,
particularly on piano, are the best example.
Not so obvious is tighter bass, and better
separation of massed instruments in or-

external power supply, but the cost is
$200, plus freight to the factory. That
brings the total cost to over $400, and I
suspect there are greater improvements you
can make to your system for that amount of
money.
Ican also recommend the vacuum Supermat as a worthwhile and cost-effective
upgrade for owners of the SOTA vacuum
'table, but the Star Sapphire is already so
good at disc damping that the improvement wrought by the vacuum Supermat is
somehow less compelling. There's also the

chestras, particularly the higher strings.

caveat that in some systems the added

For example, acoustic bass on jazz record-

lower midrange and upper bass warmth
might prove undesirable.

ings sounded tighter and better focused. In

THE WIN MC CARTRIDGE AND PREAMP
Dick Olsher

Phono system consisting of moving coil cartridge and dedicated phono preamp.
CARTRIDGE. Frequency response: 5 to
50,000 Hz. Output voltage: 0.25 mV. Im-
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pedance: 6.8 ohms. Recommended load: 15
to 30 ohms. Compliance: 17 Cu, horizontal;
16 cu, vertical. Recommended tracking
force: 1.5 grams.

8-

PREAMPLIFIER. RIAA frequency response:
±0.5dB, 15-20,000 Hz. Gain: 70 dB, phono

control is achieved with variable output

stage. Price: $1495 complete. MANUFACTURER: Win Laboratories, PO. Box 332,
Goleta, CA 93017.

gain stages utilize aproprietary high speed,

You might call this a nostalgia review

input impedance is matched to the Win MC

because the Win cartridge and preamp are

to provide accurate equalization.

LEDs that activate photoelectric cells. The
wide bandwidth, and very low noise integrated circuit. This is claimed to be the
world's quietest IC preamp. The preamp's

no longer in production. But they are still

Sonically, the preamp competes with the

available from some sources, and it's one of

best solid-state gear mone.. can buy. It is

the finest sounding phono systems Ihave

quiet. detailed, and very transparent—but

heard.

lacks the focus and soundstaging dimension-

The cartridge is very fast, more so than

ality of the top tube gear. Ifinally switched

any other moving coil Iknow of. and that

to ahighly modified Theta preamp for phono

speed is achieved without sacrificing con-

amplification (a further example of my cur-

trol. Treble transients are clean and detailed

rent passion for both tubes and out-of-

without gratuitous ringing, and dynamic

production components; the Theta hasn't

contrasts are excellently reproduced. Sound-

been made for years). The Theta uses two

staging and imaging are the best I've ex-

ODJ8 tubes per channel and incorporates

perienced from my reference system.

very expensive passive parts: Teflon caps

The treble balance of the Win cartridge
is strongly dependent on the tonearm used.

and noninductive wire-wound resistors.
With the Theta. Irealized the full potential of the Win cartridge in soundstage and

Itried it with both the Premier MN1T and
the Well Tempered Arm. The brightness

imaging, which borders on the holographic.

region was more prominent, and the ex-

Tubes also tend to flesh out the lower mid-

treme treble somewhat more etched, with

range of the cartridge, a welcome syner-

the Premier than with the WTA. The WTA
provided, to my ears, the more natural tre-

gism. In case you're wondering, the Theta
mod is available from John Beatty, 11424 E.

ble balance.
Bass extension and impact will also he

of the founders of the now-defunct

somewhat dependent on both the tone-arm

company.

215th Street. Lakewood CA 90 7 15. He's one

and the turntable. Using the Win 'table

As asystem, the Win MC and preamp are

(also not in production), bass definition

agenuine bargain; Iwould be tempted to

and clarity were superb. Although Isuspect

spend the price of the system just to get the
cartridge. For S1495. you get not just an

that the vrrA (at least with the Win 'table)
slightly reduces the impact of bass tran-

outstanding cartridge, but also an excellent

sients, Istill find the Win cartridge itself

preamp. (And the preamp provides aunity

somewhat lacking here.

gain AUX input that should handle a CD

The only other fault Icould find with

player.) Both of these components are high-

the Win has to do with the character of the
lower midrange, which is slightly lean, in

ly rzcommended. It will he well worth
your time to look for them on the used

the same manner as the Dynavector Ruby

market.

of some years ago. Ihear this trait with a
variety of ancillary electronics, so the problem is definitely with the cartridge.

JGH Comments:
While Ipretty much agree with DO about

The preamp provided is vintage Sao Win

the sound, Ifound the Win pi-vamp's human

in finish and attention to detail: different,
yet elegant. The front and back panels are

eng;neering abominable. The control knobs

made of exotic hardwoods, and the ampli-

the knobs have no indexing marks to tell

fier modules are housed in chromed copper

you where they are set, and Ifound the art-

tubes to minimize RF interference. Volume

sy/deco styling more suited to the boudoir
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and switches are not labeled as to function,
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than the listening room. ,
Also, it is necessary to distinguish between the late-model version of the Win
preamp that DO tested and its earlier version. One of the earlier units (Serial NumISo what's the complaint? Take it to bed with you —1.A

ber 1522) that Iauditioned had amarked
tendency to exaggerate acoustic feedback,
resulting in avery heavy, poorly-controlled
low end at listening levels above moderate.
My advice: caveat auditor, or "listen
before you buy."

THE CONRAD JOHNSON
MV-50 AMPLIFIER
Anthony H. Cordesman

d
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THE CONRAD JOHNSON MV-50 AMPLIFIER
Stereo tube amplifier. Rated power: 50
W/ch. Frequency response: 20-15,000 Hz.
IM or THD: less than 1%. Price: $1385.
MANUFACTURER: Conrad Johnson Design,
2800R Dorr Ave., Fairfax, VA 22031. (703)
698-8581.

number of advantages that may make it
perfect for your system if you are limited in
space, or use small- to medium-sized monitor speakers. It has an extraordinarily
sweet and detailed ability to reproduce
music in the range from 80 Hz to 7 kHz.
This is the critical area for high resolution

If you've ever wondered why reviewers

and transparency in music, and outstanding

keep harping on the differences between

performance in this region is usually far

tube and transistor gear, you might want to

more important subjectively than superior

listen to the Conrad Johnson MV-50. The

performance in the deep bass or top

MV-50, aclassic example of atube amplifier, is far more limited in power than most

octaves.

transistor amplifiers in its price range; it

in the deep bass will not affect its perfor-

The MV-50's lack of power and control

lacks the damping and bass control of its

mance with most of the speakers it is like-

transistor counterparts, and sounds rolled

ly to be used with (they have no deep bass
to begin with, and most such speakers do

off in the upper octaves. These limitations,
all typical of reasonably priced tube
amplifiers, are clearly apparent.
At the same time, the MV-50 offers a
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not benefit strikingly from high damping
factors), and the subjective nature of the
MV-50's highs does not mean that it fails to
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communicate musical overtones and upper

typically transistor—the lack of etched or

harmonics. They're simply less present—

hard treble detail. Listen a few moments

which means that the MV-50 corrects for
the inherent imbalance in small monitors
like the Spica TC-50, most British speakers,
and any other speaker with flat highs but
limited bass power.' Further, the MV-SO
makes up for a multitude of sins in the
front end. It is aperfect counterbalance to
the rising high end in most medium-price
moving coils, and it soothes the savage
breast of most affordable CD players.
More importantly, the MV-50 provides
the kind of midrange that simply is not
available in most amplifiers at any price.
When you borrow an MV-50 from adealer
or friend, begin by listening to the imaging
and depth. If you listen on good speakers
with high resolving power, you will immediately hear the image "float" in awide
soundstage where each instrument has its
natural place, without being "etched" or
overly detailed in terms of location. You
also will hear a natural balance of depth
and soundstage height and width. Granted.
other gear does all of this better—the top.
priced Conrad Johnson, Audio Research.
Counterpoint. Krell, and New York Audio
Labs amplifiers, for example—but none except the Quicksilver mono amplifiers does
it anywhere near as well at this price.
Now listen to voice, stcings, or wood-

longer, however, and you will begin to hear
the kind of harmonic sweetness and musical information that's present in live music,
but rarely heard in a home system. The
MV-50 won't win on specmanship, but will
win on its ability to make most records and
CDs sound naturally musical, giving you
far more sustained pleasure in the actual
hearing of music.
These differences are the raison del re
behind this product; you will like them
enough to buy the Conrad-Johnson MV50, or you shouldn't buy it at all. A good
transistor amp like the Adcom 555 will give
you everything else at amuch lower price.
Isuggest, however, that you give the MV50 an audition if you have previously ignored tube amplifiers on the grounds of
price and size, or simply wondered why
those reviewers who concentrate on subjective testing keep harping on tubes.
Ialso recommend that you listen to this
amplifier if you seek to build a mediumpriced system designed for sustained listening pleasure. The MV-50 is not aproduct
likely to strike you as quickly as its transistor competitors, but give it an hour or so
of listening—you may well find its "natural" sound far more important. If you

winds. Don't pick an audio spectacular, just

find yourself irritated or fatigued by the

afew of your favorite records. You will at

highs in your system, or by the overall

first be struck by the lack of upper octave
energy, and—if your current amplifier is
IThe ear seems to prefer balance in upper and lower
runoffs. A system whose highs are extended. for instance.
sounds unnatural without extended bass.
—LA

hardness and grain that comes from playing most modern records and CDs through
atypical low- to medium-priced system,
you may well find the MV -50 a suitable
antidote.

THE LAZARUS PREAMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher
Stereo tube preamplifier. Inputs: Phono,

In case you're wondering, the Lazarus is

Tuner. and Tape. Price: $599. MANUFAC-

not the product of any \\Cst Coast religious
cult. And, as far as Icould determine, none

TURER: Lazarus Electronics, 15046 Friar
St. Van Nuys, Ca. 91411. (818) 242-1215.

of the folks associated with the company
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have recently been resurrected from the

reduce the right or left volume levels. This

dead. According to Bob Flanagan, one of

is not as convenient as aganged balance
control, but makes quality sound available

the two principals (the other being Greg
Miller, the designer, engineer, and production manager), the company was named

at areasonable price.

after acharacter in asel-fi novel. As atrivia

omission of an On/Off switch. What! No

question bonus, the first reader to correctly

On/Off switch on a tube preamp? That's

Not so sensible, in my opinion, is the

identify the novel in question will be re-

right. The unit is meant to be left on at all

warded by our esteemed publisher with a

times, which is reasonable for solid-state

no-expense-paid tour of the OEM speaker
company (you know, the folks who pro-

gear but very questionable for tubes. A

duce the Class-A-rated Omnipotent loud-

under average conditions in this type of

speakers, who, according to industry

circuit; by Lazarus's own admission, this

sources, have recently relocated to an

preamp will need retubing every 9-12

island in the Bermuda Triangle).
The Lazarus is abasic tubed preamp fea-

claim that the preamp will sound better if

I2AX7 should last for two to three years

months if left on continuously. Lazarus's

turing a classic cascade circuit with two

left on till the cows come home is reason-

I2AX7 dual-triodes per channel. Polypro-

able, but their assertion that the tubes will

pylene caps are used throughout the signal

last longer while awaiting said cows is

path, and to bypass electrolytics in the
power supply. Resistors are Resista brand
metal films, except for one in the power
supply. There are only three inputs: phono,

dubious. Of course, you can always unplug
the unit when not in use (though your

tuner, and tape deck. There isn't enough

on spending some $25 or more annually

gain to handle low-output moving coil cartridges, or medium outputs with 0.2 mV

for anew set of tubes.'

signal levels. In keeping with the purist ap-

ating the high-level section of the Preamp,

proach. there are no tone controls.

power amp should have been off for afew
minutes before you do). Otherwise, count

Ispent the first listening session evaluusing the Nakamichi OMS -5 CD player

And Ihaven't been able to find published

feeding the Tuner inputs. The rest of the

specifications for this thing, because the

system consisted of the Rowland Research

manufacturer doesn't publish any. Lazarus

Model 7amps and the Martin-Logan Mono-

advises the prospective buyer to let his or

liths. I've found that the sonic behavior of
the high-level section pretty much tells the

her ears be the final arbiter, which is a
reasonable stand, but some specs would

whole story; if a manufacturer can't get

:eon like a considerate way of warning

things right there, what hope is there for a

prospective buyers—about, for example.

decent phono section?
The Lazarus quickly impressed me with

the preamp's low phono sensitivity.
Instead of the standard balance control,
two attenuators are provided—one for
each channel. These are normally out of
the signal path, to avoid the incremental
degradation possible from an additional
pot, and are only activated as needed to
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its lively and very clean sound. The midband possesses excellent transparency and
focus, with very good resolution of inner
ISee "The Audio Cheapskate - in this issue for adifferent
perspective on mulling expense.
—LA
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detail. In these areas. the Lazarus easily surpasses some of the greats of afew years ago.
The Berning TF- 10, for example, sounds
muddy and veiled in comparison. The Lazarus also does something very few preamps,
tubed or otherwise, manage to do convincingly: project asoundstage with believable
dimensions and almost palpable realism.
The reach-out-and-touch-someone illu-

Win 'table with the Well Tempered Arm, but
the speakers this time around were the Martin-logan CLS full-range electrostatics driven
by abridged pair of Spectrascan amps.
The sound from the Lazarus was again
very clean and transparent, with very good
focus and resolution of low-level detail.
Reproduction of choral music was impressive, with a convincing portrayal of the

sion from this preamp is comparable to

soundstage and effortless resolution of in-

what you normally only get for three times
its asking price.

dividual voices. However, even with the

Unfortunately, the Lazarus is not entirely

this preamp was noticeable. The spatial

neutral-sounding. There's aslight glare in
the upper midrange that adds a little artificial excitement to the sound. More worrisome in the long run is its tendency to
lighten harmonic structures through the
midrange. Instruments come through sounding a little threadbare, like a lo-cal salad

full-bodied Grado, the lean character of
focus of instruments within the soundstage,
while very good, was not in the class of the
much more expensive Audio Research SP8.
Neither was the Lazarus as dynamic as the
SP8; the swell and bloom of music was
noticeably more pinched. Bass extension

and impact were very similar to what Ihad
dressing that has the proper taste, but not
heard from the high-level section alone.
the richness of the real thing. The longer I Again, the midbass was definitely not
listened, the more aware Ibecame of the
bloated or mushy like on my old Dyna
lightweight harmonic textures, which prinPAS-3X, but the deep bass was shy and
cipally accounted for my growing irritation
overly polite.
with the unit.
Perhaps I'm coming down a little too
The treble is quick, but closed-in and
hard on the Lazarus; in some ways it apsomewhat grainy. The graininess increases
proaches the performance of the best prewhen the Lazarus is pushed hard during
loud, complex passages; it gives the feeling
it's running out of steam, and compresses
dynamics when going from loud to very
loud.
Low-end extension and pitch definition
benefit from afew days' warmup. My first
impression was of weak, mushy midbass
and lack of bass extension below 30 Hz,
but Ihad to amend this reaction to "fairly
good performance in the midbass, quite
respectable for atubed preamp." Still, the
bass extension and impact were, to put it
diplomatically, in short supply.

amps money can buy. Its transparency,
clarity, focus, and soundstaging are quite
remarkable for aunit in the under-S1000
price range. Idon't know of any similarly
priced preamp that can hold acandle to the
Lazarus in these areas. On the other hand,
there are preamps like the Conrad Johnson
PV-4 and Audible Illusions Modulus, both
priced at about $100 less than the Lazarus, 3
which produce what Ifeel to be a more
overall musically natural sound, albeit with
less spectacular soundstaging. Maybe I'm
overly sensitive to the cavalier treatment af-

forded harmonic textures by the Lazarus; I
For the next phase of the listening tests I uwuld be happier if the designers corrected
had to obtain adecent moving magnet carthe lower midrange leanness. On the other
tridge, finally settling on amodified Grado
hand, Icertainly think you should check
8M, courtesy of Alex Petterson of Sound
this unit out: in other systems its perforExperience in St. Paul. Minnesota. , The rest
mance might be better, and its value for the
of the analog front end consisted of the Sao

dollar is undeniable.

2 "rhe mod involves damping the hotly of the Grado to
eliminate some of its gratuicius bravado. If you're interested. Alex can he reached at 612-698-8 - Lc

3 Actually. the Modulus is priced 5- 5 higher than the
Lazarus. hut its still agood deal. The Audio Cheapskate
will be making adirect comparison in Md. 9. No 3. —LA
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THE NEC CD-705E
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
Dick Olsher

THE NEC CD-705E COMPACT DISC PLAYER

filter design is claimed to give the player

Top-loading CD player. Infrared remote control. All standard functions. Price: $649.
MANUFACTURER: NEC Home Electronics,
1401 Estes Avenue, Elk Grove Village, Illinois

statement as promotional hype)
The unit is generally very well con-

60007.

structed—then there's that cute little

The CD-705E is NEC's top-of-the-line
player, loaded with all the programming

"silky highs." Ican safely categorize that

remote control which, when not in use,
can be stowed away in its own tiny drawer

and convenience features that Japanese

under the front panel. But I'm not going to
pull aLen Feldman on you and spend pages

maurers consider de rigeur for justifying a

describitt every pushbutton and blinking

high asking price. Now, Icertainly don't object to convenience, but in this case Iwish
the money had been spent on a better
analog section.
The NEC CD-705E's design is pretty
much standard for second generation

light on the front panel does. Suffice it to
say the 705 gives up nothing in terms of
features to the competition. Ido, however,
have some complaints about the ergonomics: You have to enter Search mode
before you can select atrack for playing,

machines. A single 16-bit DAC is used, with
2-times oversampling of the bit stream. The

and track selection cannot be preset with-

digital filtering is contained in a newly

from the front panel is to advance track by

developed LSI chip proprietary to NEC, and
the analog filter is unique: an active 5thorder design, rather steeper than the more
common passive high-order types. The
analog filter is phase-compensated, and the
Stereophile

out using the remote. The best you can do
track to the one desired.
The first surprising thing Inoticed about
IApparent HF smoothness also relates to the amount of
high end ones speakers reproduce. Softer highs arc
"silkier" highs. all other things equal.
—JGH
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the 705 was the lack of atransit screw to

and focus are very good, and the NEC again

immobilize the disc tray suspension. In-

surpasses what the Meridian MCD (or any
of the the lower-priced competition I'm

stead, the tray is fixed during shipping with
arubber/cardboard insert which, at least

familiar with) can do in those areas. In

on my sample, proved rather difficult to extract. It got stuck and was partially chewed

comparison with the Meridian Pro player

up by the tray mechanism.
Another, and more pleasant, surprise was
the sound quality of this unit, which runs

(the best-sounding unit I've heard),
though, the 705's shortcomings are quite
obvious. Iam even tempted to say that in
these respects the 705 is apain in the NEC. ,

circles around the lower-priced competition; it may even have set anew sonic standard in the under-S1000 price range. Iwas

the extreme treble. Compared with the

amazed at how much more suave it is

Meridian Pro, its treble is rough and grun-

sonically than the Sony 502ES. Ifound the
Sony fatiguing after only a couple of

dgy, the amount of grundge depending on
program level and content, and most

The NEC's sonic problems begin in the
upper midrange and extend right through

minutes; with the NEC I'm not tempted to

noticeable with high-powered orchestral

exit the room until after, say, 30 minutes.
That means the NEC player is 15 times bet-

material.

ter than the Sony, right? Iactually don't
know of any CD player under $1000 that is

I'm convinced, is the player's analog section. Ihave observed in recent years that,
the better aCD player's analog circuitry,

entirely free of gratuitous brightness and
grundge in the upper octaves, and the 705
is no exception. It just has less of it than the
competition.
But it doesn't have to have even that
much grundge! Its analog circuit board is
dotted with what appear to be electrolytic

The main cause of these HF aberrations,

the better the sound. This relationship isn't
surprising, of course, but since no one has
yet (apparently) used state-of-the-art
analog circuitry in aCD player, it's certain
that we still don't know just how good CD
sound can be. Isuspect that, with an analog

capacitors, some of which are in the signal

section comparable to that in a S2000

path, and you can hear them. (The situation is much worse with lower-priced

preamp, aCD player could hold its own
with the finest analog sound.

players, whose analog sections typically

Meridian, for example, has done wonders

consist of a few cheap ICs, and passive
parts with no more sophistication than

by heavily modifying a lowly Philips
player. For once Iconcur with AHC, in his

you'd find in a"ghetto blaster.")

assessment of Meridian's MCD Pro player:

In terms of tonal balance, the impression
is of afull and slightly forward midrange,
with astrong bass line that is tighter and
deeper than the regular Meridian MCD.
The Meridian Pro's bass is better than the
NEC, though, with deeper extension and
tighter control.
The NEC player is no slouch; some
aspects of its sound can compete with the
true heavyweights in this field. Its midband
robustness and ability to resolve hall am-

It is the best sounding unit available right
now, and shows how much more potential
the CD medium has than we had suspected. Ithink the Meridian points the way
the industry must go.
There are rumors, believe it or not, of a
tubed CD player. At the moment, this appears to be an extensive audiophile mod
and not acommercially available unit. Jim
Grignon of Audiogram magazine actually
has one of them, apparently built for him

bience give it an edge, at least up to the up-

by Mike Moffatt, chief designer for the

per midrange, over the much more expensive Kyocera DA -910. The Kyocera's
midrange sounds abit leaner and more an-

now-defunct Theta Electronics. Jim, who's

tiseptic than either the NEC or the Meni
dian Pro. The NEC's midrange resolution
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a dedicated audiophile and owns an
outstanding analog front end, swears that
2 lord. we beseech Thee, forgive him this wicked
transgression!
—JGH
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that tubed CD player is the ultimate!
But back to the 705E... Building on
George Graves' experience (Vol. 8, No. 4),
Ireplaced one of the 23-mFd electrolytics

equal better sound.
So, while the NEC's limitations in the upper octaves take it out of the running as a
great player, it is generally quite listenable

in each signal path with astack of poly-

and certainly sets afine standard at its price

propylenes adding up to the same value.
(The stack was so large it had to be located

range. Iwouldn't recommend it for use

outside the chassis.) The substitution
removed some of the 705's roughness but
did not entirely eliminate it. Nevertheless,
the lesson is obvious: better capacitors

with a very wideband, extra-quick preamp; it definitely sounded best with agood
tubed preamplifier. 3
3Ihaven't yet found aCD player that du.in t

—JGH

THE INFINITY IRS-III AND RS-1B:
STILL FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Anthony H. Cordesman

No speaker ever totally disguises the compromises it must make with the laws of
physics. Infinity's two largest monitor
speakers, however, come as close to hiding
theirs as any full-range speakers available.
The Infinity IRS has long ranked as one of
the top two or three speakers in the world.
The RS-1B has slowly emerged as one of
the top two or three speakers for the ordinary home.
I now use the RS-1B as my home
reference speaker, and anearby IRS-Ill at
Excalibur Audio as a listening "control"
when I'm unsure about how agiven piece
of equipment would sound on atrue linesource speaker or with full response in the
lowest octave.' With the proper drive electronics and adjustments, both speaker
systems are more than reference equipment: they provide as musically convincing and enjoyable asound source as any
equipment around.
At the same time, both speaker systems
have their weaknesses, and these tradeoffs
provide insights into what can and cannot
be accomplished with today's speaker
designs.
IThis doesn't apply to amplifier evaluation, since the IRSIII has its own seno-amplifiers for the low end. —LA
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THE INFINITY RS-1B

The RS -1B
The tradeoffs are most obvious in the
RS-1B. First, prolonged listening makes it
clearer and clearer that the treble and
midrange panel outperform the woofer
column. Infinity has steadily improved the
match between midrange and woofer, but
the woofer is distinctly less dynamic, less
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extended, and more distorted than the rest
of the system. The woofer also seems

ching your panel and woofer amplifiers

distinctly "slower" than the midrange, par-

ly unwilling to send two stereo or four top-

ticularly when dealing with brief bass tran-

of-the-line mono tube amplifiers, ,but tests
with apair of Adcoms and PS Audio 200Cs

sients rather than sustained organ notes.

with the RS-1B. Manufacturers are curious-

There are several practical ways to mini-

showed that the panel-woofer blend was

mize this problem. One is to realize that the
treble and midrange panel is an extremely

smoother and more convincing in timbre

difficult load. Ido not fully trust my

combination of top quality tube amplifiers

measuring equipment, but it is clear that
the treble and midrange panels dip to 2

on the panels and transistors on the bottom. Granted this is atradeoff, since the

with matching amplifiers than with any

ohms, and can suck up incredible amounts

tube amp may well provide asweeter and

of current. This has led me to revise my
comments that they work best with tube

more transparent sound; the Adcom 555

amps. They do work superbly with the

amplifiers costing four to ten times as

Conrad Johnson Premier Four or Fives, and
very well with the Audio Research D250-II

much.
Even with the right amps, you'll find that

(the Premier Fives clearly outperform the

the Infinity RS-1B needs an "infinite"

D250-II for the application).
The panels do not, however, work well

crossover controls have been improved

definitely lacks the focus and detail of

amount of fiddling. Fortunately, the

with low-powered tube amps, and even

since our last review. The latest models add

the Conrad Johnson Premier Four can be a
bit marginal at high rock levels. The RS- lBs

a third control for the upper midrange,
which can help reduce the glare or lean-

are definitely not the proper load for the

ness that result from using the wrong

New York Audio Lab or Counterpoint OTL
amps. Any use of lower-powered or load-

changed to allow more swing in the lower

amplifier. The crossover also has been

sensitive tube amplifiers will alter the tim-

tweeter control, helping to rectify an area

bre of the RS- lBs, restrict dynamics, and

in which the speaker can sound abit lean.
These changes greatly increase the pro-

usually create alower midrange/upper bass
suck-out that makes the limitations of the
woofer column far more apparent, tending
to make the entire speaker system sound a

bability that only minor tweaking will be

bit lean and hard.

spacing and angling the panels to get the

Most transistor amplifiers have the same
effect. For some reason, amplifiers as good

needed.
You'll need to spend agreat deal of time
ideal mix of depth, .width, and imaging
detail. Ihave never heard the panels image

as the Krells and Mark Levinsons do not

properly in any real-world listening rooms

perform well with the RS- lBs. However,
the Electrocompaniet Ampliwire 100, PS

of every other dipole design I've tried,

Audio 200C, and even the Adcom 555 pro-

with the possible exception of the Acoustat

vide abalanced timbre and smooth transi-

1+ Is.
At the end of it all you'll still "hear the

tion from panel to woofer. The Electrocompaniet and PS Audio outperform the

without aslight toe-in; this has been true

mechanism creak." The RS- lBs have good,

Premier Four, Premier Fives, and D250-II
in the upper bass region, and possibly in

deep bass, but hardly very good deep bass.

the top octave as well, although the tube

much cheaper) provide far superior bass

gear gives superior handling of midrange
transients and dynamics, and provides

power, control, and transients. So do the

more low-level harmonic information.

2Not all manufacturers: Audio Research recently showed
up in Santa Fe with two D2S0-11s, and an SP- II. A mere
r.000 worth of tube electronics. We were impressed.
and using matching amplifiers top and bottom did make
apositive improvement (we hadn't had the opportunity to
try it before)
—LA

(The PS Audio furnishes more detail and
focus than the Electrocompaniet.)
You also should carefully consider mat-
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The larger VMPS cone speakers (which are
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Entec subwoofers. No matter what you do,
the RS- lBs bass will either be abit slow

of the virtues of the RS- lBs, produce abet-

slightly lower than the panel to allow the

ter overall bass signal, and provide better
overall timbre and dynamic integration in
most listening rooms. They also are far less

lower midrange/upper bass output of the

amplifier-sensitive than the lBs.

midrange EMIMs to dominate the sound.
The RS-1B's bass columns simply do not

in the RS- lBs that Ifeel need correction.

and unconvincing, or will have to be set

There are three further design problems

seem capable of proving both deep bass

The first problem is twofold: the panels are

and good bass articulation or transients in

top-heavy, and the feet do not work on
padded carpets. Put Tiptoes under both
panels and woofer columns; those on the

any installation I've heard. This evidently
requires bigger enclosures, new drivers, or
something more dramatic than crossover
changes. Iam tempted to suggest that In-

panels need to be of different heights, to tip

finity should put its EMIT or EMIM drivers

put several bricks on the rear, to weigh the

on aVMPS tower, or get Entec to design

panels down.
The second problem is more serious, and

their next subwoofer, but as this would just

the panels upwards. You also may want to

get everyone angry. I'll not even hint at

involves the woofer. The woofer column

such athing, much less mention it in print.
Keep in mind that virtually all the com-

needs to be placed close to and just behind

petition has worse problems in trying to

the panels for the best sound. The dust
caps on the woofers, however, vibrate, act-

provide fully integrated deep bass. Idon't

ing as amidrange driver. You can try rubber

know of anyone who provides abetter set
of compromises in blending deep bass and

cementing asofter, 2-inch dust cap over
them, but this—and other, more drastic

midrange in afull-range system near the
price of the RS- lBs than Infinity. The un-

doesn't take agolden ear to hear what is

mods—simply should not be necessary. It

fortunate truth is that almost all designs

happening; Infinity should long ago have

which attempt to go much below 40 Hz are
partial failures, and breaking the 30 Hz bar-

fixed this problem at the factory.
The third problem is quality control. In-

rier always seems to result in bass boom,

finity still never seems to produce an entire

lack of clear frequency discrimination in
the low bass, poor transition from bass to

perly tightened. I've seen a number of

midrange, room interaction problems, etc.

RS- lBs with loose banana sockets, and

Ihave only heard ahandful of systems in

neither of the two versions I've owned
have had properly assembled crossovers.

my life that really balanced good, deep bass

RS-1B with all the jacks and sockets pro-

with the rest of the frequency spectrum to

The first did not complete the wiring to

sound musically natural. All were extremely expensive, and most had extensive

one highpass socket, and the second had
an intermittent shunt across the left chan-

custom engineering. All required very large

nel. Iwould also dearly love to see the

listening rooms, and all still have at least

crossover wired with Tiffany jacks: this
would sharply reduce the risk of connec-

minor room resonance or standing wave
problems.

tion problems, which can transform

This has broad implications for any
speaker buyer. If you live in anormal home

acoustic feedback into anear-meltdown of
your amp.

or apartment, you may well find that no

Ialso recommend that you replace the

system with deep bass will ever fully meet

standard Monster Cable wiring with the
Straight Wire harness for this speaker, and

your needs. As aresult, you may wish to set
the RS-1B crossover so that it does not play

bypass the highpass section of the cross-

the low bass, or consider buying the
RS-2Bs instead of the RS- lBs. Ifeel the In-

over. The Straight Wire is notably more
transparent in the upper midrange than the

finity RS-2Bs are one of the high end's

Monster Cable, and the crossover wiring is

most ignored "best buys." They have many

too complex, and affects the purity of the
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highpass signal.

Other speakers do all of these things

Consult your dealer for details, but you

well, but the IRS always does them as well

can bypass the highpass section of the
crossover simply by inserting atop quality

or slightly better. No electrostatic provides
the same combination of dynamics, detail,

capacitor of the right value across the your

soundstage, and total integration. No rib-

amplifier's input jack. The best capacitors
I've yet heard are the Conrad Johnson capa-

bon as yet is so right in timbre. Cone

citors, but you can try Wonders, Relcaps,

never have the same speed and detail. The

etc. The capacitor in the Infinity crossover
isn't all that bad, but it can be improved

IRS has abalance of virtues that is simply
the state of the art, and which endures after

upon. You also need another interconnect,

the excitement of even its best competitors

etc., if you use the highpass section, and
straight-in wiring seems to help. The EMITs

has been replaced with afuller understand-

and EMIMs are superb drivers, and benefit
from every possible improvement.

systems, no matter how they measure,

ing of their limitations.
I have to caveat these comments,
however, with the fact Ihave never listened to the Wilson Audio Monitors (WAMMs)

The Infinity IRS -Ill

on aside-by-side basis with the IRS-111s,

This analysis of the RS-1B helps set the
stage for acritique of the IRS-III. The IRS
has afar larger and more satisfactory bass

and have to rely on afew listening room

drive system than the RS-1B, although the
larger ENTEC subwoofer, the WAMM bass
system, and possibly the VMPS supertower
at least rival it. The servo-amplifiers in the
IRS columns are rated at 1500 watts, and

sessions and show demonstrations of the
Wilson. Nevertheless, Ihave always come
away with the impression that the Wilsons
never integrate the midrange and highs
quite as well as the IRS, just as the Infinity
IRS never equals the WAMMs' integration
of midrange and bass. This leads me to

the six 12-inch woofers in each bass col-

prefer the IRS over any competing speaker

umn seem to be mated to an enclosure size

system I've heard, since Iregard treble and
midrange integration as the more impor-

that allows them to perform their best. I
have never heard anything better with

tant parameter, and have never heard any

steady organ tones, and the IRS bass columns are capable of incredible power at

system to rival the IRS-Ills or the Wilson

even the lowest frequencies.

separate manufacturers or aone-of-a-kind

The IRS-111's major limitation is the in-

Audio Monitor that was not a blend of

ability to handle the initial bass attack or

design. (And then, damn few!)
Some aspects of the IRS do present prob-

single massive transient. The bass columns

lems, however. First, Iprefer the sound-

simply do not seem quite fast enough.
They're very good, but not excellent.

stage from modified point source in the

The IRS-Ills do, however, succeed in
blending the bass and midrange/treble better than the RS- lBs. Further. Infinity has
steadily improved the IRS-Ills' combination of EM1Ts, EMIMs, and crossover. I
strongly suspect that better wire would

RS-1B to that from the quasi-line source in
the IRS. Isuspect that this is because I
prefer small groups and chamber orchestra
to opera and full orchestral music, and Iimmediately concede that the line source in
the IRS provides amore natural sound field
for large-scale music.

make still further improvements, and

Nevertheless, Ican never fully believe

bypassing the highpass section of the IRS
crossover can definitely make such im-

that I'm in aconcert hall with the IRS-III;
its sound field seems to come at the ex-

provements. Nevertheless, Ihave never

pense of aslight loss of focus and defini-

heard any speaker more "right" and
musically natural in timbre, transparency,

tion. In contrast, Ifeel small musical

detail, transients, and dynamics, with as

groups, soloists, etc., can sound quite real
with the RS- lBs, and indeed, with other

wide arange of music.

top-ranking quasi-point source speakers.
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Second. I've only heard four IRS setups.

too complex aload for amplifier and cable

but the listening area has always seemed

evaluation, even if one could ignore the

relatively restricted for such alarge speaker

fact that it has its own built-in bass

system. The aural focus always seems best

amplifiers. This will only be alimitation for

in atwo-person listening area. This is prob-

reviewers and dealers, but it is not insignifi-

ably true of most top-quality speakers, but

cant. Iwould never buy any amplifier or

the focus of the IRS is more delicate than

speaker cable solely on the basis of audi-

most, and can approach the point where
you do not want to move your head once

tioning with either the RS-1B or IRS unless

you've found the right position. This is not

specific speakers.

a problem with the Wilsons. RS- lBs,
Apogees, Quads, Thiels, Vandersteens, etc.

I was purchasing it for use with those

To Be Continued

Finally, the IRS is adifficult load, at least

It takes no great vision to assume that In-

to the extent that it requires very careful

finity recognizes these problems and will

choice of amplifier and speaker wire to get

continue to make at least evolutionary im-

the best performance. Again, this is true of

provements. Virtually every time Isee the

all top-ranking speakers, but it means that

IRS or RS-1B. Ifind another set of refine-

the IRS has some important limitations as a

ments has been made to the design. Ishould

reference. Iwould argue that the IRS is

also stress that this critique in no way

similar to the RS- IB in that it cannot be used

means that the IRS and RS- IB are not the

as asuitable reference system for evaluating

state of the art. The problem is that the

amplifiers or speaker cables—although

state of the art simply is not perfect: The

both the IRS-III and RS-1B can be extremely useful for this purpose if they are used in

sport in hunting for the best high-end components is no more in danger of being

combination with another full-range

spoiled by the appearance of the perfect

speaker as acontrol.

speaker than it is by the appearance of the

Otherwise. the IRS-III is too unique and

perfect phono front end.

THE RAUNA TYR MARK II LOUDSPEAKER
J. Gordon Holt

Two-way dynamic system with 61
2 "ported
/
woofer and 1" dome tweeter in concrete
enclosure. Frequency response: ±3 dB, 50
to 20,000 Hz. Efficiency: 89 dB. Nominal impedance: 8 ohms. Weight: 30 lbs each.
Dimensions: 13" H by 10" W by 10" D.
Price: $495/pair. IMPORTER: Scandinavian
Sounds, R O. Box 3656, San Clemente, CA
92672.

ncl too shallow and narrow to permit the
use of anything larger than 16-gauge zip
cord. Then there were the connectors for
the cables: screw terminals, which is certainly okay, but oriented with the axis of
their fastening screws parallel to the bottom of the speaker. If your speaker cables
use spade lugs, you had to bring these in to
the connectors from the sides, or the lugs

A little over ayear ago, we tested an early

would cause the cables to protrude below

pair of these little speakers, and, while we
found alot to like about their sound, we
also found a couple of really irksome

the base of the speakers. (I just bent the tabs

ergonomic faults.
The cable connections were recessed into

downwards to a shallow angle.) In addition, the rivet assembly of the connector
lugs was not all that tight; the lugs could be
easily rotated by hand, while the fastening

the bottom panel of the speakers, and ac-

rivets stayed put. This poor mechanical

cess for the speaker cables was via achan-

connection was avirtual guarantee that the
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electrical connections would lose their integrity sooner or later.
Since that time, Rauna has solved all

separation, with depth so convincingly
portrayed that you almost expect to see the

three problems by replacing the screw ter-

back of the performing hall. Toed inwards
so that their axes cross right in front of the

minals with so-called "banana jacks," and

center listening seat, the Tyr Ils provide

locating them at the rear of the speaker—
something they should have done in the
first place. Note that these jacks are not

wide (5 feet) range of seating positions.

5-way binding posts: they accept banana
plugs and nothing else.

firm and specific images across a fairly
Iwas particularly impressed with the
Mark II's high end (please note that this is
significantly higher in frequency than the

There's another, less dramatic, change.

slight brightness referred to above). Unlike

The thin layer of black plastic on the top of

many high-end speakers, which tend to

the concrete enclosure of the first Tyrs,

sound tipped up at the top, the T'yrs' high

which made ahigh-pitched sound when
tapped, has been replaced by a piece of
wood sheet firmly cemented in place. Tap-

proportion. It sounded dull at reduced
listening levels, but almost perfectly natural

ping the top now elicits asound like con-

at realistic listening levels. (This change in

end was smooth and open, yet in perfect

crete (which, as you may remember, is the

HF content is perceptual, and relates to the

enclosure material): merely a"bink, bink."

ear's diminishing sensitivity to high frequencies at reduced listening levels. Con-

Idon't really believe the original non-rigid
top did any harm, because it was backed up
by solid concrete, but the new top looks

sult your Fletcher-Munson curves. Every
hi-fi family should own aset.') Only at the

nicer, and its solid "sound" is more reassur-

extreme top do they show amarked defi-

ance that the Tyr's enclosure is about as

ciency, in the lack of sheen from such
things as violas and brushed or struck

rigid and inert as you can get.
The original Tyrs had a slightly snarly
quality to them; the Ils don't. They are,
however, still alittle on the bright side, and

cymbals.
For the size of these speakers, bass performance is amazing. There is usable bass

all it takes is abit of brightness or upper-

range down to around 40 Hz, and the

midrange "glare" from the amplifier to
turn this into a steely hardness. (For a

quality of that bass is very good. String
basses and bass drum have plenty of body,

suitable driving amplifier, look through

and kick drum has surprising impact and

reports in past issues for "laid-back"

exemplary control.
The Tyr Mark Ils are speakers Icould

amplifiers with an open but smooth high
end.)

happily live with if Icouldn't afford to pay

Despite the snarliness, the first Rauna
Tyrs were surprisingly good for their size

more. They did not reward prolonged

and price. The new ones cost exactly $100

a gunny sack of minor irritations, and

more, and sound it. They have really
remarkable inner detailing, even at what I

many recordings played through them
waved my emotional red flag. (I get goose-

consider to be high listening levels (95 dB).

bumps when sound really gets to me.)

There is virtually no increase in hardness as
you turn the volume up.

Ultimately, though, the new Tyrs have a
certain coolness, which, though not all

listening with agrowing sense of unease or

Lower-midrange reproduction is ex-

that disturbing, makes them less in-

cellent. The large instruments of the orchestra come through with correct weight

gratiating on most program material than
the somewhat excessive warmth of many

and color, and piano bass has just the right

other systems. The Tyrs were at their best

amount of characteristic "thrumbb."
Imaging and soundstage presentation

with small performing groups, and were

were both very good. On good recordings,
the soundstage is wider than the speaker
100

INot yet available as platinum castings from the Franklin
Mint.
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less convincing with large symphony or-

wipe out the competition: enclosure inert-

chestra, pipe organ, full chorus—things

ness. Concrete may be impractical for a

that call for a big, robust sound. This
coolness is not a matter of bass/treble

large speaker system,' but it certainly produces the most solid, non-radiating

balance, which is, in fact, just about per-

enclosure possible for asmall system. And

fect. It is more a function of the middle

it shows: the 1),,rs have the least colored

range, which sounds slightly depressed

middle range of any system in this price

through the 500-to-2000-Hz region.

class that Iknow of. (Midrange colorations

At their original-release price of $399,
the Tyrs had some pretty stiff competition

are vowel-like qualities imparted to all

but were generally half ahead above that

broad response dip that the Tyrs seem to

competition in sound quality. At $499,

have.)

they are probably a bit more than $100

All in all, the new Rauna Tyrs are ex-

worth of better than before, but are now

cellent performers. Like all the others with

only neck-and-neck with some other
modestly-priced champions. notably the

acirca-5500 price tag, they have their own
distinct personality. If you're not aware of

Siefert Maxim Ills and the Dayton Wright

what you like and dislike in reproduced

LCM- Is. There is no obvious winner in this

sound, audition these before buying. If you

class, since all speakers—even very good

do know, you can probably figure out from

ones—have their own peculiar strengths

this report whether or not you'll like the

and weaknesses. The l'yrs are cool, the

TYrs.

DWs warm, the Sieferts a bit hard and
sizzly.
There is one area where the Tyrs just

À

sounds, qualitatively unlike the kind of

2Okay. so how would you like to try optimizing the room
positions of apair of 250-lb. loudspeakers?

THE SYNTHESIS LM-20 AND LM-250:
A NEW LINE OF TOP QUALITY SPEAKERS
Anthony H. Cordesman

LM-20:
Two-way dynamic speaker. Driver compliment: 61/
2 " polypropylene woofer. 1" softpolymer dome tweeter. Crossover: 1,500 Hz.
Sensitivity: 90 dB. Finish: oak sidepanels,
with brown open-cell foam grill. Dimensions: 14 1/
2 "by 14 1
/
2 "by 10 1
/
2". Weight: 18
pounds. Price: $600 per pair.

LM-250:

THE SYNTHESIS LM-250

Stereophile

Two-way dynamic speaker. Driver compliment: 8" polypropylene woofer. 1" dopedfabric dome tweeter. Crossover 1250 Hz.
Sensitivity: 91 db. Dimensions: 10 1/
2 " by
10 1/
2 "by 33 3
/ ". Weight: 46 pounds. Price:
4
$1185 per pair. MANUFACTURER: Synthesis, 2817 Dorr Avenue, Fairfax, Va.,
22031. (703) 698-7905.
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One of the most basic differences between

The LM-20: $600/pair

mid -fi and the high end is the level of

The LM-20 bottom-of-the-line is afull.

speed, transparency, and resolution in

range small monitor designed for stand-

speaker systems. Most low- and medium-

mounting several feet away from side and

priced speakers have anice built-in boom

rear walls. It is fully time- and phase-

in the upper bass and rolled highs. Coupled
to the usual lack of phase coherence and

cabinet shaped to improve time alignment,

speed in the upper midrange and treble, the

reduce standing waves, and reduce diffrac-

aligned,' and has an exceptionally heavy

inevitable result is aspeaker system with

tion effects. It benefits (as do most

poor resolution, and bass overhang, lack-

speakers) from having as few pieces of fur-

ing in soundstage data, detail, and air.

niture as possible between the speakers and

Only alimited number of manufacturers

the listening position.

of cone systems have broken out of this

The LM-20s are tight and fast over their

mold. Snell, Spica, Thiel, and Vandersteen

entire apparent bandwidth, and have an ex-

are the names that come most easily to

ceptionally extended, flat, detailed—and
moderately demanding—treble. Unlike the

mind, although I've also been impressed
with the work of Fanfare, GNP, Kindel,

upper octaves in less transparent and

VMPS, and several
publicized products.

revealing speakers, the LM-20s clearly

other less-well-

If you want to see a real horror story,

reveal the grain and hardness in poor
electronics.

look at the Consumer Reports frequency

Unlike some small monitors, however,

sweeps for affordable speakers—they're

their highs are not overdemanding in terms

horrible for even the low-priced products

of the components likely to be used with a

from most high-end manufacturers, and
those sweeps (and accuracy scores) ignore

enjoy the LM-20 speakers with NAD -level

phase accuracy, pulse response, and other

equipment. The characteristic upper

sonic horrors associated with these

midrange hardness of Harmon/Kardon
electronics comes through abit too well,

speakers.

$600 speaker system: you can thoroughly

The Synthesis brand name is part of Con-

but is still quite listenable, and the LM-20s

rad Johnson's effort to join the elite who

also pair well with most Yamaha elec-

strive for real accuracy—Thiel, Vanders-

tronics. You only have to watch out for

teen, etc.—and beat these manufacturers at

some of the harsher Technics and Sansui

their own game. The designs have been

equipment—their upper midrange comes
through too clearly and can get fatiguing.

heavily influenced by speaker designer
Dave Fokos (and Bill Conrad and Lew
Johnson), using FFT and computer
analysis, as well as the less-known

At the same time, the LM-20s mate quite
well with less expensive tube gear, the new
transistor-tube hybrids, and moderate-

engineering technique of actually listening

priced separates from companies like Ad.

to the product. John Fuselier's research
work had some influence on the initial

corn, PS Audio, and Superphon.
The transition from the highs to the

design work, as did careful listening to

midrange is very good, and cleaner and

competing high-end products.
The first three products resulting from

British monitors. Harmonic detail is ex-

more detailed than that of most small

this design effort are the LM-20, LM-200,

cellent, and musical changes are unusually

and LM-250. All three speakers use top

smooth. There are some minor variations
in timbre, but none of the kind that change

quality drivers and crossovers, including
the two models under review, which repre
sent the top and bottom of the line (though
alarger model with more extended bass is
under design).
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IIM unhappy with this statement since. as far as Iknow.
neither »IC nor any other members of Stereopbile's staff
has atechnique for measuring time or phase-alignment
More accurate would he are claimed to he fully time- and
phase-alignedf•
—LA
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the basic sound character of instruments
and voices. Strings, woodwinds, and brass
are all very detailed, but keep their musical
air. Voice is relatively neutral, but with
perhaps atouch too much upper midrange.
Like the Spicas, and almost all small
monitors, however, the LM-20s' coherence
begins to break down in the lower

they seriously rival the Spicas (costing 5150
more), and are useful additions to the high
end in aprice point where there is appallingly little U.S. competition. Given the recent fortunes of the British pound, the
LM-20s are also severe competition for
even the best British small monitors under

midrange. From the upper bass down, the

$900. Many British speakers will be
sweeter and more forgiving, but none I

LM-20s are lacking in energy and power.
The result is an imbalance that Ican easily
live with, but never forget. The highs are

more resolution or transparency from the
midrange up.

too clear, the soundstage perspective is
slightly forward, undertones are never correct, hall effects are muted, and the deep

know of in this price range are capable of

All in all, the LM-20 is a very good
speaker system for reasonably priced

bass register is simply gone.

systems and small to medium rooms, and is
exceptionally well suited to lovers of jazz

The LM-20 does have slightly more bass
extension than the Spica TC-50s without

groups, small orchestras, chamber music,
soloists, and voice. At the same time, it has

their subwoofer, and is flatter, tighter, and
cleaner than the bass of most British small

reasonable ability to deal with all but

monitors, including several that cost
almost three times as much. There is suffi-

organ, heavy metal, and the Russians and
Austrians in astate of bass-heavy musical
heat.

cient natural bass to fully cover male voice
and most of the cello. I've found that most

The LM -250: $1185/pair

British speakers have an apparent rise between 90 and 150 Hz that at least slightly
colors voice, strings, and everything else.
As for soundstaging, the LM-20s float a
wide image with good height and
moderate depth. On the proper stands,
placed at least 18" from the rear and side
walls, and with the optimal listening position (slightly closer to the speakers than the
distance between them), the LM-20s do a
very good job of placing instruments in a
stable wide arc without the artificial
spotlighting common in very small pointsource monitors.
Dynamics are also surprisingly good.
The LM-20s will never be rock speakers,
but they do play louder than the Spicas,
and also rival the Spicas in the resolution of
low-level musical data. Dynamic transitions are relatively smooth from low- to
high-level passages, although there is the
normal small-monitor tendency to slightly
emphasize the top octaves as the volume
rises to high listening levels.
In summary, the LM-20s are not arival to
the Quad ESL-63s, or to the better cone
competition in the $1000-plus bracket, but
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The LM-250 is the top-of-the-line Synthesis, and competes directly with the
lower priced Thiel and Vandersteens. It is
a two-way system using an 8" polypropylene woofer and a 1" doped-fabric
tweeter. The woofer has an exceptionally
large 31 oz. magnet. The tweeter uses ferrofluid damping.
These speakers are mounted in a 3
4 "
/
walled enclosure using MDF, which is
heavier and denser than particle board or
wood. The enclosure is deliberately narrow to improve dispersion, and the inside
panel is sloped to provide time alignment
and reduce standing waves. Computer
testing has been used extensively to allow
acombination of mounting and damping
that minimizes inter-driver and driver/
cabinet interaction.
The crossover is aquasi-first order for
both the transition to tweeter and woofer.
Linear phase is preserved throughout the
crossover region, and the low crossover
point of 1250 Hz has been chosen to
reduce the normal breakup of 8" cones
when used to 1500 hz and above.
The crossover is exceptional: it uses only
103

polystyrene capacitors. Conrad-Johnson
claims that these capacitors are extremely

ceptionally good job of revealing the
soundstage character of all these ampli-

costly compared to other types, but have

fiers, and their relative levels of resolution.

absorption and dissipation characteristics

It is no speaker for the ordinary receiver or
transistor amplifier: the flat upper mid-

literally hundreds of times lower than electrolytics, about half polypropylenes, and
more than five times lower than most
Mylars. While the exact merits of such

range, treble balance, and amount of detail
is very unforgiving, almost to the point of

designers don't believe that high quality

annoyance on such products.
Ishould point out that this is, in many
ways, a speaker for the classical music

capacitors make amajor improvement in
speaker sound quality.

trade accuracy for bass. It's not so much

capacitors are controversial, few audio

The LM-250s are heavy at 46 lbs each,
and are designed for use with spiked feet.
As the British discovered several years in

listener, or at least the listener willing to
that the bass is weak, but rather that obvious tradeoffs are made between
transparency and bass energy. The result is

advance of us Yanks, spiking the speakers

an imbalance characteristic of many of to-

to the floor sharply reduces the slight
movement of the speaker cabinet in

day's better speakers: there is always more

response to bass vibration. This movement

reproduced by the LM-250s than is

blurs high frequency response, and explains why spike feet and heavy speaker

musically natural, because the information
is not balanced by extended bass. No lover

bases or mounting stands have become the

of chamber music, voice, or solo in-

rule for high-end systems.
The end result is atransparent and well-

(except lovers of grand piano and the more

focused monitor speaker with the same ex-

popular bassoon ditties), but many people

cellent highs as the LM-20, asmoother and

who prefer a strong bass line may feel
differently.

more detailed upper midrange, and excellent middle and lower midrange. The

upper octave data present in the music

struments is likely to object to this tradeoff

These tradeoffs are quite legitimate at the

bass is tight and well controlled, but lacks
extension below the upper midbass. In

Thiel CS-2 and Vandersteen 2C tough com-

short, the LM-250 is amore accurate ver-

petition for the LM-250. You will have to

sion of the LM-20, with more bass energy.

choose one designer's view of transparency over another, and perhaps choose that

It is also more demanding of associated
electronics. The LM-250 is avery flat and
detailed speaker. It has more depth and
more realistic soundstage width and information than the LM-20 (which is no
slouch), but requires electronics without

price point, but they make speakers like the

transparency over bass. Istrongly suggest
that you do this by extended listening, if
possible on your own electronics. Listen to
amix of full orchestral, jazz with astrong

grain or hardness, and a cartridge with

bass line, female voice (popular, not
operatic), woodwinds, and both solo and

good resolving power and no hardness in

massed violins. If you're dumb enough to

the upper octaves. The problems from CDs
are clearer than usual on the LM-250s; it is

ing between speakers of this caliber, you

not amachine for mediocre CD players.
The LM-250 mates very well with

listen to unfamiliar demo records in choosdeserve never knowing whether your

Conrad-Johnson's vacuum tube amplifiers

choice was right.
There are other differences you may hear

(surprise!), although it is better suited to

(more warmth and bass with the Vanders-

the power and superior upper-octave accuracy of the Premiere Four than the

slightly less detail, arguably slightly less

MV-45 or MV- -'5. It also did well with the

convincing woodwinds, etc.), but Isuspect

teens, better string tone than the Thiels but

AdcOm 555, and much better with the PS

many of these differences will change with

Audio 200CV or Krell KSA-50. It did an ex-

different cartridges and electronics. The
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main point, in any case, is that the LM-250s
compete in transparency and overall per-

Author's addendum:
Recent changes to the cabinet design and

formance with two of the best speakers in

the tweeter surround of the LM-250 have

the field, and are good enough to merit

significantly improved the speaker's airi-

close listening. You will be paying for
transparency and accuracy of timbre if you
buy the LM-250s, and only you can decide

ness and imaging specificity, as well as
widening the effective listening area.

whether these strengths in the LM-250s are

Owners of very early models are advised
to contact Conradjohnson to determine if

right for your system.

their speaker needs updating.

Five Clones: The Ultimate High End Conspiracy
Stereopbile is deeply concerned by
some aspects of the Synthesis advertis-

the probability that Lipnick, Fletcher,

ing campaign. The individual pictured

either cloned or in fact the same in-

Conrad, Pearson and Moncrieff are

in the Synthesis ads is supposed to be a dividual.
There are further, equally valid, in-

Louis Lipn(st)ick, reputed to be amusi-

although he is pictured with what is ob-

dicators. It is a well-known fact that
Fletcher conspicuously avoids flying to

viously aSoviet RPG-7 rocket launcher.

the East Coast, where it is possible that

cian in the Biwash Russian Music Club,

He's almost certainly aterrorist.

he might be recognized as Harry Pear-

More importantly, this individual

son. Peter Moncreiff and Harry Pearson

bears astriking, if not incredible, resemblance to four other personalities in
audio: Bill Conrad, David Fletcher,

separate personas at aCES. Conrad and
Pearson share asuspicious mutual in-

Harry Pearson, and Peter Moncrieff.

ability to properly use capital letters,

have never been seen together in their

Careful research using Face Feature

and none of the other four have ever

Transformations (FFT) analysis has

appeared on the same concert stage

proved there is an undeniable probability that all five of these "personalities"

with Lipnick.

parent public feuding between some

blind tests are being worked out so that

members of this group. For example,

we can evaluate whether these five

We know not what conclusions to
are exactly the same person. This is a draw from this weight of evidence, but
mathematical fact, in spite of the ap- advise you not to panic A/B double-

while Peter Moncrieff and Harry Pearson sometimes seem different in prose

"clones" exhibit statistically significant

content, it is striking that they have

differences. Some experts have already
suggested blind AB testing by various

exactly the same weight, height, girth,
writing style, voice, listening attitudes,

meaningful behavioral differences

analytic methodology, and sense of
humor—within normal interspecies
tolerances.
It is not for us to speculate on the conspiratorial implications of these unbe-

wives and lovers to determine whether
emerge in the dark. Others have suggested an open hearing at the next CES.
Watch for future reports, including results of our studies on the increasingly

lievable points of similarity. However, no

suspect relationship between this "gang

one closely informed about the high end

of five" and Ken Kessler, Julian Hirsch,

and their audio industry can deny that

and Bert Whyte.
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J. Gordon Holt
Conducted at the recent Consumer
Electronics Show, January 1986, in Las Vegas.

JGH: Meridian in England is called Boothroyd Stuart, right?
RS: Yes, the company is called Boothroyd Stuart, Limited, and
the trademark is Meriidian.
JGH: What is your function at Meridian? Sales, engineering,
design, or what?
RS: Well, up until quite recently Idid virtually everything: Iran
the company, designed the products, handled sales and promotion. The company grew—it started in 1977 —out of adesign
partnership of Alan Boothroyd and myself.
Alan is an industrial designer; his specialty is the appearance and the mechanical aspects
of the products—the way they look, the way they're constructed, and so on. My part is the
electronics end of the design.
JGH: You are solely responsible, then, for the sound of Meridian's products?
RS: That's right.
JGH: I'm sure you're aware of how some members of the audio community feel about
digital—the widespread opposition to CD. You must have known that any high-end electronics manufacturer that produced aCD player was going to earn the scorn of alot of
perfectionists. At what point did you decide it was worth doing anyway?
RS: The CD has never encountered as much resistance in the UK as in the States, so we
didn't see where producing aplayer would be damaging to our reputation.
We got involved with Compact Disc in rather acurious way, though. As an established
high-end manufacturer of amplifiers and speakers, we were always concerned about the
source material used with our products. And with phono units, we had the same problems
that everybody has—lack of consistency. No two ever sounded alike. No matter how
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carefully we worked over refining the
sound of our speakers and electronics, we

processor.
In fact, one of our tests, at aseminar in-

had no way of knowing what they would

volving about 50 of our UK dealers, was

sound like in a dealer's demonstration,

done under very carefully controlled con-

because every dealer used adifferent phono

ditions, setting levels to within .01 dB and
using computer control to do the switching. There was no statistical evidence to in-

unit. Everyone had his own favorite, and
they all sounded different.
JGH: Couldn't you have recommended the

dicate that the difference between the

phono equipment to be used for your

original signal and the digitally processed

demos?
RS: We could have, but no one would have

JGH: So this was the thing that convinced

paid any attention. They would have used

you that ...

what they preferred or whatever they had
on hand. So when we first heard about CD

RS: That it was possible, yes. It proved to us

we were very excited, because it looked like

sound well enough in digital form to pro-

one was audible at all.

that you could store and reproduce musical

the way of ridding ourselves of those

vide aconsistent and high-quality program

source material inconsistencies.

source. It proved to us that the digitizing
process was satisfactory, and that the audi-

But we were very disappointed with the
sound we heard from those first players. I ble problems we had heard from PCM tapes
bought one of the first-generation players,
and from the Sony 101 were due to other
aSony 101, and while it certainly showed
that we now had a consistent program

causes which should be remediable. That's

source, it was aconsistentlypoor program

the weaknesses in existing error-correction
systems and some of the odd things we

source. We put it to one side.

what encouraged us to start investigating

Actually, we had been doing alittle bit of
work with digital before that. We got in-

were observing about the interactions be-

terested in the Sony PCM-F1 system, and

the fact that, with CD sources, tubed

made some modifications to it and got it to

preamplifiers generally sound better than

sound quite good. But Icould never under-

solid-state ones.
Preamplifier designers will tend to op-

stand why Sony had opted for linear en-

tween CD players and preamplifiers. Like

coding instead of logarithmic.

timize their designs for one input, usually

JGH: Why logarithmic?
RS: Because at high signal levels, each

the phono one, paying less attention to the
high-level inputs.

decibel of level change involves a much

JGH: I've noticed that CD players are often

larger increment of signal change than is involved at very low signal levels. Linear en-

at their worst with very wideband preamplifiers, designed for HF response out to

coding provides more resolution at high
levels than is needed, and not enough

with the Meridian preamp?

250 kHz and beyond. Was this aproblem

resolution at low levels.

RS: No. We've never felt it was wise to

JGH: Yet the linear encoding seems to work
RS: Well, yes. We did some very interesting

design for an upper frequency range greater
than the program material could provide.
JGH: In other words, you use bandwidth

listening tests with that PCM-Fl system—
tests which showed that if you didn't go on-

RS: Yes.

to tape with the PCM signal, but just proc-

JGH: Yet Meridian was, if Irecall correctly,

quite well.

limiting.

essed and deprocessed the signal through

the first preamp manufacturer to incorpor-

the PCM adaptor, the digitizing introduced
so little degradation that one was very hard-

ate aspecially filtered CD input.
RS: Ibelieve so.

put to hear the difference between the

JGH: If you were already filtering the range

original signal and what came out of the

above 20 kHz, what additional filtering did
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you feel was necessary for CD?

which is what nearly all the Japanese

RS: We didn't limit the HF response any

players were based on, it would have posed

more; we just gave it asteeper cutoff slope,
to reduce further the ultrasonic interfer-

a nearly impossible filtering problem. I

ence that remained in the signal after proc-

ble 22-kHz filter in the analog domain. The

essing by the CD player's own filters.
Remember that, at that time, none of the

real advantage of the 4-times-oversampling
is that it allows most of the filtering to be

players had digital filters; they had very

done digitally, and this eliminates the ring-

don't think it is possible to build an inaudi-

steep analog filters. Even so, the 44-kHz

ing and severe phase shift problems which

pulses were only about an octave removed

are inherent in very steep analog filters.

from the topmost audio signal, so it took an

JGH: My only complaint about both of

8-pole filter just to bring those down to 48

your players is the deck itself. It's very slow,

dB below the maximum signal level. That

it does not allow you to do audible cueing,

wasn't enough, though. Any distortion at

and you can't even call out aspecific band

all in the electronics would ...
JGH: And even the best electronics have

without standing there and pressing abutton over and over. You can access band six

some distortion, as slight as it may be.

af an analog disc in atenth of the time it

RS: Yes, of course. And that distortion
would create intermodulation effects between the signal harmonics and the ultra-

takes to get there with the MCD or the Pro.
RS: That's true. Those things are clearly
relevant, but they're not very important to

sonic energy, and the difference tones
would extend downward into the audible

listen to arecording all the way through.

range. Our CD filtering merely did more effectively what the CD player's filters were
supposed to do.

someone who just wants to sit down and
JGH: Perhaps the reason they irritate me so
much is because, as atester, Ioften have
need to access specific bands of adisc. ..

JGH: What prompted you to turn your at-

RS: Like track 99 on Denon's test record.

tention to the CD player itself?
RS: Well, it became obvious to us that much

JGH: That's the pink noise band. You must

of the trouble with CD sound was due to in-

RS: We use that disc too. But you know, for

adequate filtering of that ultrasonic material.

the music lover, it doesn't matter. The slow

have been reading the magazine.

We discovered that, in just about every

access time can even be an advantage; it

player, Japanese or European, the digital

gives you time to sit down before the music

part was being pretty competently dealt
with, but the audio parts looked as if they

JGH: Ithink Istill prefer to sit down with a

had been designed by computer engineers
who had no understanding whatsoever of
analog audio topology. That's how we got
into it; we rebuilt the audio stages of aCD

starts.
remote control unit and choose my own
moment for the music to start.
RS: One of the other major things we did in
the player, besides redesigning the audio

player, and we were amazed by how good it
sounded. Of course it probably helped that

stages, was to use afaster integrator circuit

we chose to start with the best-sounding

And we changed the grounding to conform

and better topology in the power supply.

production deck.

to good, sound analog engineering practice.

JGH: If you had chosen somebody else's

Then we isolated and improved the power

deck, which perhaps had much worse

supply regulation to the various parts, and

sound than the Philips, and then reworked
the analog section in much the same way,

added better coupling caps in the analog

do you think you could have ended up with
something as good as you now have?
RS: No, because Ithink an essential point of

circuits.
Then somewhere along the line we noticed
that the sound was very different when you
put two discs into the player together. And

the one we used is the oversampling D-to-A

it was different if you put the player on the

conversion. If we had used aone-to-one,

floor, on the carpet. In theory there was no
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"...THE MOST SUCCESSFUL DESIGN OF ALL"
J. Gordon Holt Siefeophile July,

1985.

Mr. Holt elaborates further: "of all the speakers in this price class that I
have heard. Iwould say that Siefert's Maxim is probably the most successful design of all.. The system is beautifully balanced and almost
perfectly neutral....the low end from these is just amazing!...these little
speakers will play LOUD! Unlike most small systems.. .they have the
most accurate middle range Ihave heard from any speaker.. the high
end sounds as if it goes out almost indefinitely... Iwould gladly take this
high end in preference to that of most over-S2000 speaker systems Ihave
auditioned in recent years.

The Maxim reproduce massed violin sound

superbly— with not a trace of steeliness, yet with all the resinous sheen
of the real thing...I have never heard strings on good CDs sound more
natural...the imaging and soundstage presentation from these are excellent. They do not sound small...lt can make most audiophiles (and
practically all music lovers) quite happy for an indefinite period of time.

MAXIM III TWO-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM

RECOMMENDED."
The Maxim Ills, whose 40-Hz resonance is unmatched anywhere for a
ported system only 13 H u Il D x 9 W. are optimized for lowestpossible group delay and intermodulaton distortion. Hardwood finishes
are walnut, oak, or black. Now, join hundreds of satisfied purchasers
who testify that J. Gordon Holt's claims are not overstated. Then, add a
biamped subwoofer for still-greater performance heights.

11E_ IF_ HIT RE 5E RE1H
VISA/MC Orders (213) 457-4239

Send for areprint of the entire review
along with complete specifications of
this 2-way bookshelf-size system. Save
S100 from the $499/pr. dealer-selling
price. Buy the Maxim Ill's factorydirect for 5385, plus 514 shipping.
30-day, satisfaction-guaranteed return
privilege.

3I212-S Bailard Rd., Malibu, CA 90265

KIMBER KABLETM

•••••

1

•••••lb

MUSICAL •ACCURATE • FLAT • DYNAMIC • FLEXIBLE • STABLE
VALUABLE (but not too expensive)
4 PR-$1 /ft. 4VS-$1.80/ft. 4TC-$4/ft.
We have a new family of cable (TC). Call or write for
information on our new top-of-the-line cable.

KIMBER KABLE 2058 Harrison Blvd.
Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530 Telex 286 229 "KIMBERKABLE"
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reason why that should happen, in digital.
We found what the problem was: power

tremely curious was that, when we started
to separate out the power supplies, we

supply modulation.
JGH: From the overworked servo system?

found that those fluctuations were also in-

RS: Exactly. You see, the tracking servo con-

JGH: Oh? Could you explain how?

sumes more current than any other part of

RS: Yes. The power supply was jittering the

the entire player, and if for any reason it was
forced into constant action, it would deplete the power supply voltages to the rest
of the player, causing the analog circuits to
change their distortion characteristics.
JGH: What would cause this to happen?
RS: Any up-and-down motion of the disc

teracting with the digital part.

master clock.
JGH: Changing its frequency?
RS: Yes. Causing asmall FM modulation.
And, in aPCM system, asmall error in sampled time amounts exactly to an amplitude
error. One least significant bit of amplitude
is equivalent to 200 picoseconds of time.

the rotation of the disc itself. The second

That is avery short period of time.
A quartz crystal oscillator is extremely

disc minimizes both.

stable in the long term, and can be stable in

surface, due to outside vibration, or even to

JGH: So it has nothing to do with defocuss-

the short term from wave to wave, provid-

ing of the laser beam, or with stray light
bouncing around inside the disc material, as
claimed by some other manufacturers of

ed that the oscillator itself is stable. But if
you think about it, an oscillator is in fact not
adigital component. The oscillator is fol-

"CD stabilizers."
RS: No. We examined the bit stream when

dividers are subject to jittering. The exact

this problem was showing up, and found
that it was intact. In fact, with most discs,
the error rate is very low, and nearly all errors are fully corrected.
JGH: Your MCD Pro has two lights on it to
indicate corrected errors and interpolated
(uncorrected) errors, and Ihave yet to see

lowed by a voltage divider, and digital
moment the divider triggers is a timing
function, and if the timing is off, the output
pulse will not correspond in amplitude to
the digital code.
JGH: And this causes an amplitude modulation of the output signal.

either of them go on.

RS: Yes. ,
JGH: This problem was solved in your first

RS: They do, occasionally. But the interesting thing is that, when the yellow

player, the MCD?
RS: Yes, by simply improving the power

light flickers, indicating acorrected error,

supply to that particular chip. In the Pro, we

you can't hear it at all. But whenever the red

went even further with aseparate power

light flashes, for an interpolated error, you

supply, with its own transformer, for the

do hear it.
JGH: What do you hear?

audio section.
JGH: The audio and digital sections have

RS: A click.
JGH: That's it? No distortion?

RS: In the MCD there are separate regulated

their own supply?

RS: No, just asmall click, rather like that

supplies for the servo, the digital, and the

from adisc. Anyway, we did the work, and

audio sections, but they share acommon

we discovered quite clearly that what was
happening was that the rotating disc often

transformer and grounding system. In the
Pro, the supplies for the servo and the D-to-

goes into violent up-and-down vibration

A and audio section are completely separate.

while rotating, and the servos are so suc-

And we isolate the audio section from the

cessful in tracking—we found they would
track to within half a micron on a one-

RF section, which reduces the level of

millimeter warp or wobble!—that the
power supply would show really serious

dB.

fluctuations. That affects the analog stages,
as one would expect. The thing that was ex-
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spurious ultrasonic material by at least 18

IVariations in the voltage on the supply rails to the DIA
converter would also have this effect.
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JGH: You mean, much of that ultrasonic
garbage was the result of electrical interference from the digital circuitry into the
analog circuits?
RS: That digital clock is hammering away at
4megaHertz, and it is difficult to keep it out
of the audio circuits. Also, the audio circuits
in the Pro are DC-coupled, and servo loops
are used to hold all the proper operating
voltages and prevent any DC offset from ap-

EXCELLENCE
REALIZED
AGAIN!

pearing at the outputs. There are no coupling caps in the outputs, and that gets rid
of one of the most important sources of
degradation in many CD players.
JGH: Yes. Output caps have been identified
as amajor liability in CD players, but Ithink
this is just because the high capacitance
values needed make it almost mandatory to
use electrolytics or tantalums, which are
the worst around for audio use.
RS: When the MCD came out, it got very
good reviews in the UK, Japan, and in many
quarters in the U.S. In the UK, Decca, EMI,
Nimbus, and BBC use the machine, and it's
also being used by BIS and another Scandinavian record company.
Lots of people making CDs are using the
MCD to listen to them, and we got involved
in anumber of listening tests with Nimbus,
and particularly Decca. The Decca people
called us down and said "Look, this is great;
we've got all these machines, and yours is
much closer to the original tape than all the
others." And they let us use their facilities,
which was agreat help. We could get one of
the CDs and pull the master tape off the
shelf and compare them side by side. And
with all the modifications that made the
MCD into the Pro, we reached a point
where the Decca engineers and ourselves
couldn't hear the difference between the
master tape and what was coming off the
CD. When we got through, we knew we
had not only made the MCD sound better,
but that we hadn'tfust gone toward amore
euphonic

sound;

we'd

actually

gone

towards precision.

The Nelson-Reed
5-02/W-1202 three-way
speaker system.
Guaranteed frequency
response: 30 Hz to 20 kHz,
+/- 3db
"Impact bass—as from bass
drum, kick drum, and tap
dancers—was tight, deep and
solid, and had the concussive
impact that one feels as akick to
the abdomen."
—JGH, Stereophile, Vol. 8, No. 3

RN NELSON-REED

LOUDSPEAKERS

JGH: Accuracy.
RS: Yes, accuracy. If another machine

15810 Blossom Hill Rd
Los Gatos, CA 95030

sounds different, it's wrong. It sounds less

(408) 356-3633

like the master.
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JGH: That seems reasonable. ,

replay part to the point where it is better

RS: Yes, of course. Quite recently at Decca,
we had achance to hear the Sony two-box

than that of most PCM mastering machines.
Decca is unusual because they use their

machine and some other competitive

own custom machine, which is pretty com-

machines, and they do deviate from the

petently designed. Most recording com-

master tape sound.

panies are using Sony's 1610 or 1630, or —

JGH: What does that say, though, about the

actually, the best-sounding one seems to be

quality of the electronics they're using in

the Mitsubishi.
JGH: Doug Sax of Sheffield opted for the

the playback part of their digital mastering
RS: Decca uses avery high-quality unit, but

JVC, Ibelieve.
RS: Yes, and then Iunderstand the first

of course that is aquestion. They don't use

thing he did when he got it was rebuild all

Meridian electronics.

the analog electronics.

JGH: Iwas wondering when the time will

What we've found is that most CD manufacturers who want to know what their

machines?

come when home CD players have abetter
playback analog section than the profes-

discs sound like have to go ahead and make
them and then listen to them on the Merid-

sional digital mastering decks?
RS: It's right now. That time has come.

ian Pro. They can't get it back through the

What's happened is, we've evolved the

(mastering) tape machine. In fact, we're
doing some work right now in England
with acouple of recording companies, pro-

2 It's fascinating to hear the assurance hear that any difference from the MCD Pro is an error, and yet the
acknowledgement that the best CD players are better than
the tape decks used to make the master tapes. Who's to
know that the reference standard, in this case the Decca
tape deck, won't be significantly bettered? In that event.
who's CD player is best, the one that matches the old Decca or the new Decca? No one yet knows how good digital
can sound, even with the current recording electronics.
—LA

r‘ir

ducing Pro machines with adigital input so
they can feed the digital mastering machine
into it, allowing them to switch from the
CD to the tape, both using our DIA converter and audio section
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THE ABOVE BASS CHARACTERISTICS HAVE BEEN ELIMINATED ...50 HAS THE ENCLOSURE!
For inf ormateon on the Enigma Dipole Subwoof ow System, call or write
Sound Associates. Inc ,Suite A. 11112 N Port Washington Mequon, WI 53092
1-800-331-8677 or 1.414.242-3301

46 The Enigma performs as advertised,

with excellent impact freedom from resonant boom and mud, and marvelous pitch definito ,

What's really exciting about the Enigma is its ability to resolve bass detail with aclarity I've never before expenenced
Sure my big boxes play louder than the Enigma. but they also dish out enough spurious mud to bury alot of bass detail.
There's no question that the Enigma is great stuff on bombastic program material Bass extension, low end impact,
enhancement of dynamics and midrange clarity are very impressive
The Enigma does, however, have the control and clarity to keep up with the most high resolution speakers around. And the
dipole acoustic pattern causes fewer interaction problems with other dipoles than do point-source subwoofers
... Ifound the integration between the Enigma and the planar speakers Itried it with lo be almost ideal.
The Enigma offers the well-heeled music lover exceptional bass performance Like most assaults on state-of-the-art
the Enigma is not great value for the dollar, but is. in my opinion, worthy of inclusion in the finest audio systems 9
complete system $2895
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JGH: Clever!
RS: But it seems to me that the next major

amplifier nonlinearities or considerations

step has to be in the A-to-D.
JGH: What will you be doing in that area?

of interconnecting cables. That's the future
as far as I'm concerned: digitization right up
to the loudspeaker. Ican well see systems

RS: We're trying to build a four-times-

evolving that way, particularly as we get

oversampling A/D converter, running at
176 kHz. Then the anti-aliasing filter could

JGH: Do you see the possibility of using the

more and more digital sources.

ly translate down to 44.1 kHz for the tape

loudspeaker itself to do the D/A conversion?
RS: Yes, it's possible. Certainly, a digital

encoding.

crossover would be advantageous. It would

JGH: Most of our readers are familiar with

have no phase shift, and could use very

be digital, and it would be simple to digital-

how four-times-oversampling works in

steep curves without ringing. 1see the

playback, where each digital sample from
the disc is sampled four times. Please ex-

speaker of the future—and Idon't know

plain how it works in recording?
RS: It's even simpler at the recording end.
You just take your amplitude samples from
the analog signal four times more often.

whether I'm talking five or ten years from
now—as being part of acompletely digital
system, with all parameters such as volume,
equalization for analog discs, even corrective EQ for badly made recordings, per-

This gives all the advantages in anti-alias

formed digitally.

filtering that it gives you in playback

JGH: Let's get back to that business about
the tracking servo modulating the power

filtering.
Except that when recording, you're trying

supply. Besides isolating the servo power

to filter out difference tones produced by

supply from the other circuits, you also pro-

signals of too high a frequency for the
sampling to resolve, and in playback you're

vide asoft plastic disc-damping mat with
the Pro. Isn't that superfluous?

trying to filter out the corners of the stepped

RS: Not really. No matter how much you

output pulses, whose frequencies aren't
related to the signal at all.

decouple the supplies, the servo supply is
still within the system.

JGH: No one, at least as far as Iknow, has

JGH: At least one manufacturer is selling a

questioned the recording end of CD. Fourtimes-oversampling when recording might
even meet the criteria of digital critics who
maintain that 44.1 thousand samples per second don't provide high enough resolution.

hard disc damper painted flat black, to absorb stray light as well as inhibiting disc
wobble. Do you think that is a valid approach to the problem?
RS: Well, ahard damper is not going to in-

RS: Perhaps.
JGH: That means, then, that Meridian will

hibit wobble any more effectively than asec-

be getting involved in the design of record-

because it is not going to contact the play-

ond CD on top of the one you're playing,

ing-equipment electronics.

ing disc's surface all that well. That's why

RS: Yes. Or digital preamps. That's the way
Ithink it's going to go. It's only aquestion
of time before the A/D conversion takes

we use asoft damper.
JGH: What about the stray light? They

place right at the microphone interface, and
the signals stay that way right up the the

discs are less opaque than others.

loudspeakers.
A couple of years ago, we built adigital

claim that that's aproblem because some
RS: Idon't see how that can have any
relevance at all. After all, we're dealing here

version of our M-10 active loudspeaker. We

with adigital system ...
JGH: Go or no-go. ..

never produced it, but it was exhibited at

RS: Exactly. The light sensor either reads

several shows. The digital converter was in
the preamplifier, and the signal was han-

change in the level of either one won't

reflected light or it doesn't, and a small

dled in digital form all the way to the loud-

make any difference. If there is enough light

speaker. It didn't have to concern itself with

scattering to upset things, you'll just get too
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many uncorrectable errors and the system

with the wide range of source impedances,

will mute.

power capabilities, and feedback configura-

JGH: So the lack of opacity is unimportant.

tions provided by different power ampli-

RS: Iwould think so.
JGH: A change of topic here. Icannot help
but wonder how it is that amanufacturer

fiers. There are so many advantages to the
active loudspeaker approach.
JGH: How long have you pursued that

lukewarm reviews in the English perfec-

approach?
RS: For about seven years now. We feel the

tionist press has managed to come up with

designs have been successful, but the com-

whose products have generally gotten only

what is widely acknowledged to be the

pany went through some evolutionary

best-sounding CD player ever made?

difficulties—financial, management —that

RS: That's avery hard question to answer.
Over the years, we have had avery good

inhibited its growth. Then the modular

reputation in the UK for our amplifiers and

system came out, and it was abad value.

speakers, although we haven't done too

JGH: The point I've been skirting is that,
when the people at Ift-F1 News, for in-

well during the last couple of years because

stance—Martin Colloms or John Atkinson—

our modular system was basically too ex-

discuss their tests on the latest cartridges or

pensive. One's experience in the marketplace goes up and down.

turntables or whatever, they never seem to

JGH: Actually, the main criticism Ihave
seen of Meridian products in the UK press

mention your products among those used
for reference standards.
RS: We avoided the UK press for about 12

had to do with value for the dollar—or
pound. Then there's the question of Meridian's presence in the American marketplace.

had amplifiers coming along that would
supersede our current line, and because we

Until the MCD came along, the American
press had rarely even mentioned the name
Meridian. Is this because of any reluctance
on Meridian's part to actively solicit American reviews?

months, partly because we knew that we

were rather preoccupied with reorganizing
our company. I'm friends with these people, and they come by from time to time, so
what we're doing is no news to them. But
the modular system just didn't catch on;

RS: Not really. When we first came into the
US market we had adifferent distributor,

they wouldn't be using that, and what else

who just wasn't very aggressive about pro-

though. The M-20 is getting very good

moting our products. You see, many Britons
seem to feel that if you have agood enough

press coverage now.
JGH: So your market

product, it will sell itself.

visibility, is going to be substantially greater

But the world doesn't work that way.
And we had rather more of ajob of promo-

in the near future.
RS: You're going to see amarked change,

tion to be done here than usual, because

now that we really have something worth

Americans are not too enthusiastic about

talking about. Before that, we had speakers
which were five years old. Magazines don't

the idea of self-powered loudspeakers.
JGH: Ihave felt for some time that the mix'n-match approach to component selection

was there? They all like the active speakers,

presence,

your

like to write about things that are five years

that is so dear to the heart of audiophiles is

old.
JGH: I'm curious: What is your background?

no longer a viable approach—that it is

Did you come out of engineering?

necessary now to look at amplifiers and
loudspeakers, for instance, as interrelated

RS: Yes. Ihave adegree in electronics and
psychoacoustics, and took asecond degree

parts of the same component.
RS: It's just acompletely logical design ap-

JGH: How much are you involved in the

proach, because one can eliminate all the
compromises that must otherwise be made
to have aspeaker, for example, work well
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in business.
musical end of audio?
RS: Only as amusic lover. When Ileft the
University Ispent some time working for
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THE QUAD FOUNDATION SPEAKER BASE
By

ChicagoSeakerS1and
The Quad Foundation Speaker Base is engineered and is aesthetically designed to be an integral part of the Quad ESL-63, and not
merely an add-on device which elevates the speaker off the floor.
The "QFSB" is an engineering marvel, it is the only speaker base
which brings the QUAD to the theoretical ideal of mountain aspeaker
rigidly in free space. To achieve this, the ESL-63 mounts directly into.
and is securely fastened to the "QFSB .:It is also very massive (can be
loaded to 300 lbs. each), virtually non-resonant and spiked to eliminate undesirable speaker movement.
Because the Quad Foundation Speaker Base is molded to the exact
width and curvature of the ESL-63 it looks like part of the speaker. To
further complement the ESL-63 the "QFSB" is available in gloss
black or brown.
Also Hercules Speaker Stands for conventional loudspeakers. For
more information and the dealer nearest you, call today!
1-800-882-2256

In Illinois 312-745-5500

Foreign
Enemies on
the Loose

SOTA SUPER STAR System
Your living room is out to destroy
your music Its an unknown and
hostile environment full of foreign
enemies at least from your turntable's point of view.
On top avinyl record with random
warps and nasty resonances Below •
innocent footsteps that become
earthquakes if they reach your
stylus And the most foreign enemy
of all house current about as pure
as your drinking water

Introducing lb. SOTA SUPER
STAR Systens...the first global
solution.
Our exclusive Vacuum/Acrylic
Clamping System flattens into submission record warps and resonances.
The 32Ib SOTA Suspension System
neutralizes the wide array of mechanical variables from set-up and
placement to feedback and vibrations.
And our Electronic Flywheel Line
Conditioner obliterates anomalies
active in all electric lines voltage
glitches, hash, pulses. and RFI

SOTA to dui Rescue.
With the "VVorld's first global turntable system" SOTA eliminates your
music's worst enemies As usual,
these features are user-friendly and
easily retrofittable to current SOTAS
At last, experience true "analogue
perfectibility "Warning you may
become an analogue-addict I

SOTA
PO Box 7075. Berkeley, CA 94707
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Marconi, doing development work on

RS: Yes. But Ithink another reason sym-

transmitters and television color cameras

phonic material isn't often played at shows

and so on.

is because most listeners have such ashort
attention span under the pressured CES

JGH: How did you get into audio?
RS: Audio has been apassion of mine for

conditions that it's more appropriate to use

many years. While Iwas in College Ibuilt
my own system, designed atape recorder,

music on asmaller scale, or short interludes

had articles published in Wireless World

phonic crescendo may last longer than a

about tape recorders and noise-reduction

casual visitor is prepared to spend in any

of high-powered material. A single sym-

systems. I've been in the audio business

one exhibition room.

since 1972, when Iwas invited to design a

JGH: Your listening room here is, what,

about 24 feet square. What would you say is
range of products which were called Lecson
—very distinctive looking. That's where I the average listening room size in England?
RS: More like 15 foot square would be
met my partner, as he was also called in on
the project. That's how it began. We designed

average, although plenty of people have

Lecson, then something called Altis, then

rooms which are 30 feet in one direction.
But the rooms are usually very solidly con-

decided to form our own company. Ifind
being aconsultant brings little satisfaction—
you're always being called in by companies
that are already abit sick.
JGH: They call you in when it's too late.

structed. Most British homes are built of
brick, with plaster interior walls, rather
than the wood frame which is so popular in

ning right to do their own development,

the U.S.
JGH: I've noticed that British exhibitors
tend to demonstrate at much lower volume

and then they expect you to breathe new

levels than American exhibitors. Are listen-

life into their company after it's already
earned abad reputation in the marketplace.

always assumed, from the popularity of the

JGH: And when it doesn't happen, it makes

Quad speakers, that Britons listened at

you look bad.
RS: It doesn't make one look good.
JGH: What kind of music do you prefer to

much lower levels than Americans.
RS: The Quad is marginal even for the UK.

RS: Yes. They haven't had their own plan-

listen to?
RS: Mostly classical: chamber, symphonic,
and choral.
JGH: I've noticed something at these
shows: Exhibitors rarely play symphonic

ing habits different in the UK? And I've

But yes, it's customary in England to try and
listen at a realistic level, more near the
original level.
JGH: But the original level is going to depend on how closely the instruments were
miked, and, as miking has gotten closer,

music, except for the occasional high-

that realistic level has risen to around 100

powered showpiece like aSheffield Firebird
or aReference Recordings Symphonie Fan-

dB or more.
RS: Oh yes, that is true.

tastique. Some exhibitors have said this is

JGH: But there is still acultural difference,

because there are very few good symphonic

as with the Japanese.
RS: The Japanese taste is quite extraor-

recordings. Do you agree with this?

dinary. It explains the way their loudspeakRS: No, Idon't. That was certainly the case
with LP, though. It was very hard to find a ers sound.
symphonic or choral record that was truly JGH: Shrill and strident, to Western ears.
satisfying, whereas now there are custom
CDs that are much more enjoyable.
JGH: By "custom" you mean products of
small record manufacturers?
RS: Yes. Discs that aren't aimed at the mass-

Yet American audiophiles often find
English loudspeakers to be alittle too polite
at the high end.
RS: That's why our speakers have HF balance controls on them.

market buyer.

JGH: Each to his own taste, eh? Or lack of it.

JGH: Telarc and M&K Realtirne for example.

RS: There's no accounting for it.
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SOUTHER
1/
JUNIOR

le THE
THE
SLA-3

SUPERB SOUND

IMPROVED
REPLACED

gre\

BY THE NEW

SWEET PRICE

$550

TRIQUARTZ
SUPERIOR SOUND
SAME PRICE

$1350

THE CLEARAUDIO IMPORTER
THE LEADER IN LINEAR PHONO TRACKIN‘,

SOUTHER ENGINEERING CORPORATION
429

YORK

STREET .

CANTON. MASSACHUSE 1TS 02021

617 828-5050/TELEX SOUTHER940 536BOSTELEx

Mordaunt-Short MS-15 $200/pr.
British Fidelity A-1 Amp $350
Logic Tempo/Datum Arm $500
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RCS Audio International, Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. NW.
Washington, DC 20007
U.S. Distributors for British Fidelity, Mordaunt-Short.
Spender and Logic.
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Where to Buy Stereophile
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile should telephone Gail Anderson at 505 982-2366.
ALABAMA
Huntsville
Campbell Stereo
1216 N. Memorial Parkway
Mobile
Audible Difference Audio
556 Holcombe Ave

ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
2420 Seward Hiway

ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi -Fi Sales
810 West Main Street
Phoenix
Two Jeffreys Audio
527 W. Butler Drive
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
8672 E. Edgemont SE
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd.
2440 E. Broadway

CALIFORNIA

Berkeley
DB Audio
2578 Shattuck
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Claremont
Audio Basics
976 W. Foothill #139
Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fairfield
C&M Stereo Unlimited
2020 North Texas
Grass Valley
Alta Buena Stereo
214 East Main St.
Lancaster
California Soundworks
737 W. Lancaster Blvd.
Menlo Park
Classical Wax
827 El Camino
Mission Viejo
Videolaser
28451 Marguerite Parkway
Newport Beach
Newport Audio
1000 Bristol St. North
North Hollywood
The Audio Specialist
6244 Laurel Cyn. Blvd
North Oakland
Pro Audio
383 40th Street
Northridge
Northridge Audio Center
9054 Tampa Avenue
Palo Alto
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
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Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E. Colorado Blvd.
San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
San Francisco
Laser World
533 Second Street
SanJose
Presto Audio
3125 Williamsburg Drive
San Louis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
1130 Garden St, Suite A
San Mateo
Audio Venture
306 Fifth Avenue
Mateo Hi-Fidelity Inc.
2199 S. El Camino Real
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
3951 State Street
Santa Cruz
Stereo Solution
518 Front Street
Santa Monica
Audio by John Dudley
1431 Ocean Ave, #400
Jonas Miller Sound
2336 Santa Monica Blvd.
Shelley's Stereo
2212 Wilshire Blvd
Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News Inc.
733 Fourth Street
West Hollywood
Audio One
8788 West Sunset Blvd.
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
22512 Ventura Blvd
Sound Center
20044 Ventura Blvd

COLORADO
Boulder
Boulder Sound Gallery
1622 Broadway
Listen Up
2034 E. Arapahoe
Denver
Sound Hounds
1575 S. Pearl

CONNECTICUT

Greenwich
Aud-Vid Inc.
79 East Putnam Ave
New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave.
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St.
Stereo Lab
140 Bank St

Niantic
Bay Sounds
24 Pennsylvania Ave
Norwichtown
Sound Advice
42 Town Street

DISTRICT OF COUJMBIA
Periodicals —
1824 Eye St. NW, Inel Sq.
Periodicals—Georgetown
3109 M Street NW
Serenade Records
1800 M Street NW

FLORIDA
Fort Walton Beach
Stereo Images
11 Eglin Parkway SE #6
Hollywood
Audio Encounters
523 South 21st Ave
Jacksonville
Audio Etc.
9838 Baymeadows
Lake Worth
Sound Shack
308 North Dixie Hwy
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-0 E. New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 South Dixie Hwy.
Audio Plus
12241 South Dixie Hwy.
Joe's News Inc.
1549 Sunset Dr.
Sound Components
1536 S. Dixie Hwy.
Tampa
Audio Visions
14'33 N. Dale Maybry

GEORGIA

Lilburn
Stereo Shop
4140 Highway 29
Martinez
The Stereo Shoppe
Columbia Square Shopping
Center
Smyrna
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Road

ILLINOIS

Belleville
Audio Musicale
36 Country Club Plaza
Champaign
Glen Poor's Audio Visual
1912 BRound Barn Road
Chicago
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N. Western Ave.
The Golden Ear
10630 S. Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
716 North Wells Street

Evanston
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Lisle
Sound Choice
2791 Maple Ave
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
20 West Jefferson St.

INDIANA
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
6328 N. College Ave
Southbend
Classics Stereo
6341 1' niversit yCommons

IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
730 East Kimberly Road

KANSAS
Lawrence
Kiefs Gramophone
2100A West 25th
Topeka
Senses Electronics
835 Fairlawn Rd.

KENTUCKY
Louisville
Sound Gallery
614 E. Broadway

LOUISIANA
Lafayette
Acoustic Images
904 Greenbriar Rd
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St

MAINE
Scarborough
New England Music
424 Paine Rd

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscope
406 W. Cold Spring Lane
Laurel
C. K Audio
11605 Basswood Drive

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Mass. Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard Street
Cambridge
Q Audio
95 Vassar Street
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Road
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Northampton
Custom Audio
183 Main St

NEW YORK

Binghampton
JSG Audio
1437 Front Street
MICHIGAN
Buffalo
Royal Oak
Stereo
Emporium
Audio Dimensions
4128 North Woodward Ave 3407 Delaware
Colonic
Saginaw
Mortis Music Systems
The Listening Room
1593 Central Ave
1305 Court Street
Huntington Station
Swartz Creek
Audio
Breakthrough
Audio House
129 Route 110
4304 Brayan Drive
Lake Grove
MINNESOTA
Audio Den Ltd
Minneapolis
Smith Haven Plaza 2021
Audio Perfection
Nesconset Hwy
7401 Lyndale Ave. South
Manhasset
HiFi Sound Electronics
Audio Breakthrough
1226 Harmon Place
1534 Northern Blvd
Massapequa
Shinder's Read More
628 Hennepin Ave.
Alternate Audio
41 Riverside Drive
MISSOURI
Mount Kisco
Kansas City
Fox & Sutherland
Sound Advice
15 South Moger Ave.
8215 Grand Ave
Nesconset
Webster Grove
Audio Enjoyment
The Speaker Store
119 Smithtown Blvd.
8183 Big Bend
New York City
Audio
Breakthrough
NEVADA
199 Amsterdam Ave
Las Vegas
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc.
R. P Miller Audio
1221 Lexington Avenue
953 East Sahara B.2"
Stereo Exchange
NEW HAMPSHIRE
687 Broadway
Hanover
Rochester
Hanover Audio Inc.
JB Sound
5S. Main St.
2680 Ridge Rd.
Northfield
Scarsdale
Sound Inc
The Listening Room Inc.
900 Tilton Rd.
590 Central Park Avenue
Syracuse
NEW JERSEY
Superior Sight & Sound
Englewood
2780 Erie Blvd. East
Stuart's Audio
Valley Stream
3Grand Avenue
American Audiophile
Morristown
Trading Corporation
Sight & Sound
5Sunrise Plaza
60 Speedwell Ave
Wappinger Falls
Ridgewood
Sound Odyssey Inc.
Sounding Board
55 Route 9
75 Franklin Ave.
Trenton
NORTH CAROLINA
Hal 's Stereo
Shelby
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Sound Advice Custom
Verona
Stereo
Audio Connection
1180 Scenic Drive
615 Bloomfield Ave.
Wilmington

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul N.E.
Page One Newsstand &
Bookstore
11200 Montgomery N.E.
Los Alamos
MC2
820 Trinity Drive
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St Michaels Drive
Downtown Subscription
130 W. Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo
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Atlantic Audio
4121 Oleander Drive

OHIO
Cincinnati
Pete's News Shop
308 Ludlow Ave.
Soteric Audio
4611 Montgomery
Stereo Lab
11389 Princeton Rd.
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 South Hamilton Road
Heath
Threshold Audio
409 S. 22nd St.
Kettering
Hauer Music
3140 Far Hills Ave

Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Road
Jamiesons'
3417 Dorr Street

VERMONT

OKLAHOMA

Alexandria
Excalibur
323 S. Washington
Leesburg
High C Stereo
212 East Market St.
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad Street
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound, Inc.
6519 College Park Sq.

Edmond
K & FAudio
194 SE 33rd Market Place

OREGON

Beaverton
Corner Audio
3661 SW Hall Blvd
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia
Chestnut 11111 Audio
311 Cherry St.

PUERTO RICO
Puerto Nuevo
Laser sound
de Diego As-e *272

SOUTH CAROLINA
West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
200 Meeting St.
TENNESSEE
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave

TEXAS
Austin
Audio File
1202 S. Congress Ave.
Audio Concepts
Dobie Mall, 2021 Guadalupe
Audio Concepts
Creekside Square, 3010 W.
Anderson Lane
Austin Booksellers
2200 Guadalupe
Beaumont
Beaumont Sound
5925 Phelan
Dallas
Dallas Audio Concepts
14362 Marsh Lane
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs
Preston Trail Audio
17390 Preston Road 0320
El Paso
Soundquest Inc.
6800 Gateway East ID
Houston
Audio Prophiles
12651 Memorial Dr.
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Highway
San Antonio
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Road
Waco
North American Sound
1411 N. Valley Mills Dr.

UTAH
Salt Lake City
Discriminator Music
2124 S. 1100 East

Burlington
City Stro,
207 Colleg, st

VIRGIN'A

WASHINGTON

Seattle
Bulldog News
4142 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Spokane
Hars Stereo
W. 313 Sprague Ave
Tacoma
The Stereo Shoppe
11007 Bridgeport Way SW
Wenatchee
Audiophile Mike's
1856 N. Wenatchee Ave

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
Ht Fi Clinic
3624 MacCorkle Ave.
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc.
467 High Street

WYOMING
Casper
Casper Sound Studio
313 Thelma Dr.
CANADA

NOVA SCOTIA

Halifax
Atlantic News
6650 Morris St.

ONTARIO
London
Multi•Mag
209 Dundas Street
AUSTRALIA
Northcote, Victoria
A.R.Art
P.O. Box 58
HONG KONG
The Sound Chamber
60-68 Des Vogux Road Center
ITALY
Lucca, 55100
Sound & Music
Via MaZZIrOSa, 7
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PUZZLER
Publisher's note:

from aloudspeaker. We also got some real-

Gad! I'm covered with rue for failing to

ly far-out guesses, which included "dither,"

publish this answer, along with all the

"absolute-phase reversal," "red shift," "turbulence," and the "generation of subhar-

devoted respondees, any sooner

monics between the test frequency and the
noise from the fan."

The Problem
Middle-aged Henry W., suspecting that
his ears might be starting to lose some HF
range since he last checked them (8 years
ago, to 15.5 kHz), decided to check them
again with aborrowed oscillator. He was
amazed to find that, despite the noise from
alarge fan at one side of his room, he was
actually hearing 16,800 Hz.
Later, a skeptical friend challenged
Henry to another test, in the friend's listening room. This time, Henry couldn't hear a
thing above 14,000 Hz!
Henry was unable to figure out why his
own test had yielded such awide frequency range until some time later when he was
stopped at arail crossing for apassing Amtrak train. What was his clue, and how had
he heard 16,800 Hz, when his hearing was
obviously no good beyond 14,000?!

The Answer
There were more than 80 responses to
this Puzzler, most of them chiding us for
making it so easy. Only 25 got it right.
We were favorably impressed by the

The clue was, of course, the rising and
falling pitch of the whistle from the passing
train. The phenomenon causing it was
doppler effect. Everyone who wrote in got
those two things right. But most respondents attributed the doppler shift to the motion of the air from the fan, which is wrong.
Although the length of sound waves may
be increased or decreased when propagated through moving air, they will still pass a
stationary listener's ears at the same repetition rate (frequency). Likewise for the increased air pressure directly in front of the
fan. This too will change the wavelength of
the sound, but increased air pressure
speeds up sound waves rather than slowing
them down, and again, the sound waves
will reach the listener at the original repetition rate. In order for doppler effect to occur, either the source of the sound or the
listener must be in motion relative to one
another.
In Henry's case, the doppler-shifting of
that 16,800 test tone was being done by the
whirling fan blades. The fan was located
near and to one side of the speakers, from

technical sophistication exemplified by

whence the test tone struck the blades

many of the rep!, some of which proved
mathematically what we knew all along:

fan. From there, the HF sound reflected

that areal fan can produce a16.7% reduction in the frequency of sound coming
IMany trained listener, seem able to hear to far above their
measured HF limit, demonstrating the ability, for example,
to distinguish between aprramp which extends to 20 kHz
and one which goes out to SO kHz. It would appear,
however, that they are hearing not ultrasonic information,
hut rather the effects of ultrasonic information, which arc
being splattered down into their audible range through the
generation of difference tones by the amplifying stages in
the preamp.
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from nearly square-on to the front of the
obliquely forward toward Henry's listening
seat. As each blade swung through a
revolution, it would be moving, first, away
from Henry, and then back towards him,
doppler-shifting the reflected sound
downwards and then upwards in frequency. He could not hear the upward-shifted
sound, because it was even farther above
his upper hearing limit, but the downward-

Stereophile

shifted sound of the tone extended down
to 14,000 Hz, which he could hear.

been audible because of the ear's poor
pitch perception at very high frequencies.

If Henry had listened carefully enough,

This issue's puzzler was, incidentally, not

he would also have noticed a fluttering

ahypothetical case; it happened. Only the

amplitude-modulation of the sound, that

circumstances were fictionalized to make

might have clued him in as to its source.

for amore interesting narrative.

But the warbling pitch would not have

The Winner!
The first reader who got acorrect answer
to us was Ben Caraway, MD, who gets our

Congratulations also to these readers
who got the right answer, but later:

congratulations and a free subscription
renewal to Stereophile. No cigar, though.
Robert G. Kaplow

Michael Caracappa

Paul R. Drouilhet, Jr.

Ted C. Engel

Harold W. Anderson, Jr.

R. Menzel

Perry J. Martin
John Smolley

T. N. Jackson

Mike Ford

Cleve Watson

Rick Carlotti

Randy R. Doyle

David Barnett

Louise Drake

John Schwenker

Wade Norwood
Gary Fisher

Paul Schwerman
Gilbert N. Plass

Tom Kelly
Mark Ransom

Stuart Norheimer

J. D. McDonald

Jerry Mayfield

SIMPLY, THE BEST.
The BEST Audio Equipment.
•Audio Research •Oracle •f3&W
•Dahlquist •Robertson •B&K
•Alphason •Audible Illusions •WI
•Spendor •Monster/Alpha
•PS Audio •Janis •Thorens •AR
•Sound Labs Electrostatics
•Polk Audio •Denon •Yamaha
•Nakamichi •NAD •Adcom
•Hafler •Bang & Olufsen •Signet
•Quad •Grado •Counterpoint
•Koetsu •Apogee •Ultra •Stax
•NEC •Acoustat
The BEST Video Equipment.
•NEC •Canon •Kloss NovaBeam
•Sony •Pioneer •NAD •Proton
•Magnavox
The BEST Service.
Delivery and custom installation

available from all three stores.
Technician on premises in New
York City location.
The BEST Advice.
Our personable staff is not
composed of "Sales People," but
of long time -Audiophiles" who
love MUSIC as much as you do.
The BEST Locations.
199 Amsterdam Ave.
New York City 212-595-7157
1534 Northern Blvd.
Manhasset 516-627-7333
129 Route 110
Huntington Sta. 516-423-7755
All locations open late Monday,
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday.

Audio Breakthroughs
Stereophile
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MISCELLANY
Audiophile Audition

Compuwhatsit?

If you haven't already discovered this

We have been watching with interest the

fascinating program on Public Radio, we

unfolding saga of afirm called Compuson-

strongly urge you to do so. Host John Sunier

ics, which announced three years ago the

plays recordings of outstanding interest to

imminent availability of aremarkable digital

audiophiles, and interviews audio and musi-

recording system that could record an hour's

cal luminaries on this one-hour weekly

worth of high-quality audio on a"conven-

show, broadcast on Sundays at 2 pm EST

tional computer floppy disc."

and relayed via satellite (analog) to around

Compusonics even had abooth at the
CES that year, but no demonstration. Just a
non-functioning mockup to show what

100 NPR stations nationwide.
Put anote next to your tuner to remind
you to tune in this coming Sunday, while
there's nothing on the TV except 60 Minutes.

Holophonics

their machines (a professional and ahome
model) would look like. We inquired about
availability. "Not right away," was the reply.
Pinned to the wall, the Compusonics representative admitted that the best they could

The latest "technological breakthrough"
being touted in the press these days is
something called Holophonics, described

do right then was record about 2minutes

by Reese Hag,gott of Alpine/Luxman, the

perfect high-density disc storage capabili-

U.S. promoters of the new system, as "a ma-

ty." Who isn't?!

jor step forward for the recording industry."

Stereophile is still getting periodic press
releases from Compusonics, but they've

According to arecent press release, the
Holophonics system provides "the most accurate reproduction of the human listening

per disc. "We're waiting for someone to

had little to say about the availability of

experience. The process is capable of en-

their $1200 consumer model. So we decided to phone the company and find out

coding the full spectrum of phonic im-

what's going on.

pulses and delivering them in alistening

Company president David Schwartz told
us they've been shipping their professional

situation." To date, there been no technically comprehensible description of how the

model for ayear. Using ahard-disc for stor-

process works.

age, this machine manages to squeeze out

We received acopy of ademonstration

the playing times originally announced for

cassette from Alpine/Luxman, and were not

their floppy-disc models: 1hour of mono

overly impressed. To us, it sounded like a

or 45 minutes of stereo. Their latest floppydisc version, another industrial model aimed

typical binaural (dummy-head) recording,
and, like other such recordings we have

at broadcasters and offering up to 5minutes

heard, was incapable of reproducing out-

of stereo recording (6.6 megabytes) per

of-the-head frontal sounds. Sounds to the

double-sided 51
4 '
/
floppy, will be available

sides and rear were convincingly reproduced

for purchase in "a few months."

(via headphones), but again, no better than

But what about the consumer model?

from conventional binaural recordings.

Schwartz allowed as how they might be

At this point, we remain unconvinced
that this has anything new to offer in our

delivering that within ayear—but, then,

pursuit of perfect sound reproduction.

time on afloppy, don't hold your breath.
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maybe not. As for that 1-hour recording
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RELIABLE LIQUIDITY

While the musically knowledgeable are keenly aware of the sensual superiority of tube
circuitry there is atragic truth about conventional tube preamplifiers—there are reliability
problems That is why we created MOSCODE'" hybrid tube/mosfet circuits The MOSCODE'" MINUET in A Preamp circuit uses unique hybrid tubeimosf et cascodes and
mosfet regulated power supplies which eliminates all of the conventional tube tremors
because all of the vulnerable sections of the circuit are handled by solid state most ets Is it
possible to create a high gain (80db — no headamp needed) preamp that uses tubes and
has solid state reliability? Is it possible to own a tube preamp that will give you reliable
liquidity? Do you have to suffer in your search for musical ecstacy? Go ahead, make our
day — Put us to the test by auditioning the MOSCODE'" MINUET in A For acomplete
dealer listing and information about our products write

NEW YORK AUDIO LABORATORIES
2 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, NY 10523 914/592-5575

LEGENDARY ACCLAIM
RAVE REVIEWS: Year after year, in audio journals and
magazines throughout the world. Rogers loudspeakers get
consistently positive reviews. Why? Because something
overwhelming happens when you connect with the emotional
heart of the music. Make the connection . . . Rogers,
Legendary Acclaim.
• "(LS-2) vocals were remarkably clear and open, with no trace of
edginess or hardness." Her Heretic, Im(Us.)
• "The LS-6 was found to be very
well balanced with a transparent,
informative mid, and an open, airy
nature." He, Chace, 1985 (UK)
• "The LS 3/5A is a real monitor
speaker, the sound is just amazing.
The stereo image is just wonderful."
New HtF, Sound. 1985 (UK)

• "The Rogers Studio 1was awarded
just as many points as our reference
system which is over 7 times the
price." Electronic Sound. 1981 (Germany)
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

namo

BOX 1840 BRANTFORD ONTARIO CANADA N3T 5W4
BOX 1250 FALLS STA NIAGARA FALLS NY USA 14303-0260
1519) 756-4860

Stereophile

• "The LS7 in its latest form is
a really excellent speaker
which seems virtually transparent in its reproduction of
MUSÉC. " 1-11Fe for Pleasure. 1984
(UK)
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It would appear that Compusonics has
been practicing what we euphemistically
call premature promotion. Essentially, what

settes. Until then, we urge our readers to refrain from buying any Nakamichi cassettes
branded "Reference Recordings"; they

was announced in 1982 was not aproduct

aren't. Nakamichi, you may remember, was

but autopian vision—rather like Ronald

the first Japanese company within memory

Reagan's "Star Wars" missile defense.

to pay for American technology they want-

Trademark Ripoff

ed to use when they purchased the right to
use Threshold's Stasis name and circuitry.

Those of you seeing Nakamichi's "Refer-

We applauded that action; why can't they

ence Recordings" cassette tapes, and won-

make honest gentlemen of themselves in

dering if there's any connection with one of

the Reference Recordings matter?

our favorite record companies, Reference
Recordings, should be apprised that there
isn't. Nakamichi is using the name without

Barclay Crocker Crashes
Barclay Crocker, the last remaining man-

permission or approval of Reference Record-

ufacturer of open-reel pre-recorded tapes,

ings, who own the trademark. It is, to quote

is phasing-out its operation in preparation

RR's Tam Henderson, an outright trademark

for afinal closedown.
Orders are still being taken for tapes that

ripoff.
So why doesn't RR sue? Because such
suits can take years to come to trial, and are
likely to cost more than asmall firm like RR

are in stock, but no more will be duplicated;
when present inventory is exhausted, B-C

can afford.

owner Henry Barclay, "CD has done us in!"

We hereby urge Nakamichi, in the name
of common decency, to find another name

will close its doors forever. Explains coIt's the end of an era that, having started
in 1957, lasted longer than most in audio.

for their line of premium pre-recorded cas-

REVELATION BASIC PREAMPUFIER
"I can't add much to the previous praise the Superphon has gotten in
Stereophile except to say that if this preamp was British and cost $2500
everyone would be praising it to the skies. It is short on features and looks, but
possesses a soundstage that virtually all the competition lacks, a natural
sweetness without glare in the upper octaves, and amusicality that is sadly
lacking in virtually every receiver or cheap transistor preamplifier I've heard.
The Superphon is more detailed and harmonic than the NADs, Haflers, Adcom, Carver, and is more musically natural in the critical midrange area than
the PS Audio SR -i. If you're willing to settle for the better high output moving
coils, Grados, etc., you can count on excellent value for money, and sound that
may be the envy of friends with far more expensive transistor preamps."
—Anthony H. Cordesman, Stereophile, Volume 8, No. 7
Suggested list $349

upErphon
Superphon Audio Components
1035 Conger Street, Unit 3

Eugene, OR 97402

503/345-4226
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The Classic II, Pres Speakers newest offering to the audiophile
community, is small, versatile and musically accurate. State of
the Art. The Pres Classic II also gives you something no other
competitively priced loudspeaker can: beautifully handcrafted
enclosures worthy of a place in your living room.
Since 1973, Pres Speakers has been fulfilling the expectations
of discriminating customers. As an introduction to STEREOPIIILE
readers, we are offering the Pres Classic II (pictured) at a no risk,
30-day, money back guarantee special price of $395.00/pair including shipping (list price is $495.00/ pair; offer good through
May I, 1986 — Mass. residents
add 5% sales tax.)
Dimensions: 91
2 "W x I1
/
2 "D
/
1
16 1/
4" 11
Finish: Oak
Weight: 20 lbs.
For information, write:
Pres Speakers
183 Main St.
Northampton, MA 01060

Pre sSpeakers
-Completely

touched by human hands. -

TT1 — Wall mounting unit to isolate your turntable
••)Ale can simply say that the TT1 is the best wall mounted turntable platform
we have ever seen" — HI-Fl Heretic, U.S. Magazine.
For your free copy of our catalogue contact:

MAY AUDIO MARKETING LTD.
P.O. Box 1048

Stereophile

Champlain, N.Y. 12919

Tel.: (514) 651-5707
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A LANS BASS SYSTEV
FOR MANY YEARS A
REFERENCE STANDARD FOR SUBWOOFER PERFORMANCE
ITS THE CHOICE W-EN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

ASK FOR OUR COMPLETE LITERATURE

THE REFERENCE BASS SYSTEM

JOHN VAROVSKS AUDO SYSTEVS NC

2889 RcQbing AVerUe, BrorIx, Nee ltirk 10461 (212) 8927419

audioquest
McLAREN AUDIO
audioquest

products bring your system to life

629 Camino de los Mores, #306, Son Clemente, CA 92672- (714) 240-0604
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Carver's Claims
Publisher's note:

Stereophile with a solid expression and
evidence of innovation and integrity that

in time to have been included in last

you hardly needed.
As for the tweaks, their genius/gift/

Please note that this letter was received
issue's "Response to the Carver Challenge,"

burden has been the ability to detect to

and should have been. The writer is not

their own satisfaction, if no one else's, dif-

actually a manufacturer, but as current
advertising agency for Adcom, and former

components that escape mere mortals.

advertising agency for many, many companies, Joe Lesly is definitely an industry

Certainly the differences among bad, fair
and good are easy to hear and appreciate.

ferences among and between various audio

spokesman of a kind.

As it is with wine. But as one gets into the

Editor:

very good, excellent and superb, it's no

Your challenge of Bob Carver's bold and
seemingly preposterous claim to make the

longer quite so easy.

sound of his $700 amp indistinguishable
from any other amp of your choice, the op-

audio that leave some of us reasonably content. Components of today are not only

portunity you provided for him to do what

better than those of yesteryear, but offer far

Fortunately, there are other realities of

he said he could do, the effort he put out,

more for the money. Differences were

the results he achieved, and how you reported all of it demonstrated extraordinary

diminishing even before digital, and that

guts by all concerned—and do all of you

them even more. At the least, digital gives
all of us something new to think about,

proud,in many ways.
Those who know Bob Carver personally
know him as awidely varying mix of personality traits. He's genial, articulate, open,
challenging, knowledgeable, competent,

newest of the technologies will narrow

write about and argue about.
One last thought about wine. It there a
vintner out there who could produce—
and continue to produce—a $15 wine that

also admits that he's an actor, so he may

no one could tell from a 1966 LaFite? That
might match what Bob Carver seems to

also be all or none of the above. That he

have done.

charming, and seemingly ingenuous. He

ranks as something of agenius in his chosen

Joe Lesly

profession is reasonable to grant.
Certainly, he's conceived and delivered
products that have repeatedly challenged

Hastings-On-Hudson, NY

On A Roll

the tired old conventional wisdom of our

Editor:

beloved audio world. That's not been an

Iwant you to know how much genuine

act. That he's created names for his develop-

fun Ihad in Santa Fe—the challenge, the

ments that may or may not be accurate
descriptions of how they're made and how

with JGH. And the talk, oh the talk! The

work, the company, the late night hours

part of the delightful mystique he's also

talk was the most fun. Maybe Iwouldn't
have enjoyed myself as much if the results

crafted.

had been different. But they weren't.

they do what they're supposed to do is just

But where does this most recent achieve-

Your recent Ambisonics article by Bill

ment leave Carver, Stereophile and the
"dedicated audiophile," let alone the

Sommerwerck was great. It was the best

tweak? It leaves Carver with some new
credentials that he hardly needed. It leaves

Stereophile

work of its kind I've had the pleasure of
reading in the last decade. And Ithough the
review of the Enigma subwoofer by Dick
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Olsher was simultaneously scholarly and

Phoenix Systems

fascinating. A superb article. Ilearned

Editor:

some important things that Ididn't know

Thank you for the most generous review
of our P-250. It does make adramatic im-

before. It's obvious that Dick has researched
the science and the art of his subject far
above the normal call of duty. Ihope he

provement in the "illusion" doesn't it?

never gets tired of writing about hi-fi.

look at our parametric EQ. Rhoades is

Next Iwould like to get you to take a

Another article that blew my mind was

presently repackaging our rather crude-

George Graves' on Stereophonic Sound. It
was scintillating for me. As Iread the arti-

looking but nice-sounding P-94 into
something more sexy looking. Iwill make

cle, Ifound myself bouncing up and down
on my bed saying to myself, "That's right!

at how well the design holds up as it was

minor circuit adjustments but am pleased

That's right! He understands!" It was
almost as if George somehow found the ex-

originally done in '79.

pressions to my own experiences over the

differences between various systems. Most
consumer equalizers are rather blunt in-

last decade and wrote them down in that

Frequency re-

sponse is asignificant factor in perceived

article. Ithink it's going to be a classic
piece. The author was right on the mark

struments. Parametric, while difficult to

when he said "capturing the phase and

modes, etc.
Iam pleased that you liked the stereo

amplitude relationships makes all the difference between multichannel mono and
real stereophony." Icouldn't agree more.
Don't stop now; you guys are on aroll.
Bob Carver
Lynnwood, WA

use, is the "only" way to fix most room

synthesizer. It is avariation on arecording
studio technique, but with the depth of the
effect intentionally reduced so as not to
sound unnatural on movie dialog. The rear
signal in "mono" mode is simply delayed

&Lei ..Auke

hnoleyerreermi in music

,

eassé Aude enc
227G BRUNSWICK BLVD., POINTE CLAIRE, QUEBEC

12›,

F
-19R 4X5

514/8134-135E
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mono. This will uncover ambience due to
the "Madsen" effect. Iagree that the rear is
too hot with Dolby encoded material and

mend him on highlighting the .7's imaging
capabilities. We take great pride in offering

will probably add atone control type ad-

loudspeakers available today at any price.

the consumer one of the finest imaging

justment on later generations.

DO mentioned that he recommended

Ihave aminor quibble with the choice of

auditioning of the .7s; we agree with this

"random" to describe phase and amplitude

comment and heartily recommend comparison of our product with loudspeakers

localization cues. Not that Ihave abetter
suggestion, but the brain interprets (or tries

that are twice as expensive. High-end pro-

to) these specific "combs" as outer ear

ducts of true value are real gems. Ihope we

pinnae transforms with their subsequent

are included in this category and will stay

localization information. The two (front)

there by devotion to the consumer instead

speakers with their distinctly different

of the dollar.

"combs" may not be hard localized but will
definitely be perceived as coming from dif-

Jim Hauer

ferent sources. Luckily for us the brain fills

P.S: Congratulations on your readership ex-

in the blanks with plausible localizations.

pansion. It means a lot to the high end

John Roberts
Hickory, MS

MCM Marketing

Mobile, AL

industry.

Sticks and

Stones

Editor:

Editor:

These answers won't make alot of sense

We would like to thank Dick Olsher for

unless Volume 9, Number 1of Stereoploile

his fine review of the .7 loudspeaker. We

is on hand. These are my responses

agree with most of DO's findings and com-

primarily to Harvey Rosenberg.

New Products
SPECTRAL DMC-10DELTA AND DMA-50
MERIDIAN CD PLAYERS
MELOS PREAMP
MANY RECORDSICDs INCLUDING SHEFFIELD
ENTEC SW-5 SUBWOOFERS
As Always
SPECTRAL
QUICKSILVER
KOETSU
VPI

MOORE-FRANKLAND

ELECTRON KINETICS
AUDIOOUEST

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY

MARTIN-LOGAN
EMI

REFERENCE

MIRAGE

LYRITA

MCLAREN

GRADO
C. J. WALKER
ENTEC

DECCA

STAX

SHEFFIELD

MORE ,

Please call or write for our newsletters and lists of equipment
and records. Much of this equipment is available to audition in
your system, and we will ship almost anywhere.

Two Jeffreys Audio
527 West Butler Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85021

Stereophile

Call Jeffrey Behr
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS
6021943-6877

Sticks and stones may break my bones.
but words can never hurt me. No matter
how many words you use, Harvey Rosenberg, you can't take the achievement away
from me. Imade the M-1.0 sound the same.
exactly the same, as the Stereoplelle Chosen
Reference. It was difficult, but Idid it and
nobody else did.
About me being unethical. ..
bullshit!
Regarding the innuendo about me not
being creative. .."You have got to be kidding," was my wife Diana's reasoned
response.
Harvey, you're putting your words in m)
mouth when you say Iadmit to making
mid -fi equipment. Iadmit to no such thing
Don't worry, Harvey, I'm not going to
model one of your amplifiers, but your
wish has come true. Ihave indeed produced
ared-blooded amplifier, but Idon't think
I'll stand in line for your big juicy kiss!
Bob Carver
Lynnwood, WA

The Chapman T-7. a loudspeaker of
true quality. Quality that comes from
fine craftsmanship, uncompromising
standards and attention to detail. True
honest sound...smooth, neutral and
musical. The Chapman T-7, 'worth
looking for -worth listening to.'

c"

P.O. Box 18123 • Seattle, WA 98118
1-206-526-8647

Magnepan
Editor:
The MG-1c is not a new model in the
sense of afunctional design change; only
the base and afew cosmetic items have been
changed. However, Mr. Gold is correct in

audio frequencies. Rigidity must be added
much closer to the diaphragm.
In 1974, internal supports were added to
the magnet pole piece of all the Magnepan
speakers. In 1978, steel-reinforced, high-

stating that he hears differences. The new
model sits at adifferent angle relative to the

density particle board strips were added to

floor. This change affects vertical dispersion and the acoustical loading between the

the internal steel frame for additional mass
loading. In 1980, we began milling the

speaker and the floor; these changes are

complete internal frame out of one solid

audible.
By raising the speakers off the floor and
changing their angle, the stands Mr. Gold is

piece of high-density particle board.

using will further change the sound. In
discussions with him (after the review was
written), we suggested that it was the polar

In recent years, we have done some
market tests with stands to enhance the
dispersion of our smaller models. Some
customers appreciated the sonic difference
and were willing to pay extra for stands.

response and room interactions which he is

Others objected to the large size of the prod-

hearing, not the rigidity of the stands. Mr.
Gold said he would conduct further tests to

uct on stands and the slight loss of bass
response which results.

see if these items could be isolated.
While rigid stands have merit with box

Wendell Diller

speakers, our testing has shown that, for
bipolar speakers, stands are decoupled at

Sales & Marketing Manager
White Bear Lake, MN

STEREOPH1LE BACK ISSUES
WHILE THEY LAST!

VOLUME I, Issues 1through 12
1962-1966 (a reprint in one volume) .

EACH
.S 25.00

VOLUME II, Issues 1 through 12
1966-1972 (a reprint in one volume)

25.00

VOLUME III, 1972-1976
Issues 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12

4.00

Issues 1, 2, 4, 8, 10

7.50

VOLUME IV, 1977-1981
Issues 1, 3, 5, 6, 10

4.00

Issues 2, 4, 7, 8, 9

7.50'

VOLUME V, 1982
Issues 1through 10

4.00

VOLUME VI, 1983
Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6

4.00

Issue 3

7.50'

VOLUME VII, 1984
Issues 3, 5, 7, 8

4.00

Issues 1, 2, 4, 6

7.50'

VOLUME VIII, 1986, Issues 1through 8

5 00

•Photocopies

EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED

$275.00

ORDER NOW, ORIGINAL COPIES ARE LIMITED
Send me the following back issues:
Original copies at $4.00 each:
Photocopies

at

S7.50

each•

Volumes Ior ll at $25.00 each:
EVERYTHING ABOVE!!!

$275.00
TOTAL

-

Ienclose acheck.

-

Charge my VISA or MASTERCARD

Number
Expire

SEND TO:

RETURN THIS FORM TO STEREOPH1LE, P.O. BOX 1948, SANTA FE, NM 87501
Stereophile
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AUDIO MART
Rates: Private, 50 cents per word no minimum; Commercial $1.25 per word, $45.00 minimum. Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio Mart. Credit cards accepted; send card number and expire date with ad.

FOR SALE
ATTENTION CREEK DEALERS: Music Hall has
been appointed the U.S. importer and distributor
of all Creek Audio Systems products. We have
stock of all components including the acclaimed
3140 FM Miner. For further information contact
Music Hall, 108 Station Rd., Great Neck, NY,

P:3„Q
Hi -Fi Specialists Ltd

11023. (516) 487-3663.
NEED MORE INPUTS? Solution: five-position
DBP-2JAU/5 switches turntables. CD players,
tape recorders, amplifiers, etc., also baseband
video. Quality construction, gold jacks, five year
warranty, $71.95; Nickel jacks, $59.95. Dealer inquiries invited. DB Systems, Rindge, NH, 03461,
(603)899-5121.
REGA PLANAR WITH ARM $310; Spectrum
Aurora 3A's $490; QED A231 amp and matching
tuner, new $330. (315) 339-1351.
NAKAMICHI CR7A (1/86) 11100, VP! HW 16.5
(12/85) 1220, CJ Premier Two $900, McIntosh
MR 5100, Reference A, 21 ft. $160, Ship COD
(801)225-2106 or (801) 277-0706
TECHNICS SL-M2 TURNTABLE. Shure V-IS VP
and Audio itchnica AT152MLP cartridges included.
Like new $200. Phone: (201) 348-7384, days.
MOSCODE 300 NYAL. New maxi-version, warranty intact 1550. (813)962- 7306.
YAMAHA CD-2 1300. YAMAHA T-10 tuner $60.
Shure VI5-5MR $75. Signet TKIOML $100. Low
hours. AR-3A $75 pair. (804)622-3635.
SOUND HOUNDS, DI NVER'S Audio Alternative.

NEW

MUSIC

BRITISH HI-FI AT BRITISH PRICES ,
RING OR WRITE FOR MAILABILITY, PRICES ETC
PRO-MUSICA, 6VINEYARD ST,
COLECHESTER, CO2 7DG, ESSEX ENGLAND
PHONE ENGLAND 206 577519
NYAL Moscode, Rowland Research, ConradJohnson, ProAc, Sonographe, Musical (British)
Fidelity, Straight Wire, Wharfedale, Roger West
Sound Labs, Grado Signature, Grado, Michell,
Tweek, Mod Squad, Target, and more. In addition, we buy, sell, and consign quality audio components. (303)722-3200.
MAC 4100 RECEIVER —$1400, 2205 amp —
$1200. Both mint with cartons, manuals. Thorens
TD-160 Mk 11B with SME -11, $195. All plus shipping. (913) 26'-2229, (316) 251-1982.
BEL: AN AMPLIFIER designed and built by Dick
Brown. A man with an obsession—to build the
best amplifier in the world. Private Line Home
Entertainment thinks so. Interested? Please call
Alan (209)948-1804 or Marc (415)949-4442.
MARK LEVINSON ML3, 4years old, mint condition. $1950. (30 -9 '33-5631.

FROM

YOUR

RECORDS

THE WELL-TEMPERED ARM
"MY FAVORITE AND MY REFERENCE
STANDARD" J. Gordon Holt, STEREOPHILE Vol.

8 No. 4

"SETS NEW STANDARD FOR TONE ARM
PERFORMANCE 'ff Jonas Miller, M&K Sound Corp.
AMUSICAL JOY
Write for details on this phenomenal new tone arm.

PI

The Well-Tempered Lab •3108 McKinley Way. Costa Mesa. CA 92626
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MONEY WELL SPENT

That's howyou want to feel when you purchase fine AUDIO. and VIDEO COMPONENTS.
At PERFORMANCE AUDIO/VIDEO we make that feeling happen with our Personal
Service. Professional Advice, Qualified Staff. Relaxed No Rush" Showrooms. Free
Delivery and Free in Home Set Up.
Visit or call today and EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE.
FEATURING OVER 60 FINE BRANDS
ADS •Adcom •Alpha •Alphason •Amber •AudioQuest •AR •Celestion SL6/SL600
•DCM Time Window & Time Frame •Denon •Discrete Technology •Dual •Duntech
•Dynavector •Energy •Grado •Harman/Kardon •KEF •Kyocera •Monster Cable
• Precision Fidelity • Proton •Quad • Rauna •Signet •Soundcraftsmen •Sony
• Straight Wire • Systemdek •Tandberg •Thorens •Tiptoes •VPI •VSP Labs
•C.J. Walker •Wharfedale Diamond •And other fine lines ....
•Trade-ins Accepted •Financing & Leasing
Call or Write Harold Minto. Proprietor

Export
Enquiries
Invited

(516) 378-4389

M/C
VISA
AMEX

365 South Bayview Ave. (Corner Atlantic Ave ). Freeport. Long Island. New York 11520
Showroom Hours. Mon -Fri 12 Noon to 7pm Sat 11 am to 6pm
WELL WORTH A TRIP FROM ANYWHERE

Stereophile
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ACOUSTIC ELECTRONICS AIR 2.2 power amp,
$1150, Klyne SK-1A head amp, $250. Threshold
SLIO custom series preamp with FETS Two update, 1750. Threshold 4000 custom series amp,
$1475. (312)460-1856.

ARGENT, ARISTON, B&K, BEL, Clearaudio, Dayton Wright, Lazarus, Melos, Morrison, Souther,
Straight Wire, Symdex and VPI. Hear these and
other fine components at Audio Abode, Dallas,
TX, (214) 369-2092 evenings and weekends.

AUDIOPHILE IS CLEANING his closet! Save Big!
CJ MV75A-I $995, C-J Premier Six $695, Precision Fidelity C-8A $395, Acoustat TNT-200
$695, Linn LP-12 w/Ittok w/17D2MR $995, Rep
3$395, AR ETL-1 (new, top-of-the-line) w/FT-3
w/Ills $995, (2) RH Labs SB-2 subwoofers $300
each, FR Subwoofers $300/pt, 70ft. Kimber 4TC
$150, 17D2MR $250, IIIS $295, Alpha One $195,
MCZ-7 4195. All units brand new with full warranties. For Info call (307) 265-7041.

END YOUR HUM PROBLEMS with the AR-XE.
The Merrill motor rebuild and hum shield combination will end the hum problems. Reduces the
hum by a factor of 10 dB. Also improves the
motor's mechanical quietness and removes the
existing end play in the motor. Underground
Sound, 2125 Central Ave, Memphis, TN, 38104,
(901)272-1275.

APOGEE IN DETROIT! Audition the magnificent
Apogee loudspeakers. Driven by electronics from
Krell Laboratories and Rowland Research. Also
available; Melos, Electron Kinetics, Rauna, Koetsu,
Syrinx, Chicago Speaker Stands, Straight Wire,
Audioquest, and more! Performance Systems.
(313) 542-8114 By Appointment.
EXCITING YOU BETTER BELIEVE IT! Hear the
transparent, spatial and very dynamic sound
from the new ProAc Super EBT, with Quicksilver,
Lazarus, SOTA Star Vacuum Acrylic, Alphason and
Ortofon MC20 Super. Sound Experience, St Paul,
MN, also carries B&K, Spica, AR, Grado, and
more. (612)698-8714 eves & toknets.

CD
UPGRADES

BRISSON MI-330 INTERCONNECTS, LAR class
laa! Specialists in difficult terminations, flexible
section tonearm sets, camacs for Goldmund and
Levinson. Customized Athena Polyphasors with
hardwired M1-330 cables. ASC tube traps to control reflections in your listening room. Custom
threaded TiOToes to firmly couple to any audio
product. Michael Percy Box 526, Inverness, CA
94937. (415) 669-7181.
INFINITE SLOPE MOD. 2 speakers; Moscode
Minuet preamp; Kinergetics tuner, Adcom GCD
200 CD; APT H-P Preamp. (215) 567-4626
Philadelphia.
SUMIKO—THE ARM with SOTA mounting
board, $725. Bill Schoening, 542 N. Country
Club, meson, AZ 85716, (602)325-9952.

Now — an Advanced
CD PLAYER
4111M111.111111111.
_

Dramatic Improvements
In your digital sound
Compact Disc Damper
. 'yes
rriagirly arid tigtIler13 bass by stabilizing the disc during play
CD Player Modifications—better
tonal balance sweeter trebles, and
improved dynamics result from upgrading parts power supplies and
connectors
Line Drive—a sophisticated system
control center for your CD player.
tuner, tape deck and video sound
4, oft eble• ir Mi ri 14

With Remote Power Supply

Kinergetics KCD-1 CD Player
removes the "hard" sound
associated with conventional
compact disc players.

ISA is evelywhege ii
.

ér 4i44 In•lundabk

WAD
-ritrxl_eçzad
542 Coast Hwy 101. Department S
Leucadia. CA 92014 •(6191 436-7666
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Audition this technological breakthrough
at your Kinergetics Dealer.

'FASR
6029

Reseda

I
sa K INERGETICS

I . INCORPORATED

Blvd •Tarz na CA 91356 •18181 345-285'
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A NEW RADICALLY DIFFERENT low resonance.
speaker enclosure! Recently patented in thy
and other countries, not yet in production. h,
enclosure allows you to build a loudspeakyr
system that is much more clear and realistic than
any others except for afew very expensive, exotic
brands. This enclosure damps the backwave from
the woofer but has almost no resonance, thus
eliminating once and for all the one-note bass
sound of other enclosures. If you would like to
build asystem, please send 14 to L.A. White Jr
Inc, 1920 Medi- Park Suite 1, Amarillo, TX,
'9106, for areprint of the Speaker Builder article
which explains the theory of the enclosure and
gives detailed instructions for making our own
system for your own personal non-commercial
use only.
SPECTRUM LOUDSPEAKERS: high-end sound,
budget prices. Available at Audio Nexus, NJ.
(201)464-8238, (201)730-2409.
AUDIO NEXUS ADORES the BEL 1001 Amplifier.
And we're extremely finicky. NJ, (201)464-8238,
(201)730-2409.
FRIED SUPER MONITORS, SM3.C3, lbansmission
line subwoofer with pyramid-shaped satellites.
Mahogany finish. $2250 or best offer Call Dave
(301)995-0639.
COUNTERPOINT SA-12 Amplifier: one month
old, 1725. (215)662-1993, 6-11 PM,EST

CFO AIM
NEW JERSEY'S
ORIGINAL AUDIO SALON
10 Years 01 State-01-The-Art Leadership
TURNTABLES: Sota Linn SOnde•

P 5is:emov•

AP

pçeci-orauRn
_ .

•v':su Alpha Talisman

Mono model 21.950: Mono/Stereo $2,450
Write lor literature 10
PO Bo. 335 Dewitt NV USA 13210 0335

NEW 5TH EDITION of Research Paper "The
Golden Era of RCA Records," 26 pages of information, listing and sound evaluations of 600 RCA
Stereo Records. Also, List of RCAs for sale. .110, J.
Mitchell, Box 843, Kingsport, TN, 37662.
AUDIO RESEARCH 070 MKII, $1200; ARC SP8
latest, $1200; Nakamichi 580M, 1295. (216)
867-6138 or (313)626-2390.
NELSON-REED, SPENDOR, Dayton Wright,
Mordaunt-Short, Superphon, B&K, ConradJohnson, Hafler, Grado Signature, AR, Well
lbmpered Arm, and much more. lebu've read
about them. Why not hear them? Call Champagne Audio, Urbana, IL. (217)367-3651.
AFFORDABLE AUDIO in COLORADO—Adcom,
Harman/Kardon, JBL, Soundcraftsman, plus
speaker and subwoofer kits. Gold Sound, Box
141E Englewood, CO, 80151.

Yours for the asking!
(a limited-time offer")

SI

Rediscover
FM-stereo

booklet on

Linn Aucliquest Grabc

tion and

CO PLAYERS

how to improve on

.ffio Research Rowland Research dyne Tani:Meru
A.1 ,

•,un

Electron Kinechcs Motif Quad Acoustal

Meridian NAD PS Audro Denon

"Here's an
informative
FM recep-

:nature
ELECTRONICS

AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRESSOR
For all recorded sound media

The choice of recording induStry, archives and collectors
around the world
three processors or reduction ol transient and steady stale
noises Plus special features or optimum reproduction ol old
,ecords. lateral or vertical

TONEARMS: SME V AlphasOn Syrinx Premier Linn Grade
CARTRIDGES

,

yours."

Kyocera

TAPE DECKS: ':
-Ocerg Kyocera Denon NAD

rive

SPEAKERS: Apogee (Arad
Sauna Boston
VIDEO

•

Acoustat Dunlech Dahlquisl 00•20

Mission

Nos:abeam Romer

Meridian ESB Dayton.Wrigh:

NAD Denon

Kyocera

For your free* copy. write

Plus aCompete Selection or Audio and Video Accessories

CWD Audio Furniture
and Extensive Audiophile Recordings
Used Equipment Available & Trade-ins Accepted
193 Badevue Ass Una« Plaractur, NJ 07043
13011 744-0600

Stereophile

The FM Specialists
PO. Box 219

Alexandria Bay, NY 13607
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SIDEREALKAP NOT JUST another generic capacitor with awonderful name, the Siderealkap was
designed from its inception to be the finest
sounding capacitor available for audio rocky. Find
out what the music lover's capacitor doesn't
sound like. Call (619) "22-"0", or write to:
Sidereal Akustic, 1969 Outrigger Way, Oceanside, CA, 92054. Free literature and price information upon request. Dealer inquiries invited.
FLABBERGASTED BY Compact Discs? Before
you banish your "record player" compare audiophile albums from Mobile Fidelity, Sheffield Lab,
Nautilus and prepare for another surprise! Sound
Advice, (816) 361-2 ,13. Some Beatles collections,
many out-of-prints available. UHQRs, sale prices.
CREEK AUDIO AT A DISCOUNT: Music & Sound
Imports will no longer distribute the products of
Creek Audio Systems Ltd. of England. We have on
hand alimited supply of Creek CAS 4040 & CAS
4140 integrated amplifiers. We are offering these
units direct to consumers on afirst-come, firstserve basis at greatly reduced prices while supplies last. Creek CAS 4040's, originally $299, flou'
210: Creek CAS 4140's, originally $369, now
$260. These units are brand new in factory sealed
cartons and are fully warranteed by Creek Audio.
Music & Sound Imports, 30 Snowflake Road,
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006. (215) 35'-'858.
EAGLE 2 POWER AMP $649. Magnepan SMG
speakers $389. (303) 329-9061.

Audipilmit
Cónnection
Tumtobles: Goldmund, Heybroolt, Merrill.
VP!. Systemdek
Tensaron: ET, Grodo. Lurne, Well Tempered
Cortrldges: AudioQuest, Derr°, Grado.
Prometheon (stylus rtrtIPPloq)
Electronics: (tube) Audible Illusions, Malos,
MFA Systems. Quicksilver
(seed state) Electroromponlet, FM Acoustics.
Jordon. leoch. Magnum, British Fidelity
CD Mayen: Melos Audio. Mormon Mordon
Speakers: Kindel, Merlin, Princeton acoustics.
%ono. Spencior. Vondersteen
Accessories: AudioQuest. Chicogo Sp. Stands.
Goldmund. Lost. UyeLUire, Mimber. Minergetics,
NG. Peterson, Sims Vlbrotion Dynamics. $0410X,
Tiptoes, Torumat. Tweak, ydHul. VP!
1-201-L39-1799
al 5Bloomfield Ave.. Verona, NJ 07044
AUDIO CONNECTION olso has for sole: occasional
close-outs, some used equipment and display
pieces. Single speaker demonstrotion, record
clewing audiophile discs. HOURS: Mon., Tues.,
Ffi
12 to 7, Thurs. 12 to 9, Sot 11 to 6
Closed Sun., Weds. Please cd for on appointment'

MERCURYS, THE RARE RCAs (all categories),
soundtracks (Including HP's favorites), 3copies
of Missing Link, plus complete sets of Absolute
Sound, Audio Critic, Stereopbile, & Sound Advice. Over 1500 Classical LPs for sale too. Send
S.A.S. E. for lists and specific interests to: Larry
Klugman, 414' Newcastle, Decatur IL, 62526.
KLYNE SK-2A head amp. $450. (404) 752-7772.
QUAD 44 PREAMP $398; 405 Amp. $325; FM4
Timer $298; Talisman S Cartridge $200; VPI
Record Cleaner HW16 $180; Technics SH5OPI
Electric Stylus Pressure Gauge $20; Stylast Stylus
Treatment $10. LAST Record Preservative $10,
LAST RCM Fluid $15; Jun Motonisbi, 2807 W.
178th Street, Torrance; CA, 90504, (213)538-1730.
C.F. AUDIO IN ORANGE County is an authorized
dealer for Micro Seiki turntables, one for every
budget. From $250 to $15,000. Highphonic,
SAEC tonearms and cartridges. The New SAEC
C-2 high output moving coil cartridge is in stock.
List $295. We now carry the Audible Illusions
Modulus 2A preamp, $675. We also carry Counterpoint (tubes of course), Superphon, MCM Systems, Fried, Souther, Entre' LC Cables, Orosnic,
Grado Signature, Hitachi Linear Crystal. LC headshell wires $8.95 per set. Visa, M.C., COD. We
ship. Write for free literature; be specific CF
Audio, PO. Box 2305, 415 W. Imperial Hwy,
La Habra, CA, 90631. (213) 691-0967 or (714)
8"1- ¶6 -0

GASWORKS
MODIFICATIONS
Gasworks Rebuilds
Classic Audio Components
After six years of research, we have
developed what we consider to be
universal concepts in updating the performance of older, quality equipment.
It is possible to give your present gear
the smoothness and clarity of todays
finest at a fraction of the price.
Gasworks Mods Include:
— General Parts Upgrade
— Simplifing and proper adjustment of
circut design
— Unique Power Supply Regulation and
Grounding Networks
These concepts have proven to work
well with all quality audio circuts. Mods
now available for GAS, ARC, Threshold.
McIntosh plus others.
4570 W. State St. • Boise, ID 83703
(208) 343-3463

Stereophile

APHEX SURROUND SOUND decoder—first
commercial product from leading professional
firm. Only $895 including Remote Control. Huge
demand. Reserve yours today! Also available: JSE
Infinite Slope, BEL, VSP, Belles, Grado. Tonmeister—exclusive Metropolitan D.C. dealer
(301) 229-1664.
MERRILL AR MODIFICATIONS—Merrill Turntable. Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave.,
Memphis, TN 38104. (901)272-1275.
DYNAVECTOR KARAT 1713S, almost new, $200.
(814)942-1884 After 4pm E.S.7:
MAJOR UPGRADES FOR Thorens TD 146, 147,
166 model turntables and Grado pickups. Our
Corktone Platter Mat restores imaging, midrange,
and bass detailing. Evident Interconnects replace
the jumper pins used in integrateds and receivers
for adramatic sonic improvement. For info pak
send $3, refundable with purchase, to Chadwick
Mod's, 205 Rindge Ave., Cambridge, MA 02140,
Dept. S.
OCEAN STATE AUDIO in New England! Melos,
B&K, NYAL, Moscode, Futterman OTL, Rotel,
Eagle 2, Superphon, SOTA, Systemdek, Eminent
Technology II, Grado, Grace, Premier-MMT, Profile, SME, Sumiko, Alchemist, Andante, Audio.
quest, Kiseki, Supex, Talisman, Dayton Wright,
Spectrum, Spica, Vandersteen, Wharfedale,
Straight Wire, Peterson, Tiveek, Mod Squad. T, W,

-,
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501 ARM and Ruby cartridge on
Micro BL-91 Turntable. All like new. $660. (408)
263-6861.

JANIS SUBWOOFERS: Pair walnut W-ls, $900.
DeCoursey crossover, $150. Carver M1.5T, $500.
Kenwood M-2, $275. Sony CD-5, $120. (616)
375 -5085.
COMPACT DISC CONSUMER guide and newsletter
offers comprehensive Compact Disc shopping lists
with ratings, plus much other CD consumer information. Free sample and details: Digital Music
Review, Dept. SP2, Box 15596, Durham, North
Carolina 27704.
ESS TRANSAR SPEAKERS (all Heil drivers, biamped); H-K Raboo ST-7 linear turntable with Ortofon MC20 & MCA-76 head amp; Crown

SIMPLY
WONDERFUL
Our tube- mosfet hybrid Amplifier.
Combining the best of tube and solid
state technology. Drives difficult
speaker loads with effortless
competence. $1599

Sot

CI08.0•111/ by
hIgh dellnl.
lion cable
and 24 K Gold
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TEN YEAR W
distributed exclusively by:
REEL TO REAL DESIGNS, 2105 CLAREMONT
SPRINGFIELD IL 62703
12171 529.8793

Dealer and Representative Inquiries Invited

Stereophile

BEL 1001, $1100; Audible Illusions Modulus II,
$450; SAEC WE 407, $250; (503) 658-4044
evenings.

And Introducing for '86:

rc2rzez.,
e,"e:

WAWA

SONY TA-E86B PREAMP and matching Sony STJ/18B Miner. $1200 w/boxes and manuals. Perfect
condition. ADS L-710 Speaker System. List $760.
$460 or B.O. Inquire about back issues of all stereo
magazines. Ron (617) 584-7605.

The Lazarus Electronics
Cascade Basic (tube)
Preamplifier. $599

Sernarlurn Cobalt
Mel tweeter..
Europe.n dome
mIdrengee, and

b.n e r19

Sat., after 12AM. M, Th, F, after 3:30pm EST.
lades Welcome. Call or write for free newsletter.
Ocean State Audio, 985 Cranston St., Cranston,
RI 02920, (401)943-2580. Visa/MC, free shipping.

Call or write today for product
information or your local dealer.

LAZARUS
ELECTRONICS

15046 Friar Street Van Nuys, CA 91411
(818) 242-1215
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8000(824 10 1
2 R.R.; Presto 800 10 1
/
2 "R.R.; Ad
/
vent 100 dolby, Soundcraftsman Eq. RP2215-R; dh‘
11 124. (505)982-5846, leave message.
FRANK VAN ALSTINE PRESENTS the Super-Pas
Two, an all new vacuum tube preamplifier circuit
of stunning musical quality and stability. Hear all

Don't

liss The .1a8-11:

In True Musical Sound
Al Il

Sec A Pro.

the music and ambience in your CDs with no harshness or overload. Hear your records sound as
dynamic as your .:Ds. Hear your speakers vanish.
Only $300 for circuits that outperform $2000
preamps. Write or call for our free catalog. We build
new solid state audiophile quality circuits in many
Hafler and Dyna chassis too. Jensens Stereo Shop,
2202 River Hills Drive Burnsville MN 55337. (612)
890-351'.
NITTY GRITTY 3.0 1300, Signet TK-33 Phones
$125, Proton 6(X) Monitor $400, (2) Interlink
Reference + (1) VPI Brick $100, All One Year
Old—Mint, call evenings (609) 92 ,-,,44—South
Jersey area.
CONNECTICUT CONRAD-JOHNSON, New York
Audio labs, Adcom, VP1, Sonographe, Grado,
Souther, ACOUSt2t, Dahlquist, Duntec, Rauna,
Sumiko. Fast pre-paid shipping. The Stereo Lab,
140 Bank St., New London, CT 06320. (203)
44"-9802.

Isound-WIO
Your Custom

WANTED
NEED ONE MID AND HIGH Electrostatic Speaker
for Infinity Servo Static system Olof Hedstrom, Box
4815, Aspen, CO 81612.

Stereo Headquarters

28 Years of experience in Indiana
and offering you state of the art
equipment by: Mark Levinson,
McIntosh,Meridian,Martin-Logan,
Denon, B&O, B&W, Nakamichi,
ADS, Alpine, Carver and Magnepan.
STOP IN AND SEE U.S!
'
,
quart.SlitIpping Icolcr
214'. 1

(;417)M14.11113
1Hill. Slre,1 hursucl. Intliund 11,1142

—
_STRNGHT

WIRE

How can a speaker cable that
sells for only S3/ft. sound more like a
direct connection than other cables
selling for over 5times its price?
ENGINEERING —
The M of Doing More With Less
• Greater impedance linearity
— lower phase shift
• Rat geometry (.05" thin)
— 10 go. OFC/Polypropylene
• Superior mechanical stability
— less intermodulcrtion distortion
We invite you to experience
MUSIC RIBBON
the speaker cable of tomorrow,
today!
Call or write for specifications.
price list and dealer information on
MUSIC RIBBON and the other technologically advanced Straight Wire
products:
LSI • FLEXCONNECT •TEFLON -12
PO. Box 78, Hollywood. FL 33022

(305) 925-2470
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Wear your passion!
Big, bright Stereophile logo
screened on quality Hanes
50/50 T-Shirts.
Colors as shown:
A Orange/cream on Burgundy
B Pink/orange on Blue
C Blue/orange on Fuschia
D Rainbow on Black
in Small, Medium, Large, X-Large

The Outrageous Stereophile T-Shirts
Send check, money order, or MC/VISA information
to: Stereophile, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502
Name
Address
City State Zip
El MC E VISA No.
Exp. Date
Quantity

Color

Size

Total (enclosed) S

Total 015/shirt

_
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THE FINE SCIENCE OF
COMPONENT CABINETRY
This fully modular,
flexible cabinet
system in Natural
Oak features our
wine rack, bronze
tempered glass
doors, solid oak
doors and interior
cabinet lights

HIGH PERFORMANCE: Audio science and the craft of fine cabinetry are married in the CWD modular component cabinet system. Designed to the sound
principles of audio and video performance, all CWD cabinets are hand-crafted
from select hardwoods and lovingly hand-finished.
A SYSTEM THAT GROWS WITH YOU: Start small; add as you need. The
completely modular design allows you total flexibility. Add on, arrange and
rearrange for virtually any configuration. Easy to tailor our cabinets fit both
your lifestyle and your audio/video components, even big screen. Add awine
rack, drawers, stunning glass doors they're all part of the fine science of
the CWD system.
REMARKABLE OUALITY: You won't find abetter cabinet for the money. From
the precision hardware to the natural oiled finish, every CWD cabinet is afine
piece of furniture you'll cherish for years. But see for yourself.
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-323-2159 for the dealer nearest you,
(in Illinois call 312-563-1745).

High performance modular furniture that keeps pace with your electronic system
All CWD cabinets and accessories available
in handsome Dark Oak (shown here),
contemporary Natural Oak, and classic
Natural American Walnut

CUSTOM W OODWORK & DESIGN I
NC.
BEDFORD PARK

U LINOIS 60618

THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS

Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise
that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately
described, and are available to customers at the advertised price.
Advertising That does not conform to these standards, or that is
deceptive or misleading, is never knowlingly accepted. If any
Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write: Nelson & Associates, 62 Wendover Rd.,
Yonkers, NY 10705.
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ted good sound in the
i-fi, you cut ahole in your
nted the woofer inside. Or
Flared Horn the size of a
refri
.
'Ôr bigger.
In 1954, aman named Edgar
Villchur found abetter way. In building
the world's lowest-distortion low frequency speaker, he replaced crude
mechanical suspensions and giant
cabinets with acushion of air in asmall,
tightly sealed box. Called "Acoustic
Suspension." the new loudspeaker
reduced distortion by afactor of 10. And
it was the first high fidelity speaker you
could fit on abookshelf.
To build his Acoustic Suspension
speakers. Villchur founded anew
company: Acoustic Research. Overnight,
AR products became the most revered,
most sought-after, most imitated
speakers in history. In fact, over 70
different speaker manufacturers are
using AR's Acoustic Suspension
design today.
Since 1954. AR has substantially
improved the original Acoustic
Suspension speaker. By inventing the
dome tweeter, introducing magnetic
fluid cooling. building 3./4" high-density
enclosures, eliminating cabinet
diffraction, and solving the problem of
speaker/room interface.
AR's new BXi Series Loudspeakers
for 1986 are the most highly refined
speakers on today's market. And they
should be. It took us 32 years to
make them.
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ACOUSTIC
RESEARCH
We speak from experience.

X TELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
330 Turnplke Street. Canton, MA 02021

The ONKYO M-510
the M stands for Magic

The Onkyo Grand Integra M-510 was created for the ultimate
reproduction of music. It combines transparency, natural imaging and
musicality with sufficient power to drive any loudspeaker system,
regardless of impedance or efficiency. Onkyo Real Phase Technology
is employed to eliminate phase shift between charging voltage and
current that occurs with reactive loudspeaker systems, maintaining
phase accuracy for precise stereo imaging.
•
Conservatively rated at 300 watts per channel, the M-510
offers tremendous power reserves—stable down to six tenths
of 1ohm, with amaximum IHF dynamic power output per
channel of 2.1 kilowatts!
State of the art amplification redefined
The Conley° Grand Integra M-510.
Artistry in Sound
CONKYO
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 •(201)825-7950
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